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Date 6/28/68

Mrs. TIFFANY JOHAS,
was interviewed at her residence and furnished the
information:

allowing

She worked on the KENNEDY Campaign Committee for
Los Angeles and was at the Ambassador Hotel on the morning
Senator ROBERT F. KENNEDY was assassinated.

At approximately 10:30 P15 on June k, 1968, she ,
accompanied by her husband, DAVID JONAS, arrived at the
Ambassador Hotel where they intended to go to the Embassy
Room to await Senator ROBERT P. KENNEDY.1 s' victory speech.
They made several attempts to enter the Embassy Room, but it
was so crowded it was impossible to get in. In an effort
to get into the room, they attempted to pass through the
kitchen area, but were stopped by Security Guards.

After spending some tine in the Press Room, adjacent
to the kitchen, she and her husband went to the Ballroom for
cocktails. While drinking in the Ballroom, she became separated
from her husband who returned after about half an hour and
said he was going home because of the large crowd. After her
husband left,she again attempted to get into the Embassy Room
and was standing near the doors which go into the Press Room,
kitchen and the Embassy Room, v.'hen she heard what she thought
was the breaking of balloons. Shortly after the loud popping
sounds, there was screaming and a great deal of pushing.by
the crowd. The entire area,where there were three doors>
became very crovided and after asking several people what was
going on, she was informed Senator KENNEDY had been shot.
By this time, she was standing near the Press Room door holding
on to a Security Guard.

While standing near the Security Guard, a man
carrying a large television camera attempted to get into the
Press Room door, and the Security Guard attempted to stop him.
•A great deal of shoving and scuffling occurred and the man
carrying the camera ended up on the floor along with the
Security Officer. At this time, VICKIE CUCCIA bane by and
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said that ERWITJ STROLL had been Bhot and wa6 being taken
to the Central Receiving Hospital.

Mrs. JONAS 'said she was a good friend of STROLL'S
and upon learning that he had been shot and was being taken
to the hospital, went to Central Receiving Hospital to see if
he was seriously hurt. At approximately 12;40 she arrived at
Central Receiving Hospital and after telling the Security
Guards that she was the mother of STROLL, she was allowed to

' go into the hospital and talk to the nurse. The nurse advised
that STROLL was being taken care of and was being sent to
Midway Hospital for an operation to remove the bullet from
his leg. She then went to Midway Hospital staying there until
STROLL'S parents arrived.

She stated that while at the Ambassador Hotel, she
observed nothing irregular and upon observing a photograph
of SIRHAN BISHARA SIRKAN, she advised that she does not
recall ever seeing him in her life*

Mrs. JONAS furnished the following list of people
she knew who were at the Ambassador Hotel on the night of
June 4, 1968:

WILLIAM COX

VICKIE CUCCIA

and
KEN YOUNGER

FAY WHITE

tngeles
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STEVE WAGNER

PAT WILLIAMS

JUDY BRAND

SUSAN BRYAN

C.H. MC INTYRE

DONNA JOSEPH

BRENDlA KRAMER

ROSELA BUNDY

PHIL MULLER

SHERRI MARKS

JOY THORNTON

JAKE WALKER

SAUNDRA TAYLOR

Phone
No address

Phone
No address

Phone
No address
Address unknown, but member of
Young Professionals

Also member of Young Professional!

Ange
Business phone
302 -
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7/8/68

DONNA JOSEPH* who resides a t f l H | H H L O B Angelei,
advised that she had been one of the KENrTEDYCainpaTgners for
several weeks prior to the victory celebration at the Ambassador
Hotel in Los Angeles. She stated that on the evening of June k3
1968, she spent most of the evening at the Ambassador Hotel and
that at approximately 12 midnight or shortly thereafter, she was
in the small corridor exit behind the stage of the Embassy Room
where Senator KENNEDY was just finishing a speech to hiB supporters,
She stated that as the Senator left the Embassy Room and proceeded
towerds the kitchen*she and several other KENNEDY Campaigners
stayed behind in the corridor or press erea and tried to Keep too
many people from crowding into the kitchen behind the Senator.

' Miss JOSEPH stated that very shortly after the Senator
walked into the kitchen, she heard a «rreat deal of noise and
confusion coming from that area. People, began to surge out .".
at first stating that "someone had been"shot" and finally making
other statements to the effect that Senator KENNEDY had been
shot; She stated that she was not a witness to the actual
shooting and that she at no time entered the pantry or kitchen
area where the shooting took place.

She further advised that she did m t <=o©
BISHARA S1RHAN anywhere in the ĥ *.«»l on the evening of June 4,
1963.

On 7/B/68 al Los Angeles, Celifornle F.,o # Los Angeles 56-156
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Dale

JOHN RODMAN JUSTICE, fSkyline Irn,"Tloom 260, 2628
Waiwai Loop, advised that he had worked on the staff of the
party of the late Senator ROBERT P. KENNEDY in the Los Angeles
area, working out of 5^15 Vlilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles,
iiaving obtained this job through one TOM BRADEN^ who resides
•••HIBBCalifornia. JUSTICE related that in this
TapacTty^newas at the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, on the
evening of June 4, 1968.

JUSTICE related that in the early evening of June 4,
1968, he was in the senring area of the Embassy Room, adjacent
to the back right of the podium, helping one RICK ROSEN keep
people from going into the serving area from the Embassy Room.

Sometime between 10:00 and 11:00 .PM, on June 4, 19&8,
JUSTICE observed a roan and a voman in the serving area who,
according 'to JUSTICE, were "definitely together, and this
couple looked suspicious.

JUSTICE related that he asked this man to clear
the area &nd the man said that he was with CBS. He was then
ashed if he was v:ith the camera crev- and this man said, "Yes".
According to JUSTICE, members of the press were supposed to have
a yellow press badge in their possession but that neither one
of this couple had such a badge visible and JUSTICE did not ask
this couple to display a press badge.

According to JUSTICE, while this couple was in the
serving area the man made a phone call which was about
fifteen minutes in length, and after completing this call the
couple disappeared through the serving area and this was the
last time that JUSTICE had seen them.

JUSTICE described this couple as follovis:

On 6/18/68 ., Honolulu, Hawaii
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Number 1:

Sex
Height
Age
Build
Eyes
Hair
Dress

Accent

Number 2:

Male
5 feet 11 Inches
Late 20's
Light to medium
Dark
Dark
Light coat, cannot recall color;
Dark pants^ cannot recall color.
None

Sex
Characteristics
Height
Age
Hair
Eyes
Dress

Accent

Feraale
Attractive
Average
Late 20's
Short, dark
Not "blue
Well-dressed with white dress having
black polka dots (does not recall
size of dots)
None

JUSTICE thought that he recalled that this girl was
carrying a manila-type folder.

JUSTICE advised that he feels sure he could identify
the unknown female from photographs but he does not believe
that he could identify the unknown man and that' he has been
unable to identify the man as SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAN, whose
photographs have appeared in the newspapers.

- 305 -
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JUSTICE related that late in the evening the
late Senator ROBERT F. KENNEDY left the podium in the
Embassy Room and walked through the serving area and
within a minute or so after KENNEDY vrslked through the serving
arec, JUSTICE edvised that he beard three l;pops" which sounded
like firecrackers. This noise came from behind where JUSTICE

pops", JUSTICE turnedwas standing. Upon hearing these three " "

bio

eround and a large group of people was moving from the noise
area. According to JUSTICE, there wss panic. He related that
he did not realize that the noises he heard were gun shots.
JUSTICE advised that there was a time lapse of one-half hour to
forty-five minutes between the aforementioned unknown man making
a call from the serving area to the tine when he heard these
three "pops".

JUSTICE advjsed that he went to the area where
the shooting occurred but did not see the suspect nor did
he hesr any woman in a polka-dot dress saying anything to
the effect that ''vie shot him.i;

JUSTICE, RICK ROSEN,
Los Angeles,telephone

and a girl, ̂ ffirst name unknown) last name
0'SULLIVAN, observed the shooting of the late Senator ROBERT
F. KENNEDY and in all probability could describe the entire
incident.

- 306 -
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Date
June 27, 1968

JOB?? BODKAN JUSTICE, Skyline Inn, Room 620. 628
Walwal Loop, Honolulu, viewed six photographs which
have been numbered on the back side, depicting toe
crowd near the podium in the Embassy Boon at the
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, California, taken prior
to and after the shooting of the late Senator ROBERT
F. KENNEDY.

He was unable to identify anyone in any of these
photographs who appeared to be Identical with a woman
he had noted wearing a white dress with black polka-dots,

He commented that in photographs 1 and 2, the lady
wearing a black dress with white polka-dots is not the
Individual he had in mind as the dress is the wrong
color and her hair is too long.

With respect to photograph # 3, he commented that the
woman wearing the white dress with black polka-dots
Is not the female he had In mind as her hair is too
curly, the collar of the dress is too high , and the
polka-dots on the dress are too small.

6/26/68 Honolulu, Hawaii HN 62-674
ile#
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Date 7 /\ 0/68

\s\c

Apartment
iewed

Los Angeles, telephone number
following information:

company.
He 1B the president of the above-mentioned

On June 4, 1963, he went to the Ambassador Hotel,
Los Angeles, California, BO that he would be able to see
Senator ROBERT F. KENNEDY. Be said that he was a supporter
of Senator KSNNSDY.

He arrived at the hotel at approximately 9*30 P.m.
on June k> 1963, and was able to get into the lobby of
the hotel, but he was not able to gain entrance to the
Embassy Room at the hotel.

He wanted to get into the Embassy Boom because
he heard that Senator KENNEDY was going to make a speech
in that room. He attempted to enter tha Smbassy Room through
the fire escape on the outside of the building but was not
able to gain entrance that way either.

He decided to go down to the floor below the
Embassy Room because he fait he would have the opportunity
to come up a back etairs or find some othsr way to gain
entrance to the Smbassy Room.

He estimated that he was down on the floor below
the Embassy Room for at least a half hour wandering
around trying to determine the best way to get into the
room.

He noticed a clothes hamper which contained
soiled white cooks' uniforms. He took one of the uniforms
out of the clothes hamper and put it on. He thereafter
picked up two empty milk cans and carried the milk canB

up a back stairway and gained entrance to the kitchen

On 7/10/63 .at Loa Angeles, California
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located on the same room as the Embassy Room, From the
kitchen, he got Into the Embassy Room dressed In the
cook's uniform. After he got into the Embassy Room, he
took off the cook*B uniform and placed i t under one of
the telephones in the room.

Shortly after midnight on June 5, 1963, he had
a position on the right side of the platform from
which Senator KENNEDY was making a speech. He took this
position on the right side of the platform because he noticed
that women dressed in KENNEDY gir l outfits had formed an

/ aisle fbr the Senator to depart from the room.

When the Senator completed bis speech ha did
not come through the aisle formed "by the gir ls but turned
and walked off the back of the stage and out through the
rear door.

KADAR jumped up on the stage and followed Senator
KENNEDY out the rear door.

KADAR estimated that he was about 7 to 10 feet
behind Senator KENNEDY when the Senator entered the
pantry area.

As he, KADAR, entered the pantry area, he heard
what he thought was a string of firecrackers being exploded.
At the time he thought there were approximately five rapid
explosions.

Almost immediately he noticed a man lying on the
floor and observed that the man had been wounded. At the
same time, he also noticed that Senator KENNEDY was lying
on the floor. He rushed past the f i r s t man, who was lying
on the floor* and bent over Senator KENNEDY. At-that tfcne,
he observed that Senator KENNEDY was supporting himself
on his elbows.

He looked up from Senator KENNEDY and observed
two or three individuals who were struggling with a man

holding a gun. He later determined that two of
j the individuals,who were holding this man,were ROOSSVELT

CRIER and RAFER JOHNSON. He does not know the identity
of the third man. They were holding the individual with

" the gun on top of a metal table.

- 309 - j
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He, KADAR, rushed over to the table and vaulted
on top of i t and grabbed the hand of the man
holding the gun. He made several attempts to dislodge
the gun frora this man's hand but was not successful. He
held the man's hand and slammed It against the table
several times without success. While he was attempting
to take the gun from the man's hand, someone else pried
i t loose.

KADAR stated that he did not observe the man
firing shots from the gun. He only observed the man holding
the gun after the shots were fired.

Later in the morning of June 5* 1968, he observed
newspaper photographs showing the man who fired the shots,
and who was holding the gun,and noticed that the man's name
was given as SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAN. KADAR was shown 8
photograph of SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAN.

He stated that SIRHAN is the individual who wes -
holding the gun and the individual he tried to take the
gun away from on June 5* 1963.

KADAR stated he had not seen SIRHAN at any time
prior to June 5, 1963.

bor __
ounds,
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Date 6/26/SB

ARTHUR KEVIN, also known as Art Kevin, KHJ-TV
Channel 9, 5515 Melrose Avenue, phone HO 202133, advised as
follows:

He was at the Ambassador Hotel June 4 and 5* 1968
doing live radio broadcasting to New York far his station, KHJ,
which he described as being an independent network. He
had two microphones set up in the Embassy Room, one on the
platform and the other in the back of the room. After Senator
KENNEDY gave his speech to those assembled in the Embassy'Room
around midnight he switched the broadcast to his microphone
in the rear of the ballroom and began recapping the speech to the
listening audience from notes that he had taken. Just a minute
or two after he got into his recap he heard several sounds
like balloons popping. He heard several such reports but he
does not recall how many. He then switched his program to the
news election service at the Biltmore Hotel so that he could find
out what had happened since he also heard shouts in the area that
Senator KENNEDY had been shot.

He. tried to get closer to the scene of the action
but he could not because of the large number of people
assembled in the ballroom. The police arrived very quickly on
the scene and he estimated that within six or seven minutes from
the time he heard the shots the police had the area blocked off
in a commendable fashion.

He did not see SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAN at any time during
the period preceding the shooting nor does he recall seeing a
female Caucasian in a polka dot dress at any time during the
evening.

He advised that he has tapes of what occurred in the
ballroom following Senator KENNEDY'S speech but he does not at this
time consider anything of pertinent value since he was removed
somewhat from the actual incident. .

6/24/68 Los Angeles, California Los Angeles 56-156
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Mr. ART KEVIN, Director of Special Events,
Radio, 5515 Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles, California, telephone
No. 462-2133, advised the following:

On the morning of June 5, 1968, at the time Senator
ROBERT F. KENNEDY was assassinated, Mr. KEVIN was on duty for his
company in the press section in the Embassy Room of the
Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles. He was not in a position to
see the shooting or any immediate aftermath.

Photographs of SIRHAN SIRHAN and his brothers were
exhibited to Mr. KEVIN. He said he had no recollection of seeing
any of these persons and had never heard of them prior to the
assassination.

He had no other information which, in his opinion,
would have a bearing on the matter at this time. He said he
would remain alert in the future and advise the FBI should
anything come to his attention.

On 6/27/68 , t Los Angeles * California Fii* # Los Angeles 56-156
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Date 6A3/68

KAR5N iHHHHi^BHH||H|B
(telephone••••ft was interviewed at tneTEHHEBy Campaign

d ^ ^ ^ Boulevard, Los Angeles, where ' she
has been employed as a secretary in the press room.

KEEIN advised that she was present at the Ambassador
Hotel on election night, June k, 1968, at the time when Senator
ROBERT P. KENNEDY was assassinated. She explained, however,
that she was in the press room at the tine of the shooting, and
although she initially heard the confusion, that she now knows
came from the shooting, she did not go to the area where
KENNEDY was shot. She was not a witness to the shooting and
the events which too!: place there. She stated that she has
absolutely no further information which she feels relates to
the incident. She noted that she had attempted to reconstruct
events which occurred during her work in the past, prior, and
during the assassination which might be meaningful at this
time, but noted that she can recall nothing which took place
that would indicate an attempt on the Senator's life was to
take place.

\i\t-

6A2/68 Los Angeles, California
Fil . #

Los Angeles 56-156
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Date 7/11/68

KAREN KLEIN, Volunteer Worker for*the Senator ROBERT
F. KENNEDY campaign, currently working on the KENNEDY Gun
Control Program at 5615 Vilshire Boulevard, telephone
937-6380, related the following:

Concerning the identity of a group of singers
consisting of one female and two male Caucasians and a male
Negro, each in their late teens or early 20's, who had
approached KLEIN, on the podium in the Embassy Room.at the
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, during the KENNEDY campaign
party on June 4, 19-68, she stated the following:

' KLEIN recalled the group of singers, who had asked
her if it was alright to sing from the podium. She did not .
know who they were and it appeared to be a bunch of kids,
a pick-up group from the kids who hang around rallies seeking
to capitalize on them by singing.

She had informed the group that they would not
be allov?ed to sing from the podium but there was no objection
to the group standing on the floor in front of the podium
and singing. No name or names were used in connection with
the group aurinc; their request of KL3IH The latter had
no knowledge of who they were or where they could be contacted.
She had not seen them, before and did not Know if they were,
in fact, an organized group.

On
7/3/68 Los Angeles, California Los Angeles 56-156
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7/8/68

Mr. HENRY KOKOJAN,1
Texas, advised he is a cameraman with the NationaTTBroad-
casting Company (NBC) at the present time. He stated that
he and fellow employees on an NBC filming crew were present
In the Embassy Room of the Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles
from 8:30 PM on the night of June 4, 1968, until the early
hours of the morning of June 5, 1968. Mr. KOKOJAN said he
and the NBC crew were stationed in the Embassy Room on
that date for the purpose of filming the victory speech of
Senator ROBERT P. KENNEDY following the California Primary
election on June 4, 1968. Also present in the NBC crew
on that date were Mr. A. W. RISSER, a soundman, Mr. CHARLES
QUINN, a Washington correspondent for NBC, Mr. TOM McLENDON,
an electrician for NBC, who resides in Houston, Texas, Mr.
HERB DUDNICK, a coordinator for NBC, who resides in Cleveland,
Ohio, and Mr. HENRY GRIGGS, associated with VBC out of
Washington, D. C.

Mr. KOKOJAN stated the Embassy Room on that even-
ing was extremely crowded with people celebrating Senator
KENNEDY'S victory in the primary. He stated there were
well-known entertainers present who were entertaining the
crowd prior to midnight when Senator KENNEDY was expected
to speak. He named one of the entertainers as the well-
known singer ROSEMARY CLOONEY. The film being made by the
NBC crew on that date was prepared for future use on the
NBC network. KOKOJAN said prior to the time the NBC crew
arrived in the Embassy Room, there was a French crew who
was also there for filming purposes. Mr. KOKOJAN said
some filming had taken place in the room before Senator
KENNEDY arrived around midnight to make his victory speech.
KOKOJAN said he and the NBC crew were stationed on a plat-
form which had been erected on the opposite side of the
Embassy Room from where Senator KENNEDY made his speech.
This platform had been erected for network and television
use.

On 6/25/68 ,t Dallas, Texas -File # Pallas 175-9
Los Angeles 56-156
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KOKOJAN said after Senator KENNEDY finished his
speech, he suddenly Bade his exit from the room through ft
rear entrance whichms somewhat of a surprise to the
filming crew who expected Senator KENNEDY to turn to his
left from the stand and make his exit from the room
through the main entrance door. KOKOJAN presumed Senator
KENNEDY made his exit from the room in a different manner
because of the huge crowd in the room which would have
delayed his exit 15 or 20 minutes before he could reach
the main door. He said he knew Senator KENNEDY was hurry-
ing to another room for a press conference and presumed
a last minute change had been made to expedite his depar-
ture.

KOKOJAN said at the time Senator KENNEDY was shot
he was busy with hi s camera duties on the stand in the
Embassy Room and he was not an eye witness to the shooting.
He said be first became aware of some confusion at one of the
rear doors to the room when he heard persons near the door
screaming and crying. KOKOJAN said because the crew had
finished shooting films of Senator KENNEDY'S speech, no fur-
ther filming activities were carried on by the crew after
the shooting occurred. He said he does not have any photo-
graphs which were taken during or after the shooting occurred.
Be said he has never known nor has he ever seen SIRHAN SIRHAN
at any time. He said he did not know who Initiated the
change in Senator KENNEDY'S route for leaving the Embassy
Room and he presumed this was a last minute change because
of the tremendous crowd in the room.
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Date

KRAMER who residt
jtelephone nuznbei4HH^BH s d v l & e d that

worKer at the KENNEDY Headquarters for approximately
three or four weeks prior to the assassination of Senator KENNEDY"
and that she had worked most of the time in the cepaclty of e
switchboard operator. She stated she was at the Ambassador
Hotel on the evening of June k, 1968, only during the early
evening hours. She stated that she was very tired that evening
because of the long campaigning hours she had spent and so she
left the hotel at approximately 9:30 p.m. and returned to her
home. She stated that to her knowledge during the few hours
she was at the hotel .in the early part of the evening, she
did not see anyone who in any way resembled SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAN.

7/8/68 Beverly Hills, California Los Angeles 56-156
On . at _ - . 11 «e ff
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Pott C/20/60

THOMAS LITTLETOOD, Vashingtoa Correspondent for
the "Chicago Sun-Ti--.es", ll&tional Press HulicUng furnished
the follovrin^ information:

tfO.1:© vas i:-i the Colonial Room at the
Ainb:issr.0or Hotel in Los Angeles, California during the
evening of June 4 - 5, 1955. Me \«itdied a tclev.isi.on '.
set in the room end saw on i t Senator EOtiiEKT K̂ 'i2?CZS KSrEI&
deliver his victory speech to the jjroup in the Jinbassy
Ballroom at tlvs ho te l , LlTTDZiDOl) v?.s about ten paces
fro-.a the double doors vhich led t o the kitchen area of the
hotel , lie \7ETLG vai t ing for rJiiniiDY to finish his speech
and cone to the Colonial lioom to talk \iith the reporters
in the press haadquarters set up thore. About fifteen to
th i r ty mhmt&s before K ÎIHUY vraft shot, IIUGJI MAC DO!.:ALD
or lilC-UUD I;I?ayi;E of the Ki-r'̂ SOV i'recs t taff caid KJ&SK
vo^lcl trsllc v i th t-:t: p;r«s;; \n t)i2 Calonlnl .I10021 n.fter he
gnve hi.s victo:.y viKt^cb in thu iri.iVaiisy

About 12:15?iJ to 12:2G:M, LITTLEJOOD heard three
diatir.ct shots. About: n cioKen p^rnons rnn frora the Colonial
ROOM into the; Icitchen srca t One of theftc TJGicsoiir. vras
DAVXiJ HCTRV̂iY of tha "Coicf.ga Sitii-Tinss", • LirrLlS.X;^ rushed
\.Tith t))e scoDnd \-av-i of pc.o;=lc throv^h the door. The scono
Yds u t t e r coi'ifv-5.;ion, LIll'L'.IV'OOD sct'j on arr.i pud hand holding
a gi.ui but could not sec. tha tcect of tlmt pcrscti, LIT.CLTinjO-'JD
vent beck into th'D Colc-:.iic:l Hoora P.S i t iippeoviid wore shots
»l«bt be f i red. Alout th i r ty seconds Inter , L.TXTLIilA'JOD vroiit
through the tloots end CP.T.7 the situation vns n t i l l chaos but
t'iC guti \ras no longer v i s i b l e .

The suspect van s t i l l bein^ held and O*IQ of the
sons holrdn<; hold him VJC ICOJR.,V"JJJ,T CT:!.^ \?ho iiad his
s around suspect 's -neck. Some poodle \"cre jvcd;in£ an^pr

Dot* rfictoicj
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gestures one! screaraing at the suspect, vrho looked tei-rified,
JESSE urmUH of Uashin^ton, D. C. c°t an a table and
t r ied to £et the crovd avay froia the suspect, URllUH said,
"Ite Y?ant th i s one a l i ve . "

About fifteen Minutes before the shooting,
LITTLEW-J01) lir-d talked through the kitchen area to the
Fj:ibr>ssy Bnllroo;.?, lie could not reca l l ever having seen
the suspect,51 PJI-fJ-1 SXIiH^ before. Also, he could not
I'ecall having seen a you:o.£ lady \.'e0riii£ a polka dot dress
in the kitchen corridor of the: hote l . LJ.TH^MODD said he
did not h.-jr.r anyone ca l l out, "'Je'vc shot hin,"

LITX/,";:;.CO did not Ivicxr v'mt vo'.itc
use; to G° fro:':i tlia .ViTibrfĵ y ilo^ii to 'J'.«o Color.iel 11oo:a but
thour;lit h^ prol)?.bly *.?ov.ld f,:al!c tlrrou^h the croi?d
as i t \rc.s hie custom to \rnlk turou^h gj;c>uos of \rell vxs
Ilia rci-sojrtcjra had bcsen told to use the kitchen area as a
corridor r-incc the hotel \:o.s croi/dod. hlT£'iJi\'.OOD described
the people: in the 32.abr.scy Hoo.i as c.n orderly one prior to
ti;e shooting* I t va.s a i r coi'idit5.ono<l but the television
lighf.s i:ir.«-"o i t cetn very vttrra, LI'ilXS'JJOD did not kao'j
vrliat K'I2TtT>.il".)y pltrnnc-fl to do p.fter- talking v;lth the press
in Colonial

A lo t of non press paople cawc to the Colonial
Eoon during tije GVcnin^ 'becausa of ths television set tlr^re.
Several ti'.ias an' effort v:o.s r.tatlc to have a guard at the
door to keep out people vrho did not have press credentials
but th is vas d i f f icul t to do and persons could enter the
roon fro;n the kitchcin corridor a lso . Co:-.i]>lG.int3 rare made
about the nvjiVbe.r of the people in the voovn vrho \*ere not
trith the press. Tiicce ccvaoirints \?ere nade to JlliSII M-AC DO
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LITTLEUOOD ra ised the question as to hov;
SIRlL'ill SIMIAN knevr ICKJUî Y vould use the kitchen corr idor
route to the Colonial Room from the Embassy Ballrooia.

Other persons represent ing the press \A\o
LITTLKIJOOD reca l led being present a t the t i t ie of the
shooting a r e :

JULES HIIITCOVSH, Nevhouse Papers,
Washington Press Building, Washington, D. C.

JACK G P̂JiOITD, Gsnnet Papers,
\:ashin^;ton Press Building, Washington, D. C.

WILLL'iiI Ti-IEES, United Press

LITTLE:?GOD added, he vas trith la^Tî DY the day
before the primary e l ec t ion in Cal i fornia . HG iras not \rf.th
KKLEI32DY in tlie Oircr;on primary csiivaign. .LITTL3ITOOD \ras vrith
the e a r l i e r KSi2!I2i>Y craipai^n in Cal i fornia , in Apr i l , 1963.
On the Sunday preceding the e lec t ion in Cal i fornia ,
LI'iTLEl?OOD iras \-ith lO^rî DY in Santa Anna, San Francisco
and Ssin Diego, Ca l i fo rn ia .

0
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Date 7/11/68

- ^ ^ ^ a — a n w California,
advised he l^HJ^HH^HLia^^Hala^^Eanawasa^cne Ambassador
Hotel on June M, 19btJ, when Senator^ROBERT F. KENNEDY was
shot, however he could not gain admittance into the Embassy Room
of the hotel and thus did not observe the shooting or the person
doing the shooting.

LOPEZ stated he was in the Ambassador Ballroom most
of the evening and stood outside of the doorway to the Embassy
Room part of the time. He did not see Senator KENNEDY or SIRHAK
SIRHAN during his stay at the Ambassador.

7/U/68 Compton, California , Jos Angeles 56-156
On at -g. File #
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
6/20/63

.JAMES LOUE, ̂ H ^ H H t Los An{?l̂ es, California,
advised be recalled having tolc^ffl!?young KENNEDY workers just
before the end of Senator KENNEDY'S speech «t the Embassy Room
that there had been a change in plans, that instead of exiting
from the stage at the right, as one looks at the stage, from
which point Senator KENNEDY and his party had entered, the new
plans were that he was to exit from the left rear, and go to the
Colonial Room for a press conference. He said he had been told
this by a well-dressed man from Hew York, whom he understood
to be from New York.

Mr.
concer
by S

LOVJE stated he had furnished detailed information
s portion of the inquiry when previously interviewed
f the Los Angeles Office.

* He also stated he wanted to furnish the following
additional information:

On June 14, 1963, he was talking with THAD HEATH,
another member of the KENNEDY party, who was on stage at the
time Senator KENNEDY spoke at the Embassy Room. He was also
with the Senator when he was shot and held the people back..
HEATH told IDV7E he felt certain he had seen SIRHAN sitting on
stage the night Senator KENNEDY gave a speech "at Temple
Isaiah, 103^5 West Pico Boulevard, Los Angeles, about three
weeks ago. HEATH said this man was just sitting on stage,
looking out into the audience.

LOWE, who was also present at Temple Isaiah on the
night in question, said he does not remember seeing anyone
resembling SIRHA1J.

/it-
hie-

On6/15/68 a t Los An&eles,. California \?\\P tLos Angel <*R ^fi-
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In LOWE'E presence, LENA SMITH telephoned KAREN GANLEY
another young professional KENNEDY worker. LENA
SMITH mentioned to KAREN GANLEY that someone closely resembling
SIRHAN had been seeh onstage at Temple Isaiah, and diecuesed
with GANLEY the fact that someone with a similar name had been
calling her for dates. GANLEY eaid Ehe did not believe the man
onstage, who may have had eome resemblance to SIRHAN, vae
identical with SIRHAN. She said she had also been called by
someone with a name SHAN, SHAWN, or something similar, asking
for a datei but had turned him down.

LOWE asked LENA SMITH where this man might have
gotten her telephone number, and she suggested the possibility
he may have gotten it from KENNEDY headquarters, 5615 Wilshire
Boulevard, Los Angeles,

LOWE then talked with LINDA SUCKNEY, secretary at
KENNEDY headquarters. She recalled talking with a young man
who volunteered his services as a KENNEDY worker and filled
out an application. She believed he had a first name resembling
JAMESTED,, and remarked that he was an exchange student from
one of the Arab countries. She recalled that he had asUed for>
and been given, the telephone numbers of LENA SMITH and KAREN
GANLEY.

LOWE said he ie chairman of the Membership Committee
of the local KENNEDY organization. BILL EVANSON is co-chairman,
and currently has all the application forms of volunteer workers
at his home. LOWE estimated there are about 600 such forms, and
said EVANSON would be glad to furnish them for review.

- 323 -
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6/27/58

Mr. RICHARD G. LUBIC,
California, advised as follows:

Hollywood,

circuit televiSloh c6mpany. He attended the victory celebration
for Senator ROBERT F. KENNEDY held at the Ambassador Hotel, Los
Angeles, on the evening of June k, 1968, as the guest of RICHARD
KLEIN, Public Relations Director, Southern California
impaign Headquarters. I.1TBTC formerly w as associ*

JS Angeles,
is well known to KENNEDY and

the people associated with the KENNEDY election campaign.

LUBIC wanted to congratulate Senator ROBERT P. KENNEDY
upon his election victory in California and stood close to the
speaker's rostrum to await the opportunity. LUBIC noted KENNEDY
had arrived at the speaker's rostrum via a door behind the rostrum
and anticipated that he might exit through this door. A minute
or less prior to the termination of the speech, LUBIC checked to
determine if this area might be appropriate to attempt to speak
to KENNEDY. LUBIC noted that access to the corridor behind the
rostrum could be reached through two doors. He also made casual
observation of the corridor area beyond the doors and has a
recollection of seeing a woman dressed in white in the corridor.
LUBIC assumed the woman was a hotel employee probably assigned
to the kitchen. He has no recollection of observing anyone else
in the corridor.

After making this brief check, LUBIC returned to the
front of the speaker's rostrum just as KENNEDY completed his talk.
LUBIC then followed KENNEDY as he left the rostrum. LUBIC noted
KENNEDY was going to exit the room via the corridor behind the
rostrum as anticipated. He also noted KENNEDY was headed for the
far door to the corridor. LUBIC entered the corridor via the
closer door and was at KENNEDY'S right shoulder as he walked down
the corridor.

.at
Hollywood, California

.File H
Los Angeles 56-156"
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LUBIC thought KENNEDY saw him and recognized him, and
LUBIC continued walking with KENNEDY waiting for him to stop
shaking hands with people and to acknowledge him. LUBIC heard
an unidentified voice saying, "KENNEDY., you son of a bitch, and
then heard two shots which sounded like shots from a Btarter
pistol at a track meet. LUBIC did not identify the source of
the voice and did not immediately determine the source of the
shots. Ke quickly noted, however, an individual with a gun.
This individual was located on the left side of the corridor
and had his right knee on a small table or air conditioning unit
and had raised himself up on this knee to obtain elevation while
shooting.

LUBIC has no recollection of hearing the sounds of
additional shots, but recalls seeing the gun and the arm of the
assailant and noted the jerk of the gun and the arm, apparently
caused by the recoil action of the gun. LUBIC noted KENNEDY
had fallen and was bleeding from the back of his head. LUBIC
sought cover behind an ice machine or table in the corridor under
the assumption the shooting would continue. Prior to seeking
cover, LUBIC had observed the expression in KENNEDY'S eyes and
assumed he was mortally wounded.

LUBIC then noted that one or more of the hotel employees
and other people were struggling with the assailant in an attempt
to disarm him and to subdue him. LUBIC got up and linked arms
with two hotel security employees to keep the crowd in the kitchen
area from coming into the corridor. During this period, the
assailant was still being subdued and disarmed. LUBIC remained
in this area until police took custody of the assailant and
removed him from the hotel.

The following day, LUBIC recognized news media photographs
of SIHHAN B. SIRHAN as being identical with the assailant.
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Date

AUGUSTUS M A L L A R D , J H H H ^
he is employed by the Ace Gu?rd Service, b7£0 WoodleyA venue *
Sepulvede, California, ee e guard and was assigned to the
Ambassador Hotel for the evening of June k> 1968.

MALLARD arrived at the hotel et 6:00 p.m., end
was assigned initiplly to guard the Embassy Rooir.. While on duty
in the Embassy Room foyer, MALLARD saw e m?n dressed in a wind-
breaker jacket and dark sleeks loitering in the foyer. Ho leter
recognised this individual to be SIRHAN. MALLARD edvised the
individual appeared to be an off-duty waiter or bellhpp end was
not acting in a suspicious manner.

* About 7:00 p.m., MALLARD was essigned to the
Venetian Roons to guard Mr. RAFFERTY's function, and he remained
there throughout the shift. MALLARD took a break about 8:00 p.m.
and while welkins past the Le Cafe Lautrec sree, MALLARD saw
SIRHAN loitering in this area. MALLARD stated this was the lest
time he saw SIRHAN and added that he never observed SIRHAN
talking with anyone, ststing that SIRHAN v;es alone both times
he observed hiic.

After midnight, while on duty outside the Venetian
Roo/ii, MALLARD observed en individual come crashing through the
crowd, puthing people down, and he heerd shouts of "Stop that flian.
T'pon hearing these shouts, MALLARD apprehended the individual,
who was the source of most or the confusion in the hallway outside
the Embassy Room and handcuffed him. MALLARD advised the
individual turned out to be a reporter for a Los Angeles paper,
who was trying to get to a telephone end that after he turned
this individual over to Los Angeles Police Department officers,
he went hojse.

in

^6/9/68 Ltos_Angej.esJ Cal ifornia
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SHERKY MARKS, MMHMHHi^^Wallfomia,
advised that she formerly worked at the KENNEDXror
President Campaign Headquarters located at 5615 Wllehire
Boulevard, Los Angeles. Miss HARKS said that she was a
volunteer worker at the campaign headquarters. She said
she was at the Ambassador Hotel during the night of
June 4-5, 1963. She said that she has no information to
offer concerning the shooting of Senator BOBERT P. KENNEDY,
as she was not in the immediate area of where he was shot.

Miss MARKS said that 6he has seen newspaper
photographs of SIRHAN SIRHAN, and she does not recall ever
having met this individual. She said she did not see this
individual at the Ambassador Hotel prior to the time that
Senator KENNEDY was shot. She added that she did get a
glimpse of SIBHAN SIRHAN as the police were escorting him
out of the hotel.

62L

7/10/63 Los Angeles, California
On at File #

Los Angeles 56-156
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j
Mr. JOHN MARSHALL, announcer, Radio*Station KFVB,

9 Hollywood Boulevard, Los Angeles, California, advised
as follows:

He and a co-enjployee WARREN G. WILSON were the
announcers for Radio Station KFWB's coverage of the election
activities of Senator ROBERT P. KENNEDY at the Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles, on the evening of June kM 1968. Mr.
LOUIS GOLDOWITZ was the station's engineer at the hotel. He
advised that following Senator KENNEDY'S speech, the station
went off the air. Although neither he nor the other members
of the crew heard shots, the commotion behind the rostrum was
noted. MARSHALL ascertained that the Senator had been shot,
and the Btation went back on the air. MARSHALL continued
broadcasting his observations of the activity taking place
at the hotel.

MARSHALL did not observe the shooting and he did
not see SIRHAN. MARSHALL said that at about the time of the
shooting, he was located about 25 feet away from the terrace
door of the Embassy Room. He said he subsequently learned
a witness had alleged that a girl In a polka dot dress saying,
"We've shot him, we've shot him" had exited from this door.
MARSHALL said he had searched his memory and had no recollec-
tion of seeing this girl. He said he was mentioning this for
what ever value it might have. He noted that he was con-
centrating on his announcing and did not observe every
person using this door.

MARSHALL could furnish no additional, pertinent
information.

.7 A/68 Los Angeles, California
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

£
Date

6/27/68

•Mrs. WINNIE THERESA MARSHALL, __
Hollywood, California, advised that she had" contacted"
Los Angeles, California, in regards to an interview with her
adopted brother PAUL BENEDICT, who resides at her residence.
She advised that PAUL had stated that he had been interviewed
by the FBI in regard to the assassination of Senator ROBERT P.
KENNEDY and that she had desired to know his involvement in the
matter. Mrs. MARSHALL stated t ^ ^ d h j

ornia until he was years of age
Louisiana to reside with

whose address she did not know.
"returned to California about three

months ago and that his actions have led her to believe that he
had been mentally affected while in New Orleans.

On
6/19/68 North Hollywood, California Los Angeles 56-156
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Mrs, MARSHALL advised that most of her family and re-
latives are in show business and that PAUL has also expressed a
desire to *" +*a g*™° W y e MARSHALL Btated that PAUL'S date
of birth is1

Mrs. MARSHALL advised that she was at the Ambassador
Hotel in the Grand Ballroom the night Senator ROBERT F. KENNEDY
was shot. She advised that her mother, two sisters and herself
>had particpated in distributing KENNEDY literature and had helped
to comprise several KENNEDY caravans and in general took a
very active interest in his primary bid. She stated that on the
night of June 4, 1Q6B hp.r mother. MARGARET MC CARTHY, her sister,
GERIE MC CARTHY. M M B J H l — ^ California.
her sister MARY 7I
California, EILEEN ANDERSON,
California and her boy friend, PHIL "LITROW,i_
California, her husband, CHRIS MARSHALL, PAUL
herself had arrived et the Ambassador Kotel about 9^30 p.m.

She stated that they were on the stage most of the even-
ing singing KENNEDY songs and generally mixing with the crowd.
She stated that at about 11:50 p.m. or midnight her husband CHRIS
had left the stage and moved to a smaller sideroom. She stated
that while he was going to this other room he passed a fire escape
area. She stated that while he was near the fire escape either
he or GERIE MC CARTHY, vjho had accompanied him, observed a girl
and a youn£ man come down the fire escape shouting, "They've
shot him". Mrs. MARSHALL stated that GiSRIE had told her the_girl
had worn a polka dot dress and had been saying, 'KENNEDY has been
shot".

Mrs. MARSHALL stated she did not immediately learn of
the shooting until her husband came back to the stage and told
her that KENNEDY had been shot. She advised that the situation .
was such in the ballroom that it was difficult to hear anything
over the noise and that the first official knowledge that anyone
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there had was when an unknown woman came to the stage and made
an announcement that KENNEDY was wounded She stated that im-
mediately alter that police came into the Grand Ballroom area
and requested that everyone quietly leave the ballroom and that
they also took all of the balloons away from the crowd.

Mrs. MARSHALL stated that about 20 minutes after this
happened, PAUL went to the Embassy Room which was immediately
above the Grand Ballroom. She advised that he later told her
about the confusion but that he had not seen anything except one
woman who had appeared to be shot.
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JAMES R.

^ California, telephone ____„„___
that he had been a member of the Cooptonfor jutwfll'DV Committee.
Since he was on this committee he decided to go to the Ambassador
Hotel on June 4, 1963 for KENNEDY'S victory speech. MENEFIELD
parked about one block north oi the Ambassador In a service
station driveway. He was alone and arrived "at the Ambassador
Hotel at 10:^5 p.m. Alter he had entered the Ambassador
Hotel he went to the room where KJSNNEDY was supposed to-speak,
by way of the kitchen. MEMEFIELD saw nothing while entering the
hotel.

MENEFIELD believes that he was in the Embassy Room
and after he had been there for a short while Senator KENNEDY
came and spoke. The Senator then turned and vent out a back
door and in a few minutes MEKEFIELD heard some noise in the
kitchen. He then heard screaming. He started towards the
double door that leads into the kitchen to investigate the noise
and a woman came out of the door with blood on her head and
said, They shot hii.v.

MANSFIELD walked back to the kitchen, looked through
a crowd of people and sav. the back of Senator KENNEDY'S head.
He realized at that time that it was the Senator who had been
shot. He saw another man, who had apparently been shot, sitting
in a chair. MENEFIELD was very upset and had not fully under-
stood the whole situation so he then walked back to the auditorium.
He stated he stayed at the hotel until around 3:00 a.m. when he
called his wife.

Nothing unusual was noticed by MENEFIELD and he had
heard nothing about any type of violence.

After viewing a photograph of SIRHAN SIRHAN he advised
that he had never seen him before..

•

MENEFIELD s ta ted he only knew two people that were a t
the Ambassador and they were Dr. and Mrs. ROSS MILLER from Compton,
C a l i f o r n i a . While a t the meeting hP repf » BHsrewTW ttftTNKC v>hr>

On

by

6/18/63
at

Compton, California
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bic

JACK J. MERRITT,
California, advised as follows:

Sepulvedaj

On the night of June kt 1968, he was working as a
Security Guard at the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, California.
At approximately 12:20 a.m. on June 5, 1963, a number or people
came running out of the Ambassador Ballroci% where Senator
ROBERT P. KENNEDY and his supporters had been having a victory
celebration, shouting, "KENNEDY has been shot". He left hie
post at the entrance to the ballroom and went inside. In the
kitchen he saw Senator KENNEDY lying on the floor with a hotel
employee and Mrs. KENNEDY, the Senator's wife, crouched near
him. He noticed another man standing up holding his stomach.
He also saw CARL (last name unknown), a hotel employee, trying
to wrest a pistol from the hand of an Individual whose name he
now knows to be SIRHAK SIRHAN. There was a great deal of con-
fusion and people were shouting, "Get the gunJ Get the gun.'".
In the confusion he noticed, among others, two men and a woman
leaving the kitchen through a back exit. He could not see
the woman's face but believed that she was approximately 5f5"
tall, with light colored hair, and wearing a polka dot dress.
One of the men was about 6'2" tall with dark hair and wearing
a dark suit. The other man was approximately 5'5" or 5'6"
tall and also wearing a suit. He could not describe these
individuals in any greater detail and does not believe that
he could identify them If he saw them again. Other people
also left.

He remained in the kitchen for approximately ten
minutes before he went back to his post at the doorway of
the Ambassador Ballroom. He had no further information
concerning this incident.

On 6/Q/68 «t Sepulveda., California J)* # Los Angeles
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On tTimJ 19, 19^8, FELICIA MESSURI,
_ Carry town, New York, wife of ANTHONY MESSURI/

Lonal Broadcasting Corporation - Television (M3C-TV)
Direetoi, telephonically oonta^ted the White plains,
New York Resident Agenc;,' and furn^Vj] tfafi information
set forth below to SA

She had accompanied her husbsnd to Los Angeles,
California and was nrecent in the ballroc/i of the
Hotel when Sena*-»r* ROBERT P. KENNEDYvas
She vas, at the tirae of the shooting, bcandins on e
packing crate at the rear of the ballroom. Siding next
to her was KT.KY UKALEN, whose husband, WILLIAM C. WHALER,
is an XBC Associate Hrector. They had been standing there
."cllowing t>fenei.ur KENNEDY'S speech and departure front the
podium, when they nesrd the shrieking cries and saw the scuffling
of the crowd, and learned that senator KENNEDY h*»d been
shot.

After the initial hysteria over the shooting,
a man turned toward her and said something to her. At the
time this incident had no significance but, sinoe there
has been talk of a conspiracy regarding this assassination,
the occurrence has been on her wind and she believed it
might have some bearing on the shooting. Ker present
recollection is that thfe man said something to the following
effect: "You saw me; You witnessed the fact that I was
standing here when the senator departed.1" Those are
not the exact vords, but she gained the impression he was
trying to establish that he was in her view when Senator
KENNEDY was shot.

Mrs. wHALEN waB present when this unknown man
made this statement; which he addressed to both of them.
Mrs. KESSITR1 recently discussed this incftent with Mrs.
WIIALEN, who recalled that she had also seen this unknown
man in the ballroom crovrt earlier, during Senator KENNEDY'S
spoech, carrying a small black object which she assumed was
a pocket radio.

On.
6/19/68

-at.

Telephonically at :>25
White plains, New York NY *ft-1640

.Dot. 6/19/68
fhii rfcx.um«*f contain n«ffh«r r«comff,«nd(ifioni n» c
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Mrs MESSURI described the unknown nan as white,
40-50 yecrs old, 6 feet t a l l , he<:vy set, dark complexion,
Mack curly hair, rearing maroon knit shirt . She could not
ceclde his possible nationality. He dicplayea no
physical characteristics but indicatea a scn^e of u>-gency
ir his actions and manner of speaking. No accent was
d t t £
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Date
6/26/68

t SANDRA METTETAL, Reporter, City News Service, hl7 South
Hill, Los Angeles, California, Room 460, phone 625-7601, advised
as follows:

On June ht 1968, she was assigned to cover Senator
ROBERT F. KENNEDY at the Ambassador Hotel. At approximately
10:30 P.M. she went to the Embassy Room and sat on the platform to
insure that she would be close to Senator KENNEDY when he addressed
the rally. At approximately 11:00 P.M. she went out the main door
of the Embassy Room to get a drink and visit the restroom. - When
she was returning she was told by a guard that she could not
enter the Embassy Room through that door but had to proceed
through the Colonial Room. She did this.and then proceeded through
the kitchen area on her way to the Embassy Room and in passing
through this area she observed between five and ten individuals
there. Since she was not looking for anyone she did not pay too
much attention to these individuals but she had the impression
that they were all employees of the hotel. She does not recall
seeing SIRHAN1 BISHARA SIRHAN there or a female Caucasian wearing a
polka dot dress..

In order to gain access to the platform she had to
enter a closed door, whi"ch was opened for her by one member of a
small singing group, which frequently leads Senator KENNEDY'S
rallies in singing the song'"This Man is My Man". This group
comprised one male Negro, two Caucasian males and one Caucasian
female, and the males were dressed in orange trousers and white
sweaters. She stated that the area behind the curtains, on the
pla-tform,was a semi-room with a piano. .'The singing group
was practicing here. • • • :

She waited on the platform and assisted an unknown male
Caucasian with dark hair in his early 20*B, who she etated is
employed by Continental Recordings. She helped him set up his
microphones as well as another individual by the name of STEVE BELL,
who she stated is an ABC radio reporter.

On
6/24/68

.at
Los Angeles, California_ _ _ _ _ .File # Los Angeles 56-156
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When Senator KENNEDY made his speech she was on
the platform to Senator KENNEDY'S left. When he finished his
speech she rushed to the phones to call her office. As she
was doing this she observed Senator KENNEDY leave the platform
through some curtains which were on the rear of the platform.
A few minutes later while still on the phone she first learned
that something was wrong when a woman screamed "Oh my God". She
then heard others in the general area state that Senator KENNEDY

/ had been shot and this was followed by other screams and shouts.

She advised that she could not get closer to the scene
of the shooting in the kitchen area due to the large crowd, and
she can furnish no further information regarding the shooting.

- 338 -
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Date 7/n/fift

SANDRA METTETAL, Reporter, City Newspaper Service,
417 South Hill Street, LOB Angeles, advised the following by
phone on July 3# 1968:

With respect to details on a group of singers, who
SANDRA had observed in the Embassy Boom during the Senator
ROBERT F, KENNEDY campaign party, SANDRA described them as
being in their late teens or early 20*s. The group, consisting
of one female and two white male Caucasians and one male
Negro, had approached SANDRA, who was standing on the podium
in the Embassy Room where Senator KENNEDY was to speak.
The group did not appear to have a name but asked SANDRA
if it would be okay to get upon the podium and sing. SANDRA
said she would not have the authority to authorize the request
and referred them to someone on the KENNEDY staff nearby.
These singers were dressed in white sweaters and orange
trousers. When last observed the group was talking to KAREN
KLINE of the KENNEDY campaign staff. KLINE is currently
working at the former Senator KENNEDY Campaign Headquarters at
5616 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles. The work ie presently
devoted to gun control.

SANDRA continued that she had no information as to
the Identity to the group of singers or where they may be
located. Further, she did not know whether they would be
potential witnesses or not.

A person observed on the podium during the
KENNEDY campaign party in the Embassy Room was a male
Caucasian in his early 20's, who was employed by Continental
Recordings. He had recording equipment and was believed to have
a press pass. His name is not known to SANDRA but he had
been observed driving a large white automobile with large blue
lettering "Continental Recordings."

7/V68 ,t T*>a Angeles, flailfmn.la
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Date
7AX/68

On

Mr. JEFF BRENT, employee of Continental News, ft
Division of the Continental Recordings, 15300 Ventura Boulevard,
Room 211, Sherman Oaks, California, phone 784-5*88, advised
by phone following attempts to contact him for appointment:

BRENT said that he was acquainted with SANDRA
METTETAI,, Reporter of City News Service, and had seen her at
the Ambassador Hotel during the Senator KENNEDY campaign
party in the Embassy Room. Both he and "SANDY" had worked at
the affair.

With respect to himself as a potential witness, Mr.
BRENT said that at the time of the shooting of Senator ROBERT
F. KENNEDY, BRENT was in the Embassy Room, had not witnessed
the shooting nor had he been in a position to see SIRHAN
BISHARA SIRHAN, .who was charged with the shooting.

The cgily potential witness BRENT could recommend
was an acquaintance, TED CHARACH, who works as a freelance
communications man and who was observed in the Embassy Room
during ^JjeJEjBJgpY campaign party. CHARACH has telephone
number

7/9/68 Loe Angeles, California LOB Angeles 56-156
<it . . Pile * ...1 .

Date dictated
7/10/68
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7/24/68

Mrs. IRIS R. MILLER,_
Compton, California (formerly oj
California) was advised of the identity of the interviewing
agent and that she was being contacted for an appointment
to discuss her knowledge of the shooting of Senator ROBERT P.
KENNEDY.

Mrs. MILLER advised that she was at the Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles, California, on June 4, and June 5, 1968,
but she had no knowledge of the shooting of Senator KENNEDY
as she was in the news room watching television at the time
of the shooting.-

She stated that she could furnish no information
* concerning the above incident.

On 7/22/6Bmt Los Angeles, California-.;,, # Los Angeles 56-156
- 341 -
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Date
7/1/68

informa

I.OUIS STEPHEN MOONEY,
" alifornia, telephone

idjng
rnlihed the following

—— t e l e p h o n e ^ M M | On the
evening or June *+, iyoo, ne vas assigned to vork xhe spot-
light for the Righteous Brothers show in the Cocoanut Grove
MOONEY stated that he arrived at the Ambassador Hotel about
9:00 p j , that evening and went directly to the club room
using the employees entrance on the ground floor through
the kitchen He visited no other places in the hotel.
>At approximately 11:30 p m the show was finished and he
vent directly to his car and returned to his home in El Monte,

MOONEY viewed photographs of SIRHAN BISHABA SIRHAN
and stated that he had not seen him prior to the following
morning \ hen he saw his photograph in the newspaper and on
television

The following description
observation and interview:

Sex
Race
Born

Height
Weight
Hair
Eyes
Characteristics
Social Security No.
Marital Status

as obtained through

by

On 6/24/68 ,( El Monte, California Pnp # Los Angeles 56-136
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Date
6/27/68

DEBBIE J. MOONEYHAM, residing at'_ - _ _ ^
[advised that ehe and her girl friend >4ARY Me MAHCH

arrived at the Ambassador Hotel, 3400 Wilshire Boulevard,
Los Angeles, California at about 10:45 p.m. on June 4, 1968.
Miss MOONEYHAM said she and MARY walked around the hotel and
visited the campaign rooms of Senator ROBERT P. KENNEDY.and
MAX RAFFERTY.

She recalled around 12:00 midnight she was walking
In the lobby on the floor below where the campaign room for
Senator KENNEDY was located. She stated that she heard that
Senator KENNEDY had been shot. Police were clearing the bottom
floors of the hotel, shortly after ehe heard this.
t

Miss MOONEYKAM stated that she and MARY stayed at
the hotel until sometime around 2:00 or 3:00 a.m.

She stated that she had never heard the name SIRHAN
SIRHAN before and does not recall seeing him at the hotel at
any time. She stated that she does not recall seeing any girl
at the hotel wearing a polka dot dress.

On
6/19/68 Hidden Hills, California
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JOHN MORRISf ̂ • • • • ^ • ^ ^ ^
Editor,"New York Times", advised thata^tnF time Senator
R03ERT F, KENNEDY war s*ot in los Angeles, he was in the
rocni but was stationed underneath the TV Cameras and
did not see the shootii.g occur. Shortly after the
shooting he attempted to go near the kitchen where
the shooting occurred but could not enter the kitchen
due to the cro\*d»

Ke further advised that he l\»<l his wife contact
the "ffew York Tiuu-i" to advise them of the shooting anu
was not until several hours later that they again met.
He did not see SIRHAN SIRHAK before the shooting or
after the shooting.

Telephonically, :SH
0<i 6/28/68 o| Sew York, New York FII,« NY 44-1640

6/2 V68
by. .Date dictated.
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Dot*.
6/28/68

^ _ _ _ ^ ^ _ ^ York
that she was at tne hotel on the night that Senator
ROBERT F. KENNEDY was shot. She was situated under the
TV Cameras at, the time the Senator i&ade his victory
speech but was not near the kitchen when he was
shot.

She further advised that from approximately
10:30 to 11:00 p.m., on the nl^ht of the shooting ir.
the downstairs area of the hotel, she saw a ycung
couple who looked like beatniks. At that time she
commented lo herself that they seemed out of place at
the hvte2 because of the way they were dressed.
The unidentified male had dark features and was if slight
stature. She could not be certain if this individual
was SIRHAN SIRKAN even though she had seen pictures of him
in the news media. She is not certain how the girl
was dressed, oniy that she was shorter thc^i the male.
This is the only incident which she can recall that
might have had any relation to the shooting of Senator
KENNEDY. She did not see these individuals again at
the hotel or since that tine.

6/26/68 New York. New York

6/28/68
Dote dictated.
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Date 6/26/68

p o l i t i c a l supporter of Senator ROBERT P.
KENNEDY for 6ome t ine and as such he decided to go t o the Am-
bassador Hotel on June 4 , 1968 t o see how Senator KENNEDY'fl
campaign -was doing.

MOSLEY arr ived a t the Ambassador Botel a t about
10:30 p.m. and parked Just south of Wilshire Boulevard. He
entered the ho te l from Wilshire and proceeded to a room tha t
was apparently down s t a i r s from where Senator KENNEDY «as
speaking. People were ye l l i ng , "We want KENNEDY", but Senator
KENNEDY never came down to t h i s room." MOSLEY i s not sure of
the room but advised t h a t i t was some type of
auditorium. MOSLEY had come from C i J
Hotel with MAXIE FILER> who resides f | H H H H
California and was with FILER throughout the evening.

While MOSIEY was ta lk ing to a person he had met a t
the ho te l a woman came up, touched him on the arm and said
that Senator KENNEDY had jus t been shot . MOSLEY did not believe
i t at f i r s t but l a t e r he real ized that i t was t rue because of
the way the people in the hote l were ac t ing . MOSLEY l e f t soon
after he had heard about the Senator.

MOSLEY noticed nothing unusual while he was a t the
Ambassador Hotel and had heard nothing of any type of violence.

After viewing a photograph of SIRHAN SIRHAN, MOSLEY
advised that to h is knowledge he had never seen t h i s man.

On 6/20/68 at Compton, California F j je *Los Angeles 56-I56
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D a t . 6/20/68

ROGER HUDD, r e p o r t e r , Columbia Broadcasting System,
2020: M S t r e e t , K.W., furnished the following information:

i

MUDD traveled with the K3EKNED3T Campaign par ty through-
out Oregon and Cal i fornia llonday through Friday (June 3 , 1968 -
June 7, 1963). During the t i n e K&1KEEV was giving h i s v ic tory
speech ISUDB was standing in front of the speaker ' s platform,
HUDD did not know which vay KENNEDY would go a f t e r the speech
and i t was WDD's i n ten t ions to regain in the Embassy Room and
film a short news repor t when the crowd l e f t the room.

He heard shouting and then heard t h a t KEHKEDT had
bean shot . He roade h i s way toward the kitchen where he a s s i s t e d
Mrs. KEKliEDY in ge t t ing through the crord to her husband. He
did not see SIKHAH SirJIAll a t t ha t t i n s and does not remeiiiber

•seeing a person reseriblins SIFcIIAlI during the coiBpaign. He
does not rev.e^iber cee i r^ a G-r^ ^ n a poll'ti-dot dress a t the
Ambassador Hotel .

HUDD heard frora HOY PailGEH, e i t he r a r̂ LHilLZri7 a ide
or a r epor te r with the Los Angeles Timss, t h a t RIUGSR1 s
s ec re t a ty , possibly naued JUJ/JT UTOt had e a r l i e r i n the even-
ins asked SlKilAH to leave tJie area she was guarding because
of excessive crovds. She vade t h i s statevnsnt to RIKGER e f t e r
she saw SIEiTAN \A\en he v:as i n custody of JOK1NTSCN and

6/19/68 t Washington, P.C. WP6 173-135

.Dote dtcloted.
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wire services or any of the Los Angeles newspapers. He
further related that SY KORMAN is the west coast representa-
tive of tfte "Chicago Daily Tribune" and while he did not
see KORMAN at the Ambassador Hotel, he feels quite certain
that KORMAN was, in fact, present at the hotel. He related
that KORMAN can be located through the wire services or any
of the Los Angeles newspapers.

In addition to the foregoing, he stated that
TOM LITTLEWOOD, Washington Correspondent of the "Chicago Sun
Times", was also present at the hotel at the time of the
jassassination and he resides in Washington, D. C.

MURRAY said that he did not observe SIRHAN prior
to the time of the assassination. The first time he saw
SIRHAN was after the shooting in the kitchen when RAFER JOHNSON
and ROSIE GRIER had SIRHAN flattened out on a table and were
attempting to wrest the gun away from him. He said that at
this time the gun was waving wildly and the confusion was
extreme. He said by way of reiteration that he believed
Senator ROBERT F. KENNEDY had not changed his plans to go to the
Ambassador room, but merely his method of going to the Colonial
Room in order to avoid the crowd in the Embassy Room. He
did state, however, that this is hearsay and he has no actual
knowledge this was the case.

- 349 -
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Date

VICTORIA TOULICE NELSON, _ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ _
Compton, Cal i fornia , home telephone nuinSeFpiBH^^|B3S i n t e r -
viewed regarding information received by the FBI that .dur ing
meetings held a t the KENNEDY Campaign Headquarters, Los Angeles,
during May 12 - IS , 1963, a person resembling SIHHAN BISHARA
SIRHAN was observed.

d meetings with
t the KENNEDY

NELSQJ reca l led
JOHN AHRNDT, a student a t _ - _ _ ^ _
Headquarters Office on Wile hire Boufevard, In Los^Angeles during
May 12-13, 1965. She reca l led one of the meetings was held to
organize the d i s t r i bu t i on of KENNEDY Campaign l i t e r a t u r e in
Los Angeles. NELSON observed a photograph of SIRHAN BISHARA
SIRHAN and advised she observed no one a t any of the above
meetings tha t resembled SIRHAN.

NELSON sta ted In l a t e May 1963, the KENNEDY Headquarters
set up a new campaign center for the Compton, Cal i fornia , BTBB
on Long Beach Boulevard in Compton. She stated several meetings
were held a t the new center , however, she did not see any one
a t these meetings that was famil iar to or iden t ica l with
SIRHAN.

NELSON advised a t no time did she attend any function
at the Ambassador Hotel nor was she present at the Ambassador
Hotel on June 4 or 5, 1263, the date Senator ROBERT F. KENNEDY
was shot . In addi t ion , NHLSON statad no Information came to her
a t ten t ion pr ior to the shooting to Indicate t h i s event would
occur.

herself;
NELSON furnished the following information concerning

Date of Birth
Place of Birth
Social Security N
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Wvl ObZ'AUDVJFVll, Knight irevspapers, IZoora I l f5 , Press
Building, 14th and / Streets, K.!:., '.teshiiuton. 1>.C., fe)
furnished the follovln^ information to
on June 20,

ilr. Uli31iiX'::F2ri vras a raetiibcr of the press party
essigned to the car.ipai-n of the late Senator _-tOIi£:;T ?. ICIITITKDI,
i'irv CiJl-l.LO: J'L- vas vith the ca^pai^n in California and Cre^on.

He vas in the 2i.:bassy Icooni of the Aiabassf-c.br Ilotel
in Los /.n^eles vrhen Senator Î JI'liiEY T.V.S shot. He x-or.'.ed his
vay throujh the crovd, into the hitchen p.ro?. v:hsrc the shoot-
ing too'; place, end SEV Senator l.J.TI.lî Y bair^ plrcec on r.
stretcher.

:ir. cn^jQl-r^v did not see Si:v,:: ?I ^v : either
before or after the shooting.

It \:&s his understanding that a ; i . SCOTT, vho is
a^ployDC by Station Y.\',C:. in KeK Yorlc, had seen SliJI:" ;̂ SI-U-I/-.IC
on one or tv:o occasions during ths evening before the shoot-
ing.

lie also recalled a you~£ fe*...ale free-lance correspon-
dent vho later stated thnt SI.lK'.:-; 3II21/. i; hsd bf;on "ejected"*
or ns!:ed to leave the press Iiercroarters in the Coloninl .:oo;n
or the kitchanr.ren. lie believed SIl.ILVu had been told to
leave by e. fer-alc Menbar of the iwlU'lLY staff.

I.r» ODX.bXiFl̂ I; stated i t vas his impression that
Senator IMTiiZijuY's plan irns to appear at press hcadrusrters
located in the Colonial '̂ oo:i before 2°'ni. *-o the victory
party.
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6/15/66

^^JjAWRENCE PATRICK OSBORN was in te rv iewed a
VHHBHpH^HHHHflH|^mi|HH|HB^ and advise
Tes1^esaT^^^^^^^^^H^^^|HH^^B^^^R^^^o^>ia.

OSBORN advised that on the evening of June k, 1968,
he went,with an acquaintance, MICHAEL ROUNSEVILLE, to the
victory celebration of Senator KENNEDY, being held at the
Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles, California. He stated they
arrived at the Ambassador Hotel at approximately 8:00 p.m.
and unsuccessfully attempted to enter the room where Senator
KENNEDY was to make an appearance and give a victory speech.
He stated they were turned away from this room and directed

t to another room in the same hotel, where the precinct workers
and other supporters of the Senator KENNEDY nomination were
also holding a victory party. OSBORN stated he remained with
ROUNSEVTLLE in this second room for the remainder of the
evening except for a period of about twenty minutes from
11:00 p.m. to 11:20 p.m. when he escorted two girls to
a parking lot on the hotel grounds. He stated that during
the evening and during the victory speech made by Senator
KENNEDY, he and ROUWSEVIIXE remained in the room watching
the speech on television monitors, which had been set up in the
room.

OSBORN stated that the first indication he received
that something had occurred was during the early hours of
June 5/ 1968 when someone began to tell the crowd in the
room,in which he was located jtb "shut up". He stated that
eventually the crowd in that room became quiet and then a
rumor passed through the room that someone had been shot.
Shortly thereafter a rumor went through the crowd that a woman
had been shot; and shortly thereafter a rumor that Senator
KENNEDY had been shot in the hip. OSBORN stated he never
ascertained the extent of injuries of Senator KENNEDY until after
he left the hotel at 2:30 a.m. It was then while enroute home
he heard on the radio that Senator KENNEDY had Keen shot in the
head.

hie
On 6/15/68 .Bt^-TP P ^ V P ^ , P.PII ftvr.nla Fi)e
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OSBORN said, however, that he had never been in the
presence of Senator KENNEDY that evening or the following
morning and only became aware of the assassination of the Senator
when the word spread through the hotel that the Senator had been
shot. OSBORN said he did not see the Senator and
did not see the assassination. He has no knowledge whatsoever
of the alleged assassin or circumstances surrounding the
assassination except those he has learned from the press and
television.

> OSBORN stated that after the shooting a Mexican-
American girl, age about 2kt heavy set, was observed by him
in the room making a statement to the effect that when she
had been outside Borne men and a women had run by her and
shouted "We Just shot KENNEDY", or words to that effect.
OSBORN stated the girl was in an extremely emotional state and
he put little faith In what she said. He stated that as an
example a rumor was heard that a bodyguard had been assigned
to Senator MC CARTHY and when some of the people there expressed
frustration that this protection had not been assigned to
Senator KENNEDY, this girl began to scream to them, making
accusatory statements that they were in effect the cause of the
assassination. OSBORN stated that for this reason he would
put very little faith in what this girl said. He added that
he understands that she subsequently was interviewed on
television and gave information regarding a girl or a woman
in a polkadot dress. OSBORN expressed the opinion that any-
thing this girl said should be closely scrutinized,

OSBORN advised that the photograph of him and
ROUNSEVILLE, which appeared in the latest edition of Life
magazine, along with others depicting the apparent state of
shock, was not taken anyplace in the immediate vicinity of
the assassination, but in another room entirely removed from
the assassination Bite*

OSBORN advised that he could furnished no further
information concerning this matter.
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MAXINE O T C H I S j ^ B H m H H ^ advised that
she was at the Ambassador Hotel during the night of
June 4-5, 1963, and was in the company of her boy friend
HATHAU HELFMAH.and JOEL WEINGARTEN. Miss OTCHIS said that
she was not in the area where Senator KENNEDY was shot and
has no personal knowledge concerning the activity that took
place, either before or after he was shot.

Miss OTCHIS said that she has seen newspaper
photographs of SIRHAN SIRHAN, and she does not recall seeing
this individual at the Ambassador Hotel during the night
that she was there. She said that she has never met SIKHAN
SIRHAN and knows of nothing concerning his background.

/ILU

7/10/68 North Wlywood, California Los Angeles 56-156
On at : File U
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Mr; BRUCE PAGE, Assistant Editor, "London SunJay
, 201 East J;2r.d Street, New York, New York, stated that

he covered the Senator r.OBERT.F. KENNEDY Presidential
Campaign sporadically.

During the evening of June kt 1968, he was in
the Ambassador Hutel. Los Angeles, Califcrria.

Prior to ard during Senator kENTCED̂ 's speech,
he was in the main ballroom where Senator KEHNKflY made his
*peech and during the speech he was In the audience, in front
of aim tr Senator KENNEDY'S right. He was with
C'JDFREY HODGSON, a reporter for the "London Sunday Times".

When Senator KENNEDY finished his speech, he
(KENNEDY) left to depart by the rear of the stage. The crowd
was very thick and HODGSON and PAGE vent out some kind of
a service door in the back of the ballroom, *iilch led to
some sort of a back service area of the hotel. It v?.s their
intention to go outside and around the hotel to get to the
press room thus avoiding the crowd.

When they re-entered the hotel, there vas much
confusion and som* people said Senator KENNEDY had been shot.
others said it was not so.

Although people vere confused they did not
appear to be surprised at whate^sr happened.

PAGK went into the ballroom and onto the stage.
There was much confusion. He met ANTHONY CLIFTON, a reporter
for the "Lokiion Sunday Times", They were both trying to
find out vhat happened. FAGE then wet PIERRE SALIHGER.
He asked SALINGER what had happened. SALINGER shrugged M s
shoulders.

* There was a wounded woman near the stage.

•J *J i

-Ot Hew York, New York NY

7/16/68
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PAGE vent to the press room. He ie of the
©pinion that by this ti=e. Senator KEBHEOT, PAUL SOHRADE
and SIRHAN SIPIHN had been removed. PAGE saw the

on producer of A3C who had been sUot being removed,

TAGE did net see or near the shooting, tz ha6
never sean SXK2AS SIRHA5.
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PROVIDENCIA F. PAREDES,
Washington, D. C , a clerk in the Office of Senator RC
F. KENNEDY, advised that she accompanied the offical travels
ing party of Senator KENNEDY on his West Coast campaign.
She said on the night Senator KENNEDY was shot, she was in
the seventh floor suite of the Ambassador Hotel and there-
fore could not furnish any pertinent information.

She said she could not recall ever seeing SIRHAN
SIRHAN, the suspected KENNEDY essassin, during her travels
with the KENNEDY campaign official party.
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Date 7/2 U/68

LEON DOUGLAS RALPH, • m | H p m p ^ ^ H K Los Angeles,
California, Assernblynan, 55th Dis t r ic t , wiThoEfi!ce at 1922
East 103-d Street , Los Angeles, California, was ; *
advised of the identi ty of the interviewing agent and that he
vas being contacted for an appointment tc discuss his knowledge
of the shooting of Senator ROBERT F. KENHIDY.

RALPH advised that he was en route to the iabassador
Hotel when he learned of the shooting of Senator KENNEDY and
he arrived at the hctel approximately ten minutes after the
Senator had departed in the ambulance.

He stated that he had no loiowleCge of the shooting of

DAVIS,jfl|HflttHi9BflHBconipton, California, had mentioned
that s.Tenl^seWSTSi^^IRaAH in the kitchen of the Ambassador
Hotel on Sunday ni^r.t, June 2, 1968.

RALPH stated that the women associated with the
Senator's campaign had- held a reception £t the hotel on June 2
for Senator

feK

On

bv _

7/22/6,3 Los Angeles, California^
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Date 7/2/68

.4

JENNIF ̂ Jffl^^^Mi^^JSQ£LQ-£AiJELLE) was interviewed
at her residence vHHH^^HiimHHH^^H^a^f ornia,
at which tine she advised as lollows^^^^^^^^^*

On Election Day, June H, 1968, Mrs. RANELLE was at
the Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles, California. She was
there at the Senator ROBERT F. KENNEDY campaign activities as
a guest of BOB FUNK, a CBS television soundman. At approxi-
mate^ £:^5 to 10:00 D.n., Mrs. RANELLE was in the press room
of the Ambassador Hotel, which roor. is located off the kitchen
and behind the Embassy Room. She was waiting the return of
Mr. FUKK, who was then apparently with Senator KENNEDY in
Senator KETJEDY's suite of the hotel. This was shortly before
Senator KEKKEDY made his tfctory speech in the Embassy Room.

'Jhile Mrs. RANELLE was in this ptess room she was
standing, near the door from the roon leading into the kitchen.
She noticed a young white male enter the press room from the
door that leads to the corridor. This door is across the room
from the kitchen door. This young man spoke to several individuals
all of whor. are unknown to Mrs. RAKELLE in the press room.
He then came directly to Krs. SA1IELLE. He noticed that she had
two press badges on her apparel. At this time this young man
said, I'm working with the KEKJ*EDY campaign but I didn't get
a badge, can ycu let me have one of yours11. Mrs. RANELLE
denied this request and told the man in her opinion if he was
•working with the KENNEDY campaign he would have a badge of his
own. The nan then replied, "Please let me have one, you have
two and you don't need both of then, let me have one of yours".
Mrs. RAKELLE again denied the request and the man left her.
She further stated she sav him approaching a few other persons
in the press roor. and then she did not see him again at any time

Mrs. RAIELLE observed a photograph of SIRHAN BISHARA
SIRKAK in the press and on television following the assassination
of Senator KENNEDY. She recognized this photograph as strongly
reser.blinc the young man who had approached her for a press
bad^e.

S

'Hnnyvonrij Cai M'nmi if\)e *t LftS Angeles *St
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Mrs. RANELLE described this individual as follows;

Sex
Race
Age
Clothing

Hair

Characteristics

Height
Build
Speech
Eyes
General appearance

Male
Uhite
23 to 2k years
Wearing a white shirt;
no tie.
Dark curly hair, not

parleu
Carried some object in his hand,possibly a book
5'3" to 5*4"
Slender
Spoke with no accent
Dark
"College kid

She stated that this individual Dooked exactly like
the photographs of SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAN except that he de-
finitely was not wearing a zlppered Jacket &E appears in the
Los Angeles Police Department phstographs of the individual
after his arrest. He was wearing a suit or sports coat,
winter knit, predominately black with red and gray flecks
throughout.

At the time of Senator KENNEDY'S speech, Mrs. RANELUE
was standing on a platform in back of the speaker's podium.
Following the speech she was in the crowd leaving the speaker's
platform as it surged towards, and through, the kitchen area.
She was at the door leading from the Embassy Room to the kitchen
when she heard three explosions in quick succession followed
by two more quick explosions. She saw flashes in the vicinity
of where Senator KENNEDY was at the time. She did not see a
gun nor did she see any person resembling SIRHAN SIRHAN or the
person she had seen earlier as described above. At this point
the crowd in the kitchen reversed itself and began to leave the
kitchen very quickly. This movement forced Mrs. RANELIE against
the wall just outside the kitchen and at the door leading to

- 36O -
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the kitchen. From this vantage point, Mrs. RAHELLE observed
a woman leaving the kitchen with blood streaming from a fore-
head wound. She aided this woman until a uniformed security
guard appeared. She turned this woman over to the guard and that 1B
the last she saw of either of them. This woman was a white
female with blond hair and she was wearing only one shoe. She
was wearing a flowered yellow drees with black flowers.

Mrs. RANELLE is described as follows:

Name

Date of birth
Place of birth
Height
Weight
Hair

Eyes
Clothing

HE RANELLE

- 361 -
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Congressman THCMAS J. EEUS of California
said he v:ae present on the podium in the Embassy Room
at the Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles, California
during the evening of Juno 4, 1950. Senator RGDiElT F. KEL111EDI
vas raalcin^ a victory speech there after having won the primary
election in California for Damocrfitic Party nomination as
President. RESS lojrt the podium nnd valked toward his
ri^ht as he freed the audience, I-i22S joined his wife
near the exit and waited for KEIHTEDY, Instead of cooing
that way vhich vas one vey to the other ballroom vhere
additional supporters vere gathered, KEIa\f£DY end others
In his innsdinte party vallced to the rear of tlie ste&e
and into the hitchsn corridor of the hotel. TJ&S said
he does not taovr anything about any change of plans
involving KUJII^JY's ê :it from the ballroom, RISS
said he had traveled \rith the ICiT.IliUy party ccctcr.sively
d'jring tlio Cnlifomia primary cai.^ai^n. Croiv*d control
prccticen often used c. flar-I: holdback of the ctxwd to
allo-.r c porsoii to nove er.sier# Tais had allo"eci R.v:]S to
join his vife in the area near vhore reporters v;ere
covering the spsech.

lUilZS said hs heard shots iTiiich he thought at
first airjht have been firecrackers, A panic SGor*ied to have
been started by this. VitJiin about thirty seconds, someone
fisTced ovGi* tJis nicroplione if thore» v&s a Doctor in the house?
Tiicn sonicones said, RjTaJISD"1/ liad boan sliot, K23S said
he attempted to get people to loave rather than to reenter
the Ballroora as wany vare trying to do.

82
173-135--
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number
ROBERT
presence _
furnished the

^ ^ ^ ^ I ^ telephone
1 vised thatnei!a^^voIunTeer Worker -for Senator
_H£_K&£_J.nterviewed at his residence in the

>Los Angeles Police Department. He
following information with respect to his knowledge

of the events of June 5 and June 5, 1968, at the Ambassador
Hotel where Senator KENNEDY was shot:

He arrived at the Ambassador Hotel at approximately
8:30 p.m. on June M, 1968, with his wife NINA RHODES. They
went to the press area of the Embassy Room and spent the evening
there following the primary election returns. When the Senator
made his victory speech, he heard this -speech from the press
'room area.

Following the speech, he recalls that the Senator
exited the platform to his rear through some curtains leading
into the kitchen passageway. His wife NINA followed the
Senator in the hopes of personally congratulating him on his
victory. He was approximately ten feet behind his wife and had
a view of the kitchen passageway, when he suddenly heard a
popping sound which he thought sounded like a string of lighted
firecrackers going off. His wife then turned and started to
run toward him at full speed, so he thought that the Senator
had changed directions,as this was the type of crowd reaction
that often times occurred with the Senator. He was at the
doorway leading to the rear of the podium when he grabbed his
wife and yenked her into the doorway. She was screaming,
"He's killed" and he i-nrnecliately told her to "stop that kind
of talking11 since she had no idea whether it was true or not.

When the firecracker sounds had gone off and he
observed tig wife running toward him and various screams end
shouts he suddenly realized that shots had been fired. His
reaction was that the shots must have come from an automatic
weapon since they were so rapid.

On
7/9/68

.at
Tarzana, California
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He took his wife back to the press room area where
she eventually calmed down.following the shooting and during
the period when the Los Angeles Police Department arrived on
the scene to secure the area of the shooting.

He recalls earlier in the evening he had been
through the kitchen passageway three or four times but
everyone seemed to belong there. He stated that on one occasion
when he went to the lobby to get some drinks he informed the

' guard to remember him when he returned. At that time, several
young KENNEUT supporters pushed by the guard. He stated that in
his opinion, the security there was rather lax.

- 36H -
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RHODES,C^^^^^^^^IHH. Tarzana, telephone
Ivised ffif^^Bl^ras^a^^Hmteer fund reiser

for Senatol1 MiJLlW F. KENNEDY and she furnished the following
information with respect to the events fit the Ambassador Hotel
on June k and June 5* 1968.^^^^^a^BB^^^jviewed at her
residence in the presence o l ^ | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p L o s Angeles Police
Department: ^^^^^^^i^l^^i^^

At epproximately 8:30 p.m. on June kt 1968, she-
went to the Ambassador Hotel with her husband MICHAEL RHODES
and reported to the press staff area located west of the stage
in the Embassy Room. She wore an off-white, short, Russian
.cossack type dress and during the course of the evening, she
followed the election results with PIERRE SALINGER,• FRANK
MANKIEWICZ and various other KENNEDY staff members.

When the Senator made his speech at approximately
midnight, she heard it from the press room arep. She estimates
that everyone knew that the Senator was going through the kitchen
area approximately 15 minutes before his speech ended, ..
since a tall blond man,, name unknown, c?me over to the press
area and asked PIERRE*SALINGER which way he wanted the Senator
to leave the stage. SALINGER indicated that he wanted the
Senator to turn to his right, proceed through the staff press
area, then through the kitchen erea to the Colonial Room, the
site of the main KENNEDY press room in the Ambassador Hotel.
She thinks that SALINGER chose this route because he wanted
to congratulate the Senator personally on his victory and
have other key members of his staff also congratulate him.
She recalls that previously when she had heard of the Senator's
victory, she had asked Mr. SALINGER if she could personally
congratulate the Senator when he finished his speech and
Mr. SALINGER stated that she could. The Senator did not take
the indicated route, however, but exited the podium back
through the curtains to the rear of the stage which led to the
kitchen passageway. When this happened, Mr. SAEENGER said
"Go, baby11 indicating that she should follow the Senator

\S\t

7/9/68 Tarzana, California
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quickly through the kitchen passageway.

She grabbed LUCY SALINGER's hand, who she stated
was a KENNEDY volunteer and a Los Angeles resident, and
together they ran into the kitchen passageway. She stated
this area slanted downward in the direction they were running
and that it was cluttered with all sorts of cables. She
tried to focus her attention on the Senator's head, thereby
making it easier for her to determine his whereabouts. She
*he,d just left the entrance to the kitchen and noticed the
Senator shaking hands with various kitchen employees and
continue proceeding down the hallway when she suddenly heard
a sound like a firecracker and she saw a red-like flash
three to four feet from the left of the Senator's head.
She estimates that she was approximately ten feet from the
Senator when she observed this. She instantaneously realized
that she was there and that shots were being fired. She
leter recalled hearing eight distinct shots. Everything
appeared to her like still frames in a stop-action movie.
She recalls seeing the Senator's head and suddenly everyone
dropping to the floor. After the first shot the remaining
ones sounded like a lighted string of firecrackers. They
appeared to be very high in the air Tor when she saw the
flashes, she had to look tip and the flashes appeared higher
than the heads of the group of people in front of her.
From her position, which vos behind and slightly to the left
rear of the Senator, the flashes were slightly to the left
front of the Senator. When the shots were fired, she also
noticed a cameraaian violently throw himself against the wall.
She also heard people screaming, and she recalls the words,
"Get out of the way. Let's get out of here".

The individual who fired the shots at the Senator
appeared to her to be wearing a powder blue jaxket and he
seemed to be framed against the walls which were also powder
blue. When she saw him> he seemed to be turned from her so
that she saw part of his back and left side as he was in what
she described^as a seai-crouch position. She originally
recalls that she told the Los Angeles Police Department that
she saw the blue jacket in © sea of white. Two days later she
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found out that SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAN was wearing a powder blue
jacket. She stated she could not identify the individual who
fired the shots because she did not see his face, but she
thinks that she could identify the jacket he was wearing.
What she does know, however, was that this individual was
not a Negro.

Following the shooting, she does not exactly recall
whet happened in the kitchen area. She vaguely remembers

>that she was on the floor and that people were stepping on
her. Her husband told her that she left the area on a dead
run and shouted, "He's killed" as she proceeded back toward
the Embassy press area. It was as she was leaving the kitchen
passageway when her husband grabbed her and told her not to
make those kind of statements. She recalls that she lost her
purse in the kitchen erea and before leaving, she heard someone
srsy, "Get towels end ice".

She later heard people shouting from the kitchen
area, "They got 'em", several times from several individuals.

She described the general area being filled with
hostility, women shouting and screaming, and general confusion.

She advised that she considers that security in the
erea was very lrvx in that the guard in the kitchen portion of
the Embassy Room seemed to allow any unauthorized individuals
through that area. In this regard, many individuals who were
authorized to enter the rrea were denied access.
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employment,
the followli

tervlewed at his place of
at which time he furnished

information:

He was a volunteer for Senator ROBERT P. KENNEDY,
and on June K, 1968, he and his wife, SHARON, went to the
Ambassador Hotel to await the results of the California
primary. He arrived at the hotel at approximately 7:30 pm,
and went immediately to the Embassy Boom of the hotel. On
several occasions he left the Embassy Room to get drinks
and cigarettes, but was in the room when Senator KENNEDY
gave his victory speech.

At the time of the victory speech he was approximately
30 feet away from Senator KENNEDY and as KENNEDY left the
podium after the speech, RISING and his wife, SHARON, began
to move towards the door of the Embassy Room in an effort to
leave the hotel. As they v̂ ere moving, at the rear of the
crowd he heard shouting and screaming from the area of the
door leading to the kitchen. At first he thought Senator
KENNEDY had decided to leave the Embassy Room through the
crowd, but later people began saying that there had been a
shooting and someone began asking for a doctor. About this
time, ST2VE SMITH asked the people to leave the Embassy Room.
RISING and his wife then went into the lobby of the Ambassador
Hotel. While in the lobb̂ ' rumors a^ain spread that KENNEDY
had- not been shot, but cue of the aides had been shot. Still
later a man wearing a sweater came out of the Embassy Room
and said that KENN3DY had been shot. The sweater the man
was wearing had blood on it and RISING stated that he waB the
man in the newspaper photograph shown fanning KENNEDY. When
this man came into the lobby and stated that KENNEDY had
been shot, another individual, unknown to RISING, became
excited and started to fight with him. After breaking up
this fight, RISING next recalls seeing the police taking
SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAN from the Ambassador HoteK This was
the first time RISING can recall ever seeing SIRHAN BISHARA
SIRHAN.

On
7/2/68 Los Angeles, California

.at
Los Angeles 56-155
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While awaiting in the lobby to Bee what was
happening, RISING recalls talking to someone who stated that
they had seen SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAN earlier in the evening
trying to get into the j£mbassy Room by claiming that he was
vith the press. This person was also supposed to have
seen SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAN trying to get into a better posi-
tion near the stage when Senator KENNEDY was giving his
victory speech. RISING is not certain who this person was,
but he believes it was either JERRY DODDERMAN, or a friend of
DODDEHMAN*s. RISING was not sure of the spelling of
DODDERMAN find thought that perhaps it could have been
DODDZASON. In any case, D0DD2RMAN handled the sound equip-
ment for KENNEDY* was formerly employed by a newspaper in
Tulsa, Oklahoma, and should be able to be contacted through
TED KENNEDY'S Office in Washington D. C. RISING further
described this man as being a white male, approximately 23
years old, blond curly hair, six feet tall.

At about 2:00 am, RISING and his wife, SHARON,
left the Ambassador Hotel and went to the home of BOB
THOMPSON, later returning, at about 4:00 am, to the Ambassador
Hotel, where he picked up his car and returned to his own home.
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Mr. A. f. RISSER, ̂ ^ • ^ • • • • • j ^ A Texas,
advised he Is employed Its a soundman witftHarWlal Broad-
casting Company (NBC). RISSER said he was a •ember of the
official party traveling with Senator ROBERT F. KENNEDY
prior to Senator KENNEDY'S assassination. Be traveled with
the KENNEDY party from May 19, 1968, until the tine of
KENNEDY'S assassination in Los Angeles. He traveled with
him and worked with him throughout the primary elections
in the States of Oregon and California. Included in the
party for NBC were Mr. HENRY KOKOJAN, a cameraman and Mr.
TOM McLENDON, an electrician, who were also associated with
the group.

On the early morning of June 5, 1968, and during the
evening of June 4, 1968, RISSER and his NBC group were
stationed in the Embassy Room at the Ambassador Hotel In
Los Angeles to make films of Senator KENNEDY'S victory
speech in the California Primary election. RISSER said
immediately after Senator KENNEDY finished the victory
speech shortly after midnight, be left the stand through
a rear exit. RISSER said he and the other members of the
NBC crew remained In the Embassy Room finishing up their
assigned jobs when they were suddenly aware that something
had happened in the outside hallway at the rear of the
stage. RISSER advised because he and the crew were in the
process of finishing up the filming and because they were
unaware of what had happened to Senator KENNEDY, no further
filming was done during the course of the shooting Incident.
RISSER said be was not an eye witness to the shooting
because he remained in the Embassy Room and he does not
possess any photographs which were taken at the tine
Senator KENNEDY was shot. RISSER said at the actual time of
the shooting he was stationed behind a camera platform
which had been constructed in the Embassy Room. The plat-
form was located across the room from the speakers stand.
He advised all television and notion picture cameras were
situated in this location.

On
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RISSER said the members of the NBC crew had expecffed
Senator KENNEDY to lfave the room by the main entrance to
the room which would have been to Senator KENNEDY'S left
from the position in which he had just spoken. The rea-
son for his last minute change of plans was not known.
It was presumed by the NBC crew that KENNEDY had changed
his route in order to save tine in leaving the room.
RISSER said the room was very crowded and it would have
taken Senator KENNEDY considerably longer to leave the room
by the main entrance. RISSER said he saw a group of people
looking into a kitchen hallway and suddenly people began
screaming and crying. RISSER's first impression was
Senator KENNEDY had collapsed from physical exhaustion due
to the intensive schedule he maintained throughout the
Oregon and California primaries. RISSER said he did not
know who made the decision which changed KENNEDY'S route
on leaving the Embassy Room. Be said he presumed this was
a last minute decision on the part of someone since it
had been expected Senator KENNEDY would exit through the
main entrance, although nothing definite had ever been
said on the actual route he was to leave the room.

RISSER said he did not observe SIRHAN SIRHAN prior to
the time Senator KENNEDY was shot and he did not observe
SIRHAN any time after the shooting.
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BD HAEV.SY rJTTNER, age
Cali fornia , Apartment ^ B

urnished the following Information with
knowledge of the shooting of Senator KENNEDY

at tiie Ambassador Hotel on June 5, 1953:

On the evening of June 4, 1953, he v;ent to Dodger
Stadlu/n and saw the Los Angeles Dodders-Pittsburgh Pira te?
baseball game Kith f r isnds JIM and ANDftJA BUSCH. He returned
to hie h o ^ ^ r h e r e h e c h a n g e d hie clothes then went to JIM'e
house in p H H H H H From vhere the three of them departed
en route totneTnDasaador Hotel to see Senator KSNN2DY. On
the inbound Hollywood Freevay at approximately Barham Boulevard
they heard the beginning of the speech. After arriving at
the Ambassador Hotel they parlted their car in the rear parking
lot directly south of the Ambassador Hotel facing eouth.
They decided not to enter the hotel since the speech *as e t i l l
going on and there v;as a very large crowd in the vicinity
and they thought that the ballroom vould be very crovded.
Immediately folloivin^ the speech they heard alot of confusion
on the radio, and then they heard someone try to clear the
room. Then, STSPJiSN SMITH came on the air and started telling
everyone to please clear the room. They thought at that time
that he vas Senator K̂NN̂DY because of his accent. Then
another individual, v;ho they later learned vas a priest, came
on the air and stated, "we need medical attention for the
Senator. Please clear the roosn".

At that time tv.o individuals ca;.ie waliting quickly
by their car heading eouth. One, a male Caucasian of Mexican
extraction vas ae'.ced by JIM v;hat had happened, and this
individual stated that he v;or!ied at the hotel as a waiter*
that he had just shaken hands Kith Senator K3NH3DY; and, that
someone had just shot Senator KENNEDY and that he vas dead.
As this individual vcae stating that Senator K2NNSDY had just
been thot, he ciemonetrated t^is by simulating a.^un vith his
right hand and pointed i t to his head. He also stated that
he had ducked to the flooi- to get out of the \:ay of the bullets..

OP 7/1/SB .at California
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He, RITTNSR, was Eeated on the passenger elde ;>f
the BUSCH car ne.\t to the v.indov and he rav; -this individual
through the front v.indov:. A female Caucasian, v:ho v:as viith
the unknoun male, vac standing on the passenger side of the
BUSCH car ne;;t to RITTNER but she did not say anything.

He described these individuals a? follows:

( l ) Race
Se;:
Age
Height
Weight
Press

(2) Be:.-
Race
Hair
Dress

Mexican
Male •
25 to 35 years
5 '9" t o 5'1O"
170 t o 190 pounds
Harlc etingy bri;n hat ;
Blue s h i r t , kha',:i t r o u i e r s ,
darlt cardigan sweater;
untidy- appearance

Female
Caucasian
Shoulder length biovcn in color
Long dark coat

After J in tal'.ted to the unknown male individual they
fcent tov.ard the Arabaceado:* Hotel Kherc JIM't f iF t e r , ANDR3A,
eav; a plainclothes policeiaantowhomiiiey to ld the s tory con-
cerning the eyev;itnet£. They then vent into the hotel where
they eavo some of the t e l ev i s ion coverage of the event on
channel tv;o froa the IWrv^mPY headquarters. He r eca l l s tha t
approximately 1:^0 a . ; ; j . , he telephoned hie l a t h e r to t e l l him
tha t jaaWEKT had been ehot and tha t ne, RITTN^R, v:as a l l r i gh t ,
lie recal lp hearing a story being pasted around tha t a boy frosi
Encino wa? Fhot and he d idn ' t icant his father to think tha t
he '.;ae the boy. He reca l l ? tha t they sta-jcC a t the notel un t i l
appro:.imately 4:00 a.m., v:hen he and JIM BUGCH v;ent nome
togather a l t e r stopping otf for coffee. • JIfi'p s iF t e r , ANDJUSA,
met B'jme f r iends a t the hotel and vent ho.ae v l t h them.
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17AHKEK ROGERS,
D.C. , (UDC) fu rn i shed t h e

Washington,
ornation:

He advised that he is employed by "Look" Magazine
as their WIC Bureau Chief. He said that on June 5, 1968, he
was in the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, California. Ee
stated that he had been in the Embassy Room during most of
Senator KElIiiSKf' s speech, but had gone to the temporary press
headquarters in the Colonial Room just prior to the conclu-
sion of the speech.

ROGERS said that he vas in the Colonial Room vhen
he heard vhat he thought to be firecrackers being fired. He
said he immediately vent out of the Colonial Room through the
door into the kitchen area, Ke said that he ran into a number
of people struggling vith a nan v;ho vas later identified as
SlftHAB SIH1AK. KOGKSS said that he Oid not see XENHEW shot.

RCG2RS said that at tha time he left the Embassy Room,
which v-as during K£.;l*31/Yfs speech, it v:as his undarstanding
.that KENKEDY planned to coao to the Colonial Room through the
kitchen area. Us said that to the beet of his knowledge it
was KE&J3Dir*s own idea to go via the kitchen in order to
avoid the large croud in the Erabcssy Room. Repealled the
original plan had been for KLifriiiDT to od.t through the
in the Embassy Rooa, but this ivas changed as ctcted above.
He said th^re xras no indication that anyone other than KEL
influenced the change.

PDGEKS said that he had never seen SIRKAN SIKHAN
prior to the shooting and could not recall seeing any girl
in a polka-dot dress.

on 6/20/68 „, Washington. D.C. WFP 173-135
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^CHAEL ROUNSEVILLE, g ^ p j
tCalifornia advised on the evening of June 4,

he and an acquaintance, PAT OSBORN, went from Pico Rivera to
the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, to attend the victory
celebration of Senator ROBERT F. KENNEDY, who apparently had
won the delegates from the State of California to the
Democratic National Convention to be held In the Summer of
1968. He stated they arrived at the Ambassador Hotel about
8:00 p.m. and attempted to enter the room where Senator
KENNEDY was to give his victory speech. They were prohibited
from entering the room and advised the room was only for members
of the press or people who had held executive positions in the
KENNEDY campaign. ROUNSEVILLE stated thereafter he and OSBORN
were directed to another room in the hotel where precinct workers
'of the campaign were holding a victory celebration. He stated
he remained in this room for the remainder of the evening
and he stated he watched on television monitors the victory
statement given by Senator KENNEDY in another room of the
hotel.

He stated, however, that he had never been in the
presence of Senator KENNEDY that evening or the following
morning and only became aware of the assassination of the Senator
when the word spread through the hotel that the Senator had been
shot. ROUNSEVILLE said he did not see the senator and
did not see the assassination. He has no knowledge whatsoever
of the alleged assassin or circumstances surrounding the
assassination except those he has learned from the press and
television.

ROUNSEVILLE stated the only information he could
give which would have any bearing whatsoever on the investigation
regarding the assassination of Senator KENNEDY ie that he
did see a young girl In the room where he was at the Ambassador
Hotel, who in an apparent emotional outburst made some
muddled comments regarding the assassination. He stated

6/1V68
On
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this girl, name unknown, later was interviewed by one or more
of the television networks and the girl furnished information
concerning the presence at the assassination scene of another
girl in a polkadot dress. ROUNSEVILLE stated he would question
and examine closely any statements made by .this girl who
furnished information concerning the girl in the polkadot
dress, because it is his considered opinion that this girl
in such a highly emotional state, could have said anything,
none of which might have had any basis in reality.

ROUWSEVILLE advised that the photograph of him and
OSBORN, which appeared in the latest edition of Life magazine
along with others depicting the apparent state of shock was
not taken anyplace in the immediate vicinity of the assassination,
but in another room entirely removed from the assassination
eite.

ROU1JSEVILLE advised that he could furnish no other
information concerning this matter.
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LON BRUCE RUBIN,
fornla , home telephone

Woodland
advised th

p
i s associated with]

ywhose offices are located ai
>s Angeles., California, business

telephone n a m t ) e r £ r V f l ^ H | | H H H H ^ A RUBIN advised that
during the evening o n u n e T ^ 9 o S ^ e and hie wife, BARBARA,
attended the thea t r e . They were joined by another couple
named Mr. and Mrs. PHILLIP BELL, address unknown, Arcadia,

J ^ ^ ^ y ^ ^ ^ ^ j U B U ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t h a t BELL waE employed with him
^Haflafl^HHjHHHHHi After attending the theatre, and
on the epur of the moment, they decided to go to the Ambassador
Hotel and attempt to see Senator KENNEDY. RUBIN advised
they drove to the hote l in separate ca r s .

Upon a r r iva l a t the Ambassador Hotel, RUBIN advised
he l e t h is wife, BARBARA, off at the Wilshire lobby entrance.
He- continued up to the parking area where he received a
parking t i cke t from the a t tendant , which clocked in a t
11:55 P-m. RUBIN advised he s t i l l has t h i s parking t i c k e t
in h is possession. He then continued to the lower parking
l o t s where he parked h i s car and returned to the hote l on
foot . RUBIN advised he proceeded to the hotel
where he met the BELL couple, talked for approximately a
minute, and then looked for h i s wife. RUBIN estimated tha t
approximately f i f teen minutes had elapsed from the time he
parked h is car and the time he f ina l ly located h is wife,
BARBARA. RUBIN s ta ted they were unable to enter the Embassy
Room where Senator KENNEDY was speaking inasmuch as the room
was f i l l e d to capacity, and there werewSecurity Guards a t the
doors. He sta ted the BELL couple decided to leave , but he
and h ie wife were in ten t upon ge t t ing in to the room where
Senator KENNEDY was speaking. RUBIN sta ted he and h is wife
then walked down a hallway, where they observed a door which
they entered and found themselves in -a ki tchen. -They proceeded

6/22/68 Woodland H i l l s , California
On «t ^ "
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through the kitchen and found themselves in the Embassy Room
at the podium where Senator KENNEDY was just ending hie hi;,
epeech. RUBIN recalled Senator KENNEDY, at the conclusion
of his speech* made some comment concerning Mayor YORTY.
RUBIN recalled when he walked through the kitchen, he
observed some waiters by a check-out desk. He also observed
three waiters who were wearing white jackets. He vaguely '
recalled an individual who looked out of place standing to
his left as he proceeded through the kitchen toward the
ballroom. RUBIN recalled this person appeared to be wearing
work-type clothee, possibly jeans, and his facial characteristics
conformed with those of the waiters. RUBIN advised he did
not pay any attention to this person and therefore would not
be able to identify him.

RUBIN stated after Senator KENNEDY concluded his
speech, he turned to his ri£ht and walked from the podium
toward the kitchen. RUBIK stated hie wife, BARBARA, who was
on the other side of the podium, also proceeded toward the
kitchen door in an effort to get a look at Senator KENNEDY.
RUBIN advised he was approximately ten feet behind his wife,
being pushed forward by the crowd. He stated his wife
disappeared through the doors which entered into the kitchen.
Shortly thereafter^ he heard approximately six shots, and at
the time he recalled that it sounded like an electrical outlet
had shorted out. RUBIN stated from his position, at this time,
he i;ac unable to look into the kitchen. RUBIN stated the
next thing he remembers was a woman running through the
kitchen doors into his arms. She had blood on her. RUBIN
stated there v?as a Security Guard to his ri£ht, and he
pushed the woman over to the guard and instructed him to get
a doctor. At this pointy RUBIN stated he was intent on getting
to his wife, and he managed to etep just inside the kitchen
door where he found the area in complete pandemonium. He also
observed people lying on the floor. He said at this point his
wife, BARBARA), met him, and she appeared to be in a state of
shock and requested him to £et her out of there. RUBIN stated
he guided her through the crowd, and they finally managed to
Get across the ballroom and proceeded to the ALAN CRANSTON
Headquarters. RUBIN said he sat his wife down and obtained a
drink for her. They remained here for a short period and
watched the activities on television. RUBIN stated his wife
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was still in a state of shocks and they left the hotel and
returned to their car. RUBIN stated that due to the confusion
and traffic, they were unable to move from the parking lot.
After some period of time, RUBIN recalled that a woman came
up to the car and asked if there were any witnesses to the
shooting} as the police wanted to interview them. RUBIN advised
he and wife then left the vehicle and returned to the hotel.

Photographs of SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAN, together with
photographs^ were displayed to RUBIN, and he advieed,

d in rood conscience} he could not identify
"this person afi"feinrr identical to the individual he observed
in the kitchen.
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telephone

known as Mrs-. Lon Bruce Rubin,
oodland Hills, California,

ated the following:

She and her husband had gone to the Embassy Room at
the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, California, shortly after
midnight on June 5, 1968. The purpose was to Join the campaign
party of Senator ROBERT F. KENNEDY. They were unable to get
into the Embassy Room through the main entrance, ae it was full.
They found that by going through a kitchen area, off this room,
they could enter the Embassy Room without being challenged.
There were only three people in the kitchen when she and her
husband entered. They were all dark complected men, two of
whom appeared to be kitchen workers as they were moving about.
One was tall and the other short. The third man, slight of
build, was just standing against the wall in about the middle
of the kitchen. She did not note details of his dress but did
note this third man did not appear to be a kitchen worker.

Mrs. RUBIN and her husband went on into the Embassy
Room just as Senator ROBERT KENNEDY was finishing his speech.
They had arrived at a point a few feet from the podium where
Senator KENNEDY was standing when he made some remark about
Mayor SAM YORTY of Los Angeles, which ended his speech. Senator
KENNEDY then started for the kitchen. Mr. and Mrs. RUBIN
followed him. They were separated by the pressure of the crowd
near the kitchen door and Mrs. RUBIN followed the KENNEDY party
into the kitchen. Mr. RUBIN got trapped and did not get
into the kitchen.

Mr. PAUL SCHRADE was right behind Senator KENNEDY and
Mrs. RUBIN was behind Mr. SCHRADE when she suddenly heard three
shots followed by five quick shots. She realized someone was
shooting in her direction but ehe could not see who it was, as
Mr. SCHRADE was taller than she. She, at this point, "hit the
floor" along with a young blonde woman, and kept her head down
until she felt the shooting had stopped. She sav; people go down
on the floor and briefly saw Mr. KENNEDY on the floor. When she

6/21/68 Woodland Hills, California _., ..Los Angeles 56-156
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got up she ran out of the kitchen to join her husband. She
hid behind things until she found her way out as she did not
know whether or not there might be more shooting.

The Los Angeles Police Department had questioned
Mrs. RUBIN briefly after the shooting, asking her if she had
seen the shooting. She replied "no" and was not questioned
further.

Mrs. RUBIN had appeared on television but was not
interviewed. She was standing near the door of the Embassy
Room when the television news cameras picked up an interview
being conducted of a Negro doctor who had been at the scene.
There had been some comment in news programs and in the press
of a couple being sought for interview, exact source not
recalled. She.was of the opinion the descriptions furnished of
the couple being sought and apparently seen in the kitchen area
before the shooting generally fit that of her and her husband.

Mrs. RUBIN described herself as a white female, 33
years of age, 5' 5", wearing two-inch heels, olive completion,
135 - 140 pounds, dark shoulder length hair worn bouffant style,
dark eyes. She was wearing a white dress with red belt sash
and a bright red and white checkered jacket. She, at times,
carried the jacket.

She described Mr. RUBIN as a white male, 61, 185
pounds, 35 years of age, broad shoulders. He was wearing a
navy blue blazer and gray slacks.

Mrs. RUBIN furnished a photograph of herself taken in
March 1968, which she said could be used for further identificatio.
if desired. The photograph need not be returned.

Following examination of photographs of SIRHAN SIRHAN
and his brothers, Mrs. RUBIN was of the opinion that the photograp'
of SIRHAN SIRHAN resembled the person she had seen in the kitchen
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standing against the wall about five to seven minutes before
Senator KENNEDY finished his speech. She had not noted the
man in question in the kitchen cloeely enough to make a positive
identification. She had no recollection of seeing any of the
brothers of SIRHAN SIRHAN at any tijne.

-at:
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WILLIAM SCOTT, Vice President and Director of
Vents, WMCA P.ad3^^_MfiiL-York^_geiLYork. .nafi_lntH3iid.ewed b

special Agents l m H H B H B l a ^ B H H i i V H H I H
at his office, 4l5 Madison Avenue,

SCOTT advised that he was at the Ambassador
Hotel on June 4 and 5, 1968 at the time Senator Robert P.
Kennedy was shot. He related a statement that he had
made to associates, that approximately one and one half
hours preceding the KENNEDY shooting, that he witnessed
an unidentified white male walking past the Radio Press
Table in a strange manner. This incident was recalled
by him after the shooting in that this individual had
his right hand in his coat pocket with his left hand
clasped over the coat pocket. At the time, he thought
maybe this individual had stolen some of the press equip-
ment and was trying to hide it in his pocket. He checked
and did not note any equipment missing. Later, however,
after seeing SIRHAN SIRHAN's photograph he recalled a
similarity of SIRHAN with this unidentified male and
thought maybe this was SIRHAN and possibly that he was
holding a gun in his pocket. The unidentified male, of
the general description of SIRHAN, was wearing a light
blue zipper, windbreaker type, Jacket and tan khaki
trousers.

SCOTT stated that he was not in the immediate
area of the Hotel of the shooting and had no photographs
of the ensuing events. Other than possibly the above
unidentified person being SIRHAN, he does not recall
seeing SIRHAN either before or after the shooting.
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Mr. KErlNETH A. GIKG;Jg|^|B|^Bm stated that
on Friday, May 31, 1968, uhile attending the afternoon races
at the Hollywood Park Racetrack with his brother, ICEITII H.
GIEG, he took up a conversation vith a man he now "believes to
be identical to SIHWEI SIKHAN. He stated he did not know it
vas SIRH/H until he viewed recent photographs of SI&I1AH in
newspapers end on television. SIFJ1A1I appeared veil educated,
spoke intelligently vith good English and had only a slight
trace of an accent. He stated during the early part of the
races SIKH/IT's only conversation vas about the various horses
and matters generally pertaining to racing. He said that later,
during possibly the fifth or sixth race, a man's name vhich
appeared to be Jevich appeared on the card and SIliHAH stated
he vas "an Arab" and began degrading the Jews. He advised
SIPJl/ilT vas standing vith hiia and his brother from about the
third race until they left at the end of the eighth race for
a total tine span of about one and a half to t\;o hours.

Ke stated that during that tiKe hs did not observe
anyone in the area who appeared to I:nov SI11HA3 and SXISVii
talked to no one but then.

KG anid SIIUI/J? did not "flash nrotsnd11 a lot of money
nor act like he had a lot of money. He added he did not
observe a billfold but rather noted he took his bills from a
snail roll. He was of the opinion that this nan he believes
to be SKU-lflK vas the type of person who spent a lot of tine
around racetracks and based hie opinion on the fact he
observed this man to be knowledgeable about horses and races
and interested in the sane.

He stated he vould describe this man "as follows:

7/3/65 a, Hettler Station, Callfornl^,^ SC*62-76

.Dote 7/3/68
Ihit <iocum.nl tonlolni neither recommendation! nor concluiloni of tht Fftl. It it * t proptrry of th« FBI ond It hion.d to your agency,
It and Its content* are not to b« dltlrtbuted outtid. your Agency.
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a Race
m Sex

Age
Height
Weight
Build
Complexion
Hair
Features

Qothing

•

White
Male
About 25
5l2"
120-130
Snail
Olive
Dark, bushy
Small hands vith very
small fingernails
Dark slacks, light colored
windbreaker
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date
7/23/63

Mr. JERRY ALIEN SIMS/
Cal i forn ia , a f ree- lance cameraman, telephone No.
phoned the Los Angeles Office of the FBI and s t a t e !
FBI in New York City had been attempting to locate him for in ter -
view as a po ten t i a l witness in the shooting of Senator ROBERT
KENNEDY.

Mr. SIMS said tha t he was in the Embassy Room of the
Ambassador Hotel , Los Angeles, a t the time tha t Senator KENNEDY
was shot and t h a t he did not see the shooting nor did he
see SIRHAN SIRHAN a t Bny t ime.

Mr. SIMS had t raveled with the Senator ROBERT KENNEDY
t Campaign Party in Indiana, Oregon, Northern Cal ifornia end the

Los Angeles area and he had no r eco l l e c t i on of having ever Been
any person who he thought might be SIRHAN SIRHAN,

Mr. SIMS

Jew Yor
was ever desired to contact him, he could be
a c a l l service telephone No. in New York ^ m ^ ^
would know b is whereabouts a t a l l t imes, or a t h i s e b o v e r e s i d e n c e
phone. SIMS claimed to do cont rac t work for the Columbia Broad-
cas t ing System.

On
7/13/63 Los Angeles, California Los Angeles $6-156

at File # .

- 386 -
Date dictated

7/19/63

Thi§ document contain* neither recommendations DOT conclusion! of the PBI. K is the property of the PBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and ita contents ore not to be di*Uibi*«d outside your agency.
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FD-302 (R«r. 4-15-64) 0
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date
7/17/63

FREDDIE STEWART, .•••^^••HI-^l^B. advised
that he was at the Ambassador Hotel during the night of
June 4-5, 1968. Mr. STEWART eaid that he has no personal
knowledge concerning the shooting of Senator ROBERT P.
KENNEDY. He said he was not In the area where Mr. KENNEDY
was shot.

Mr. STEWART said that he has seen newspaper
photographs of SIRHAN SIRHAN, and he does not ever recall
having met this individual before. He said that he cannot
recall ever having seen SIRHAN SIRHAN at the Ambassador Hotel
during the night of June 4-5, 1966.

7/L1/63 Encino, California
On at -File #

Los Angeles 56-156

- 387 -
-Date dictated 7AV68

Tfaia document contain* neither recommendations nor conclusion* of the FBI. U ia the property of the FBI and ia loaned to>
your agency; it and its contents are not to be diatribifted outeide yo\r agency.

w^-^.r*-^r
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date
7/13/68 ,

Mr. WILLIAM ̂ ^ , _ _ _ _
p ^ B H a H w contacted at FaTSmoi

., rc>i.Jose and Marathon, Hollywood, California. He
furnished the following information:

was "born
lance ca

On June h, 1963, he was working as assiatant cameraman
on a CBS camera crew assigned to the Ambassador Hotel. The
cameraman was JOHN VIAZANXO.

Shortly after midnight on June 5, 1368, he waa in
the hallway just outside the Embassy Room of the Ambassador
Hotel.

He heard eor^one Bay, "Something happened lneide".
He could not recal l the identity of this individual.

shots.
He did not hear any sounds that sounded liloe gun

A ehort tine la te r , he observed en individual,who
he could not describe being carried out of the pantry area of
the hotel by several individuals.

About the same tine he heard people in the hotel saying
that Senator ROBERT P. KENNEDY had been shot in the kitchen
area of the hotel.

He attempted to enter the kitchen area but was denied
entrance by a security guard.

He was shown a photograph of SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAN and
he advised that he saw this individual's photograph in the news-
paper on June 5, 1963, and also observed SIRHAN on television.

7/15/68 Hollywood, California „., M Los Angeles 56-I56
On . at _ J= File #

Date dictated
7/17/63

Tbia document cootaina neither recommendationa oor concJueiona of the FBI. It ia the property of the FBI and ia loaned to
your agency; it and ila content* a n not to be diatribifted owteide your agency.
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Hs notsd that prior to observing SIRHAN's photograph
in the newspaper that b3 did not ever Bea~thie individual

He advised that Ye did not eee SIRHAN on the night
that Senator KENNEDY wag shot.

- 3B9 -
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dot.,. 6/20/68

On

BILL .THEIS, Hearst Newspapers, 1700 Pennsylvania
Avenue, N. V, t furnished the following information:

In his capacity as a correspondent for Hearst
Nevrspapers, THEIS accompanied the t;KEN!ffiDY campaign party
part of the tirca in the Oregon primary and in tha California
primary. He spent his time between the KERHEDY end M3 CAKTHT
campaigns in both Oregon and California* In California he
accompanied KENNEDY around San Francisco and on the Senator's
train trip frora Fresno to Sacramento. THEIS was not with the
KENNEDY party during the c&rcpaigning around Los Angeles,

At the tltsa of the shooting of Senator KENNEDY,
TKSIS was in a temporary press room enjoining the rooia where
the Senator gave his victory speech. He ond tha other reporters
vore in this room waiting for tha Senator to appear for a
press conference afttir the victory speech.

As the re-jorters vjere expecting KEl^TGDY's appearance
in the room they heard noises sounding like firecrackers. Ten
to fifteen seconds after these noises THEIS went through the
doors into tfc3 kitchen where he observed £G0S£7ELT GRlER,
RA5fi3K JOOSOH end BILL E/4?nY wrestling vith. an individual
vhoia he later learned vas SIRHAN SIRIIAN. Ks RISO saw the
Senator on the floor.
* •

He immediately went to a phono &»d called his office.
TThile ha was on tha phons he saw the police take SIMIAN out of
the hotel.

After KEHHEDY^ victory speech THSIS 'did not know
how lCEJINEDY intended to enter the temporary press room, but
only that he was to xaake en appearance in that room, THEIS
did not remember having seen SIIiHAH SIPJ3AN at any tiaie prior

6/18/60

,30

Tfashtn^tony D. C. .FJU#. HFO 173-135

6/19/6S
Pot*

Thlt ifocumonf ceniein* nfltncr rrccntm«ri<!o<ion» nor conclutioni of th» FBI. ll Is the proptrlgr . f lh* FBI and I i J.antrf '« rmu'
It and I't tonltnlt oi* not 10 fcr tftttrltuled oultiit fftur cgencjr. •



j WFO 173-135
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to seeing him on the floor wrestling vith BARRY, JOJDTSON and
GRIER. THEIS did not remember seeing a girl" In a polka-dot
dress at the election night party at the Ambassador Hotel.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OP INVESTIGATION

Date
7/10/68

KAY THOMSON, H I L ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ P B m V L o e Angeles.
California, telephone N u m b e r ^ ^ l H H w h o was the coordinator
of Citizens Groups for Senator ROBERT P. KENNEDY and who i s
now employed in like capacity for ALAN CRANSTON, Democratic
Senatorial candidate for the State of California, furnished
the following information concerning her knowledge of the
shooting of Senator ROBERT F. KENNEDY;

On June b, 1968,She arrived at the Embassy Room of
the Ambassador Hotel with her husband, ROBERT THOMSON, and
prior to the speech by the Senator, she concerned herself tilth
making arrangements for many volunteers to enter the ball room
who had not been issued passes. During the speech, she and
her husband were located in the southwest corner of the bal l
room, and shortly after the speech ended, the crowd seemed to
surge toward the area just to the right of the platform and then
i t surged back. She did not hear any unusual noises at the
time but she did hear a yjoman scream "He's dead," after which
this woman became generally disturbed. She then heard THAD
HEATH call from the platform area for a doctor. She also
heard DAVID STEINER do the same thing. STEPHEN SMITH, Senator
KENNEDY'S brother-in-law, then took the microphone and asked
the crowd in the ball room to please leave the area. With
her husband, ROBERT, and several other individuals whose names
she does not know, they attempted to clear the assembled
Individuals from the Embassy Room. When this was done, she
and her husband returned immediately to their apartment where
they followed the proceedings on television.

She was shown a photograph of SIRHAN B. SIRHAN and
she advised that she did not see this individual at-any time
while at the Ambassador Hotel and that she can furnish no
further information regarding the shooting of Senator ROBERT P.
KENNEDY.

On
7/8/68 Los Angeles, California

— — -File #
Los Angeles 56-156

-Date dictated
7/9/66

Thia document containa neither recommendation* nor concluaiona of the FBI. It ia the property of the FBI and ia loaned to
your afency; it and ita content* are not to be diitribiAed outaide your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date 7/10/68

ROBERT E . THOMSON, _ _ _ ^
Angeles, California, telephone Number • • • • u r n l i s h e d
the following information with respect rolusKnowledge of
the shooting of Senator ROBERT P, KENNEDY at the Ambassador
Hotel on June 5, 1968:

He arrived at the ball room of the Ambassador Hotel
at approximately 8:00 p.m. on June 4, 1968, and waited there
until Senator KENNEDY started his speech. He recalled standing
between the television platforms located on the west and south
walls of the Embassy Room. Shortly after the Senator's speech,
at approximately midnight, he thought he heard balloons popping,

,and he assumed that the balloons he heard were those that were
used as decorations over the platform area from which the Senator
spoke. Just after th is , however, he heard someone say that the
Senator was shot and he noticed that this reaction spread across
the room. At that time he realized that the sounds he had
thought were balloons popping must have been shots.

Shortly thereafter he observed a middle aged lady
being escorted from the kitchen area with blood streaming down
her face. Following this , he and his wife attempted to clear
the ball room in support of instructions from the Los Angeles
Police Department. After the ball room wae cleared, he and
his wife, KAY, left the Ambassador Hotel and returned to their
home where they watched the remaining events on television.

THOMSON was shown a photograph of SIRHAN B. SIRHAH
and advised that he did not observe this individual at any
time while at the Ambassador Hotel. He stated he could furnish
no further information of value concerning the shooting of
Senator ROBERT P. KENNEDY.

On 7/8/68 .at
Les Angeles, California

- 393 -
.File # Los Angeles 56-156

-Date dictated 7/9/68
TbU document contain* neither recommendations nor conclusion* of the FBI. ft i» the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and tie contents are not to be dietribiled outaide your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date
6/17/63

MUNIR BISHARA SIRHAN was interviewed at his
residence, 696 East Howard, at which time he advised as
follows:

MUKIR SIRHAN was arrested on a vagrancy charge
In Flagstaff, Arizona, in May of 1966, along with three or
four other individuals. He and DAVID MYERS had left
Los Angeles, California, together on a hitchhiking trip.
They had been acquainted with each other only two or three
weeks before their departure. MUNIR SIRHAN's brother,
SIRKAN BISHARA SIRHAN, was not acquainted with MYERS in any
manner.
>

The other individuals who were arrested at the
same time were not known to MUNIR SIRHAN prior to the date
Ox the arre^^^Jj^tas. pointed out to Mr. SIKHAN that
apparently
he was acquainted with
EDMOK HOULEN who were arrested at t.r̂g Sfyje tilJBfiam Mr. SIRHAN
advised that this was inaccurate, as, in fact, he and MYERS
vjsre traveling together, and they obtained a ride with the
others. He had not seen them before that date.

Mr. SIRHAN stated, without any Qualification at
all, that his brother, SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAN, was in no
way acquainted with any of the above individuals.

OD
6/15/63 Pasadena, California Los Angeles 56-155

_ F 11© ft i-

Date dictated
6/1H/6S

Thi» document contains neither recommendationa nor conclmiona of the FBI. It ia tbe property of tbe FBI and ia loaned to
your agency; it and its content* are not to be diatributed outside yoix agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date
6/19/63

U V V S H H H H T h o r o u g h b r e d Racing
Protective Bureau, 1709 West Eighth s t r e e t , Loe Angelee,
California, advised that a ieviev of the records of th is agency
reflected no record concerning PHIL LEE CLEVENGER. DAVID WXERS.
or RONALD HULEN.

fried in these f i l e s

6/18/68 Los Angeles, California _.. „ Los Angeles 56-156
*t r ile if _ . —On

Date dictated
6/13/63

Tbia document contain* neither recommendation* nor coocluaiona of th* FBI. It i* the property of the FBI and ia lo*a*d to
your agency; it and ita content* are not to be diatribiled outaide your «(«icy>



allowing investigation was conducted by SA
at Flagstaff, Arizona;

6, 1968, inquiry
revealed that on Way~26, 1966, at 6:2^ p.m.
MUNIR.BISHARA SIRIIAN SIRHAN, also known

as Joe, address 696vEast Howard Street,""Pasadena, Califor-
nia, telephone 298-2136. On May 30, 1966, hew:

.Statutes 13
as given IS days in

nformation vas
IS day
as obtained:

White
Hale
22
65"
115 pounds
Black
Brown
Dark
Student
July 15, 1943
Jerusalem, Jordan

Race
Sex
Age
Height
Weight
Hair
Eyes
Complexion
Occupation
Date of birth
Place of birth
Fingerprint
Classification

Scars and narks
Dress

Vehicle

' S1RHAN was arrested with t^p^thea; individuals
as follows:

Name
Address
Race
Sex
Date of birth
Place of birth

alifornia

JL

w^^:^^rr>7:v:^^^s^,:<"



Height
Weight
Hair
Eyes
Complexion
Occupat'rm
Arrest

Fingerprint
Classification

FPD Number

Driver of vehicle
Address

Date o.f birth
Plftce of birth
Rnce
Sex
Height
tf eight
Hair
Eyes
Complexion
FBI l?u?.iber
FPD

• * * • • _

155 pounds
Brown
Blue
liedium
Laborer
Bam© p.s SIRIIAW.r.nd sane
sentence

PHILIP LEE CUSVEKGER

Male
5f Bu

140 pounds
Black
Brown
J,!0(

CLBVEKGTSii V.'P.G tited for no registration and charge
was dismissed on May 27, 1£G3. > •

report it VP.O no'deil that nvbit!? clRiwcd to be a hitchhiker
and that CL£VEx:31£R rtad SIK"AK wore together. The vehicle
apparently belonged to CLKVEiTaEU. . •

his

In EdUition t o ClfflVEiTC-ER fcEil EXni!AU# one ROmTIE
EDIJAH WUhJi'tl vvafi a r res ted for Vagrancy Riidjiccoiiioanied BTRTI/iI-I
end CLEVfiiTGER. EOUI/EM- i s deseribscTTs follows:

Race
Sex
Date of birth
Place of birth

V/hite
Wale

-.-•-. ..,-,A.^^v^^^?^^^,«r^:>-^^-^--^^^^~^^
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Height

Eyes
Hair
Addi-ess at tirae

of arrest

160 pounds
Blue
Brown

J Si"
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date
6/18/63

PHILIP L. CLZVLi'G Ĵ ^ ^
San Francisco, California, teleplionic^lly furMshel
in^ information.

Low-

froTr. rother, PP.ISCILLA CLEVENG1R,
California, advising FJDI Agent

contacted her stating he wanted information from
concerning whether a hithchifcer he had picked

up about two yetrs ripo was identical i«?ith SIP.IiAT

Iiw:ay, 195 5 , while CLi.VE>!&ER was enroute to California via
automobile, he picked up two hitchhikers in Texas, exact location
not recalled. Then they reached Flagstaff. Ariz on? ., .he was pp
Ky Arizona highway Patrol and a check made of the vehicle he was
driving. Highway Patrol booked the two hitchhikers ir* Flapstaff
en Kay 26-, 1966, for vagrancy.

CLEVLr-GER dees not know the icer.tities of the hitchhikers
but understands from an article which appeared in Life !?.af,azine
and an interview he had with a representative of Life magazine
that one of the hitchhikers nay liave been the brother of SIRKAN
SIRKAK. CLEVtKGIR stated he does not }:no*i who the hitchhikers
were ar.d is unable to say et this tiv..e whether either one of then
r.v?y have been identical with SIRMAN S

Auu

6/15/68
On

San Francisco, California.
-at

L/. 56-15G
SF 62-5481

File #

6/17/6R
Date dictated

Thit document contains neither recommendation* nor conclusion* of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and it loaned to
your agency; it and iu content* are not to be diatribited outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

L*T\ 'at^her residence, lurnis

\

June 21, 1968

also known as
_ no telephone,' Interviewed
e following information:

as

The whereabouts
he suggested that

may know.

iRONA

are

(1)

(2)

(3)

Michigan City, Indiana;

• •
telephone

street address unknown,

ft" June 11, 1968, she received
a telegram delivered by the Postmaster, Washington, Iowa, from
"JACK FINCHEH, Life Magazine, Area Code 213 - Crestview
3-1530, Beverly Hills, California", which stated J^Uccent: you
phone me collect soones the present whereabouts
Ronald. He is not in trouble but ma "
information.'1 She gave the wire
Life Magazine June 13. 1968, and
FINCHER. ( H H H ^ B 3 8 told of '
in 1966 for^agrrmcy in company
al legedly RONALD*s address was asked bu,
to know h i s whereabouts and did not give
Magazine.

ex tremely valul
who contacted
leone in lieu of
RONALD'S, arrest

and
laimed not
to Life

On 6/17/68 ., T/ashington, Iowa

bTC
.File H

- 492 -

Omaha 62-2900
Los Angeles 56-156

-Date dictated 6 / 1 7 / 6 8
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusion* of the FBI. It U the property of the FBI and ia loaned to
your egency; it and il» content* are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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^PHB^^BH^M^ SIRHANs are unknown to
^j^^j HULEK. "SJie b

5ONALD, l s v H H E H B H B a n d thinks that h(
believes thatonePHILLIPCLEVENGER, who possibly

Bellflower, California, might know ROKALD HULEN's whereabouts.



FD-30I;'R*v.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

bic
the following information:

Date June 2 1 . 1968

furnished

RONALD EDMON HULEN, was last known
to be living in the Long Beach, California, area, but his exact
address and telephone number are not available since they were
misplaced during a recent move by thefl^BHMK

RONALD HULEN called her long distance prepaid sometime
"̂ 968, and again about May 11, 1968. On the last occasion

was living with some people he described as his
and sister". RONALD said that the lady, DONNA (last

name unknown), had a baby about three weeks old.

She believed

^___ na(^ recently __
He declined to discuss the details further, except

e spent considerable time in an unidentified hospital.

when he made this call.

___^ gave her a telegram from
JACK FINCHER, Life Magazine, which requested that he be
contacted regarding the wnereabouts of RONALD. She contacted
Life June 13, 1968, and talked to an unknown person in the
absence of FINCHER. She was told that RONALD HULEN was
reportedly an associate of SIRHAN SIRHAN and the two were
arrested togeth^^^^^&&£ for vagrancy. RONALD*s address was
requested but ̂ ^^^^^Hnlleged that his whereabouts was
unknown to her ̂ TncrnTsiocation was not furnished to Life Magazine,

res
whereabouts

are unknown to them and were nej
lieves RONALD HULENj
One PHILLIP CLEVENGER, who pol

ower, California, possibly knows HTJLEN*s

pned

bly

On 6/17/68 mt Washington. Iowa File tt Omaha 62-2900
Los Angeles 56-156

by _ ^ ^ | | K g ^ . _ -Date dictated 6/17/68 .
This document contains neither recommendation* nor conclusion* of the FBI. It it the property of the FBI and it loaned to
your agency; it and it* contents are not to be distribiled out*ide your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

i\s\c
Date June 21, 1968

rent

for

iwas located at
Iowa, and advis

Information regarding the whereabouts
EDMON HULEN. He stated that he had n
about a year, at which time RONALD was living at Long ocntu,

address not recalled. He stated he has never
h e a r d H E ^ ^ f l H A ^ A V I D MYERS; however, he stated he
has heard•ij^^^^^^^^^|B^ a person named CLEVENGER,

apartment houses in California.
^RONALD, is a drifter who has been away

sixteen years old, and he thinks
RONALD ̂ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^stated he would advise the FBI

)tained information

On 6/18/68 it Cedar Rapids. Iov.'a Pile # Omaha 62-2900
Los Angeles 56-156

Date dictated 6/18/68
This document contains neither recommendation* nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your Agency; it and UB contents are not to be disUitaLed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date June 21 , 1968

Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, advised that LARRY WAVKi! HJLUN m* A6n£er resides
at that address. She stated he left about one month ago and
had lived there about one year rT<rvr ** v.<e I»»«<»» She stated
tl

she never heard him mentio

On 6/18/68 «t Cedar Rapids. Iowa

hit
pile # Omaha 62-2900

Los Angeles 56-156

by >-̂A {gg |HEE--JKHBi Date dictated 6/18/68
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned lo
your agency; it and ill content* are not to be dislribtied oul*id« your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

I

Date June 21. 1968

, Ottmnwa,
Iowa, advised that she received a telephone c&41 from RONALD

1968, but he did not furnish his
dvised that it is her belief RONALD

"s Angeles, California, area, but his
exact whereabouts are unknown to her. She will advise if she
learns of his whereabouts.

HULEN some tin.
whereabouts.
is in the Lo

On 6/17/68 ,t Ottumvm, Iowa

blc - 497 -

pile # Omaha 62-2900
Los Angeles 56-156

-Date dictated 6/17/63
This document contains neither recommendations BOT conclusion* of the FBI. It i» the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and it» contents are not to be distributed outside yout agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTKJATION

Date June 18 . 1968

^ P H I B m 9 interviewed at
her resioenceVfurnished the following information:

MULENfS
information concerning RONALD'S whereabouts. She

JEN and his family had moved away fn
She stated RONALD HULEN has been away from

^for years. She is unable to furnish any
information regarding the whereabouts of any member of RONALD'S
immediate family.

On 6/14/68 , t Ottumra, Iowa -File #
Omaha 62-2900
Los 56-156

Date dictated 6 / 1 4 / 6 S

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date June 21, 1968

i flti-

RONNIE HULEN, ^ ^ ^ H H ^ H H ^ H B £
Beach, California, telephone^d^^Utelephonically contacted
the Des Moines, Iowa, Resident Agency of tho FBI from Long
Beach, California, and furnished the following information:

He was advised by bis sister, BETTY CALLAS,!̂
Iowa, that the FBI is attempting to

'SIRHAN SIRHAN, ROBERT KENNEDY'S assassin.
He does not know KENNEDY'S assassin but was arrested in May,
1966, at Flagstaff, Arizona, for vagrancy alonr with JOE
SIRHAN, brother of SIRHAN SIRHAN, PHIL CLEVENGER and one JOHN
MYERS. He did not know JOE SIRHAN or MYERS before he and
CLEVENGER picked them up while they were hitchhiking on the
outskirts of New Orleans, Louisiana. CLEVENGER is a friend
who resides now in care of General Delivery, San Francisco,
California, and who originally resided at South Bend, Indiana.

CLEVENGER, in May of 1966, was drivinp a 1957 green
Chevrolet given him by his grandmother in South Bend. He
drove to New Orleans, Louisiana, where he picked up HULEN.
He, RONALD HULEN, and"CLEVKNGER left New Orleans in the
1957 Chevrolet en route to California where they expected to
live.

On the outskirts of New Orleans they observed two
male hitchhikers and picked them up. These individuals identified
themselves as JOE SIRHAN and JOHN MYERS. Following U.S. Route 66
through Texas, Oklahoma and Kew Mexico the group arrived in
Flagstaff, Arizona, where the police of Flagstaff arrested the
group for vagrancy. He and CLEVFNGER wired home for bail
money, which they received, paid their bail and left for California
in CLEVENGERfs Chevrolet, leaving SIRHAN and MYERS in jail.

HULEN did not know SIRHAN or MYERS before they were
picked up and has not seen them since they were arrested in
Flagstaff. He has been contacted by Life Magazine and several
newspapers to write the story of this trip. He denied that,
during his association with SIRHAN and MYERS,any political
matters were discussed nor was there any indication that SIRHAN's
brother planned the> KKNttKTW nssgcs<natinn.

rw 6/18/68 .at Des Moines. Iowa p;ie # Omaha 62-2900
L A l
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Oil 62-2900
2

If the FBI wishes to contact him tie can be r
at his home address nr at _M R place of employment, the

Long Beach, California.

described himself as a white male; bo
5*8"; 165 pounds; dark brown hair; I D ui

He maintained that he has no knowledge of the current
residence for PHIL CLEVENGER, only that he can be reached in
care of General Delivery, San Francisco.
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AU-

fLEEN KAYE was Interviewed at her residence, apart-
s a
She

her legal name Is

She said the first member of the SIRHAN family
Bhe had met was ADEL SIRHAN^brotherofSroHANSIRHAN. She
met ADEL in April, 1966, JHfl|||HHfl||||Hfl|HH|flB&t the Fez
Nightclub in Los Angeles^DDELpiaye^Tn^ou^in^he orchestra
at the nightclub. ADEL had worked at the Fez since about
i960 or 1961. She said that ADEL'S brother, SHARIEP,
occasionally came to the club, but his brothers SIRHAN, MUNIR,
and SAIDALLAH never came to the club to her knowledge.

MYLSEN started to go out with AEEL and around
'December, 1966, he took her home to meet his family. MUNIR,
SIRHAN, and ADEL all live with their mother on Howard Street
in Pasadena. This was the first time she met SIRHAN. She
did not think much of SIRHAN and on this first occasion he
met her she bluntly asked him why he didn't get a Job. He
said something to the effect that he was busy reading a lot.
She realized that she had offended him by her bluntness and
she never did get along with him from that day. She considered
SIRHAN to be an "odd-ball." He seemed sassy to her. MYLEEN
said that she regretted having made this remark to SIRHAN
and believes that she had resented the fact that all the
family seemed to rely on handouts from their mother and all
leaned on their mother quite a bit. SIRHAN at the time had
seemed like "such a bum" to her.

Subsequently MYLEEN frequently called the SIRHAN
home to speak to ADEL. Since all three of the boys at the
house speak alike she often would not know which one had
answered the telephone except that if it was SIRHAN who
answered she would know because he was always impertinent
in his speech to her.

MYLEEN said that she got the 1
family did not think much of her becaus_
As a result, she visited the family home on

that ADEL'S

6/1*1/68 San Diego. California FH» I SD Mi
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of four times and never got to know the family, other than
ADJEL, well. The last time she was at the SIRHAN home was
Christmas, 1967. SIRHAN was not at home when she arrived,
and when he did get home he would not even come Into the
room where she was.

She said that ADEL told her that SIRHAN had had
a bad fall from a horse and that he had been lucky to have
lived through it. It is her understanding that after the
accident one of his eyes did not seem to focus.

+- she
_ thinking that they would get marrlec
ie wanBBU JUJbL lu gur a "Job other than in the orchestra at

the Fez, a Job where he would settle down. She went to
England for a couple of months during this, peri

ie returns^ *.r> T/iR_flnpe1en she got a job
She and ADEL quarreled *orr and on and

jroKe up a~ut two months ago at which ti
came to San Diego to take her present Job at thej

MYLEEN said that her mother lives in Los Angeles
and she goes to Los Angeles every Monday, on her day off,
to visit her mother. She frequently looked up ADEL for a
date on these Mondays. Her last date with ADEL was on the
Monday before the shooting of Senator KENNEDY and on that
day they had their "final final" breakup.

Of the brothers, MUNIR seemed to be closest to
SIRHAN. ADEL did not seem to know what SIRHAN was doing
and he did not speak much about SIRHAN although he stuck
up for SIRHAN when MYLESN criticized SIRHAN's rudeness.
ADEL was an easygoing person and showed no interest in
politics. Even on June 5, 1967, at the time of the
Arab-Israeli War, ADEL did not seem greatly disturbed
although his mother was greatly upset.

MYLEEN said that she does not know who SIRHAN's
close friends were nor does she know whether or not he had
any girl friends. She does not know whether any of the
family had travelled to the Middle East and she never heard
any of them talk about wanting to go there. She never knew
of any member of the family having gone. She believes that
none of the brothers are married.
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tic-

She has not seen any member of the family since
the shooting of Senator KENNEDY.

said that about three weeks ago she went to
__r_^^^^^_^^_____^T, San Diego for an

examination al vlfllBn™ llniS fine usea rne name, firs. HANK SIRHAN.
She said she does not know why she used this name at the time
of this visit.
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Date 6/27/68

BEVERLY L^^pUQIilQfiJ^HHHHHB Apartment
telephone number^B^B^^Padvisedtna^Boclally and

'professionally she is known as BEVERLY COREY, which was her
married name. She advised she is now divorced and was given
her maiden name in the terms of the divorce. She advit
that she is currently employee

California.
COREY stated 6he has known ADEL SIRHAN, the brother

of SIRHAN SIRHAN, for a period of about two years. She advised
she had never met any other member of the SIRHAN family until
June 5, 1968, when she met both SHARIF and SAIDALLAH SIRHAN.

COREY stated that on Tuesday evening, June 4, 1968,
she went ô M̂ â â̂ ^̂ SAÊ ajAlEPQIlIETTE KHOUKY-̂ ŝ ipartinent,

California, a^8Dou^o?00pTm^She said snetookher three
year old son, MARK, with her in her 1959 Volkswagen bus. She
said she and ANTOINETTE left the apartment about 8:30 to
9:00 p.m. and drove over to the International Pancake House
on Sunset Boulevard near La Brea. She said they had something
to eat and then drove around for a while. She said they
decided to go to the Pantages Theatre to see "BOOM." She said
they arrived at the theatre about 10:30 p.m. as the feature
was Just starting and it was listed to commence at 10:30 p.m.
She advised that following the ending of the movie, they both
drove back to ANTOINETTE'S apartment at about 12:30 a.m.
June 5, 1968. She said that when they got to the apartment,
NABIL KHOURY, ANTOINETTE'S brother-in-law, met them at
the door and said "Did you know Kennedy had been shot?"
She said both of them gave negative answers because there is
no radio in her Volkswagen bus.

COREY said the television set was on and the three
of them sat down to watch it for quite some time. She said
NABIL stated he was going to bedj so the girls took the set

6/20/68 Los Angeles, California
On at _ _
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into ANTOINETTE'S bedroom and watched the news*for the rest
of the night. She said that she dozed intermittently but that
ANTOINETTE stayed awake all night.

COREY said about 11:00 a.m. ANTOINETTE'S mother
telephoned the apartment from Riverside, California, to tell
ANTOINETTE something about the KENNEDY shooting. She said
the conversation lasted about three minutes. ANTOINETTE
then told her (BEVERLY ) her mother said that ADEL SIRHAN's
brother had shot KENNEDY. ANTOINETTE was stunned by the news
her mother had relayed to her. She said they turned the
television on and within moments it again confirmed the fact
that SIRHAN SIRHAN of Pasadena, California, had been arrested
as the suspect in the KENNEDY shooting. She said that
ANTOINETTE bee June very upset and began to weep. ANTOINETTE
expressed concern for ADEL SIRHAN and his family because she
(ANTOINETTE) has known the family for more than five years.

COREY stated that she put forth the suggestion
that they drive over to the SIRHAN residence to see if there
was anything that they could do to assist. COREY sta1
that she had long time personal friends who reside at
Howard Street, which is two doors away from the SI
residence.

COREY stated at approximately 1:00 p.m. ANTOINETTE
and she drove over to the SIRHAN residence in Pasadena in
ANTOINETTE'S 1963 Ford Galaxie and arrived about 1:30 p.m.
She said they observed numerous uniformed police officers,
detectives, prees and spectators around the house. She said
they were permitted to drive by the police barricades at
the end of the street when she stated they were going to her
friends' house and walked to the SIRHAN residence. She said
they approached a police officer and asked if he knew whether
ADEL SIRHAN was home.

- 514 -
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She stated she and ANTOINETTE waited beside
Volkswagen sedan parked In his driveway until SAIDALLAH SIRHAN
arrived home at about 3:00 p.m. She stated ANTOINETTE
introduced her to SAIDALLAH. She said she believes SAIDALLAH
said that ADEL SIRHAN was either at the Rampart Division or
was on his way home. She advised that about 3*15 to 3:30
p.m. SHARIF SIRHAN arrived home and went immediately to the
back of the house. SHARIF asked the police to keep the press
and spectators away as he would not speak to any of them.
She said she and ANTOINETTE accompanied SHARIF to the back
of the house and it was at this time she was introduced to
SHARIF, whom she had never met before. She stated the police
officers, who were with them, did not question SHARIF
regarding the whereabouts of the family. She stated the
house was locked and SHARIF had no key. She said an officer
advised them to enter the house or else leave the premises in
view of the fact the press was there with numerous spectators.
Slie said SHARIF did not want to leave as it would cause great
concern to his mother.

She said an officer lifted her up so that 6he could
enter a side window which was found to be unlocked. She then
went to the back door and let SHARIF and ANTOINETTE into the
house. They immediately drew the shades in the house. She
stated that within a few minutes two women arrived at the house
and SHARIF let them in as they were friends of the SIRHAN
family. She said that ANTOINETTE knew both of the women she
let in through the back door of the house. She said that the
telephone rang many times with both crank calls and calls from
sympathetic people. She said she became very upset with the
environment of the confusion and drawn shades. She said she
took ANTOINETTE'S car and drove her son back to her own apart-
ment, as he had been with her all afternoon. She stated that
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she obtained a babysitter in her apartment house to care for
har eon and then she returned to the SIRHAN residence in

- Pasadena.

COREY stated that ANTOINETTE was in the SIRHAN
house alone when COREY returned. She said a policeman
told her to drive around the block and park on Ladera
Street and he would see that ANTOINETTE would meet her there.
She said they then 'drove over to friends of the SIRHAN family
on Sacramento Street, address not recalled. She said that when
they arrived there, two patrol cars were parked on the same
block nep.r the house where the SIRHANs were staying. She
said that SIIARIF came out of the house to tell them that
ADEL and his mother were in the house being questioned by

. detectives and that we should not cone in the house.
ANTOINETTE asked SHARIF to have ADEL call her if he wanted to
do so.

COREY stated they then drove to a drive-in nearby
in Pasadena and had dinner. She said that following dinner
they drove back to ANTOINETTE'S apartment and arrived there

• about 9:00p.m. She said that about 10:00 p.m. three plain-
clothes policemen knocked at the door and were let in. She
said they searched ANTOINETTE, NABIL, the maid HELLIE BIANCA,
and herself for weapons and placed them under arrest for
attempted murder. She said they exhibited badges but no
other identification card. She said that she gave them somewhat
of a bad time until they had exhibited an identification card.
She said that a little later on two other detectives in
business suits came into the apartment. The first three
officers took ANTOINETTE, NABIL and COREY to the Rampart
Division vhile the other two detectives stayed to search the
apartment. The maid, NELLIE, remained to care for ANTOINETTE'S

' child.

COREY stated that they were questioned at the
Rampart Division but were never booked on any charge. She
stated they were fingerprinted and photographed and then
returned to their apartment.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date
7/2/68

On July

ployment &t\
Los Angeles. KAKADi5Hl"!H stated ne was one of the former
owners of Shakers Oasis Bar, 6756 Hollywood Boulevard, Los
Angeles, and knew ADEL SIRHAN, since he used to entertain at
the bar; however, KARADSHEH first denied knowing SIRHAN SIRHAN,
He then admitted he had met him on one or two occasions when
he came to the "bar to meet his "brother ADEL, but stated he did
not laiow him veil, and had never had a conversation with him.
He stated he knew nothing about SIRHAN's political or social
beliefs, and could think of no other close friends or acquain-
tances of SIRHAN's other than ALI KALLA, the other owner of
the bar.
t

KARADSHEH volunteered that one MAHOUD SIYAM, who
was at one time a bartender at the Fez night club had been a
friend of SIRHAN's and used to meet him occasionally at toe
race track. He did not know the address or present employment
of SIYAM.

7/1/68 Los Angeles, California
On at
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date
7/3/68

flr. MAROTJN MANSOUR, Apartment
>s Angeles, advised he was

- rriend 1>T~JESSE~KARADSHEH, one of the former owners of
the Shakers Oasis bar, 6756 Hollywood Boulevard, Los Angeles.
As a result, MANSOUR said he was acquainted with ADEL SIRHAN,
who used to entertain by playing a musical instrument called
the oud at this bar, and later at a bar called the Fez.
MANSOUR denied knowing SIRHAN SIRHAN. He said one day, he
and a friend were shopping for groceries on Hollywood Boulevard,
and were speaking Arabic. SIRHAN SIRHAN was in the market,
approached them and introduced himself, as he recognized the
language. MANSOUR eventually learned in the conversation
that SIRHAN was the brother of ADEL SIRHAN, but stated he
had never seen SIRHAN before or since, and had never met
any other members of the family. MANSOUR stated he could
not comment on the probable motive of SIRHAN in shooting
p t KENNEDY, and knew no other friends of SIRHAN1s.

0^/2/68 .Los Angeles, California p.|<t Los Angeles 56-156
s / :%HrtOflflBBB^" 7/2/68

by . • —Date dictated
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Date 7/6/68

- PETER FELLMAN, ̂ H I H ^ H H | o c Angeles,
advised he knew SIRHAN SIRHAN s l igh t ly , ana t t e th im in the
Shakers Oasis Bar, 675S Hollywood Boulevard, Log Angeles,
where h is brother ADEL SIRHAN worked. The baT was ovmed by
ALI KALLA and JESSE KARADSHEH FELLMAN said that a friend
of KARADSHEH's, MONSEUR 1-SAROON was also acquainted with
SIRHAN.

fltL-

On
6/2U/6B

at
Los Angeles, California
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

7/2/68

On July 1
^Street, Apartmen

68, ALI KALLA3
oe Angeles, was

geTes. He"stated ne
owners or the Shakers Oasis Bar at 6756 Hollywood

Boulevard, Los Angeles, and while this was in operation, ADEL
SIRHAN had worked for him as an entertainer, playing a musical
instrument, and sometimes tending bar. KALLA eaid SIRHAN
SIRHAN never came to the tar to drink or watch the enter-
tainment, but would periodically stop by as the bar was closing
to visit ADEL. KALLA said a group which included JESSE
KARADSHEH and MAROON MANSOUR would then go out for breakfast
and talk- KALLA said SIRHAN was always quiet and reserved,
and had very little to say. He was pleasant, but did not talk
much. KALLA said the group never discussed politics or the
situation in the Middle East, since they all thought much the
same way on the subject, and there was no point in discussing
it- He stated the common belief of all the Arabs of his
acquaintance was that a great injustice had been done the
Arabs by uhe formation of the State of Israel, and all were
bitter about the expropriation of their land and property
and their expatriation. He said it was such a common belief
that it was very rarely discussed unless an outsider wanted
to discuss it.

KALLA stated that to his knowledge, SIRHAN never
associated regularly with other Arabs, but came to the club
to meet his brother. He said SIRHAN never talked about any
Arab groups or clubs, including student groups, to his knowledge,

KALLA stated he and other friends would occasionally
meet SIRHAN at the race track, wherever he happened to be, in
the hope of getting tips on the races. He said another man
who appeared to know SIRHAN fairly well through the race track
was one MAHOUD SIXAM, commonly known as MIKE. He stated he
did not have SIYAM's address, but would get his telephone
number at home and furnish it at a later date.

On
7/1/68 Las Angeles, California P n , , Las Angeles 56-156
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j KALLA stated he had met all members of the SIRHAM
^ including Mrs. SIRHAN, on one or two occasions, ex-

cepting a brother whose name he did not know, who reportedly
lives in New York City. He said he did not meet socially
with the family, but had net them casually, and could state
nothing further concerning them.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date

# \ 1 " -

7/11/68

ibn :

He is not accuamted with SIRHfJl SIRHAN, however, he
does know ADEL SIRHAN, 'the brother of SIRKAN SIRHAN, inasmuch
as ADEL would stop by the trucking business SIMANN briefly
operated in Pesadena during 1961. This was shortly after
SIMA.HK arrived in this country from Jordan and he and ADEL have
maintained a casual acquaintanceship to this day.

SIMANN recalls seeing ADEL SIRHAH in the Fe£ Restaurant,
Hollywood, approximately five days before the shooting of
Senator ROBERT F. KENNEDY. At that tine, ADEL SIRHAN was dining
in the company of four or five other Arabs, none of whom were
Imovjn by SIMANM, and SI11\NH ovei'heard ADEL bitterly complaining
about the support for Israel Senator KENNEDY had expressed
during the Oregon primary. ADEL was upset that Senator KENNEDY
v:as cultivating the Jev:ish vote in the United States, however,
SIMANN did not hear ADEL SIRKAN threaten Senator KENNEDY in
any manner.

SIMANN is of the opinion that ADEL was exasperated
v:ith Senator KENNEDY anC m&y have passed soci-3 of this bitterness
to his younger brother, SIBHAN SIRHAN.

On
T/IO/68 ,t Highland Park, Calif or nia^.^ # Los Angeles 56-I56
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date
7/16/69

AU-'

PHYLLIŜ JAZEL SOUNG, who resides Btl
Street, apartmen^^ advised that she began wor4cing^es"
cocktail waitress at the Fez Restaurant on Vermont In Los Angeles,
in August 1965. She advised that thlE was when she f i rs t met ADEL
SIRHAN, ths brother of SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAN He stated that
ADSL was working at the Fez as a musician at that time.

YOUNG advised that ADEL became a good friend of hers
end that he is ed to taka hor home after work quite often out
for breakfast and on other.social engagements. She stated that
approximately one year aftsr having met ADEL, he introduced her
to one of his brother's, v;ho was at the Fez Restaurant, and to her
recollection this brother was SIRHAN. She stated that she saw
this individual about two more timss, each time at the Fez
Restaurant. Th* last time was approximately April 1963.

YOUNG advised that during the time eh3 knew ADSL, she
nav2r had any occasion to discusB politics with him and she never
hsard him express any anti-American or anti-rich sentiments. She
stated that she knew ADEL to be a kind,generous person and thought
a great dial of him.

She said that in her few encounters with AD^L'e brother,
SIRHAN, her conversations were always short and very light, nev^r
discussing anything such as politics or ideologies. She stated
that she never remembers his brother to display any sign of temper
or violence in her presence.

She statad that she left thz employ of the Fez Restaurant
earlier thisyear inasmuch as she was of a Jewish background and
she did not wish to put up with some of th^ comments or insults
of sotni of the Arab patrons of the restaurant. Sh2 said that the
upper floor of the F^z Restaurant was a vary pro-Arab nationalist
environment. ' On the night that Senator KENNEDY was
assassinated, sevoral of the individuals there,whom she did not
know by name* indicated that they were glad that the "Jewish lover"
was dead. She stated also that shs sensed, among many of the Arab
people at the F3z,the strong feeling of anti-Americanism.

On
7/15/63 Sherman Oaks, California

File #
Los Angeles 56-156

Date dictated
7/16/63
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YOUNG advised tha t Eh3 has n:>t seen ADEL SffiHAN since
eha l e f t ths Fez and that ehe has nsvsr mst any other member of
his family.

;scrib3d as a white femals, born ^mm^mm^^_^
5 ' 2 n , 155 pounds, hazel syes, end
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date
6/24/68

_ tsed
incident in July 196? involving

SIRHAN SIRHAN attempting to apply for a job which was
offered through the DistrlbiitiveEducation and Placement
Service at the college ( H ^ ^ ^ ^ R t a t e d that he had not
remembered the roatter duringprWr^ntervi
the number of students with whom he deals. 0 | ^ | ^
that he first became involved when SIBHAN wenttotne^ffice
of the President at the college to ma\e a complaint* but that
SIRHAN vas referred to his office because the Placement Service

l under his supervision about a month earlier.
stated that he could not really remember the

particulars of the meeting but that he did have SIRHAN f i l l
out a second epnlicat ioj^^jd^^^hen sent SIRHAN back to
the employment office. H m m t a t e d that he believed
he had telephoned the office suggesting that they give
SIRHAN the job information SIRHAN requested, even though
SIRHAN did not meet the requirements for educational back-
ground or physical requirements.

^ that he kept a journal from day
ers out of the ordinary which arise,

eferred to this journal, where under the date
was the notation:967

"saw SIRHAN - noted job 604
Trainee, Permanent Resident Visa,"
Re apply for job-113C".

detail Management
to

Stated that each job opening is given a
number, which is probably reflected by "job 6o4.:i He further
stated that 'Permanent Resident Visa" is probably a reference
to the fact that when foreign students apply for positions
the number of hours they can work are limited by their type
of visa and therefore SIRHAN would have had to been asked
what his status was for this reason.

t 6/18/68 Pasadena, California
! On at - 526 - .File #

Los Angeles 56-I56

Date dictated
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'urther advised that 113C is the room where the
employment office was in July of 1967.

d B l ^ ^ f u r n i s h e d copies of the information
card which SIRHAK SIRHAN had partially completed.

- 527 -
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATiOM

Date
6/27/68

\nJ> Pasadena City College, whc
Pasadena, California, advised that in Xate July of 1967,
SIRHA1I SIREAB had come to the Employment Center at Pasadena
City College inquiring about a specific employment opening which
. * , --vted on the bulletin board at the employment center.

>stated she told SIRHAK that he had to f i l l out
»eturn the following day for an

interview. V-^HEf l^B £t&t«d that SIRHAN then stated he would
not f i l l outtbe^nformation card but that she should just te l l
hin where the job was and he would go apply. She advised that she
was,able to feet SIRHAN to f i l l out one or two blanks on the card
and had inquired as to his immigrationstatustodeteraine
whether he would need a work permit. --»—.--.»
SIRKAN then stated that he would ta l
about this matter and left the office.

her that he had talked
information to

that on her
^operative and gave her

itated that
and told

avoid any other disturbance
second meeting with SIRHAN, he was
further information.

Lstated that SIRHAN had been interested
a management trainee Job with Safeway Stores, Incorporated but
that their requirements called for a four-year college degree
and a minimum height of $fB" and a minimum weight whirl) nTre,
not recall, but that SIRKAK obviously did not f i t .
stated that SIRHAN had told her he was a jockey and When aal
why he was changing jobs he stated that he had had an accident and
wanted another type of work.

On
6/1&/68 Pasadena, California

File #
Los Angeles

-Date dictated
6/21/68
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She stated she gave SIRHAN the address of Safeway
Stores, Incorporated and thought be was going to leave. She
stated that SIREAN then demanded that the information card be
given to him or deatroyed^^^ftfl_aflyj.sed that this was against
school policy and asked • l | ^ ^ m | | | H M B H ^ B ^ ^ i e r supervisor,
what she should do. She stated t h a t V ^ ^ U H B o l d her to
give him the card and l e t him be on bisway^^she stated that she
then gave SIRHAK the card at which time he tore i t up into many
small pieces and threw i t in the waste basket. She stated SIREAN

t hen told her, "This wi l l teach you to never under estimate a
jockey. She advised that SIRHAN then l e f t .

fl^HflflflHHfc that the card SIRHAK tore up was
the seconcHHra^JnTCBhe had f i l l e d out completely. She stated
that she later wrote on the f i r s t card, which was incomplete,
some of the information she could recal l so she would have a
record of the incident.

incident
d vised that she had remembered the

saw SIRHAN'a picture andname in the newspaper

- 529 -
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date
6/24/68

i

t

ena
[venue,

Penona, California, adviseonTTCT^^HH^H^H^ one of his
office interviewers, had brought to his aTWntion an
incident which had occurred with SIRHAN SIRHAN in July of
1967. • • • • ^ s t a t e d that he had Just taken over his

that time and that
Personnel Services,

i stated that SIRHAN
had come to the office apparently seeding a specific 1fth that
had been listed on the placement bulletin board,
advised that a receptionist had guided SIRHAN t:

(ho interviews persons seeking full time employment.

m ^ stated that he came in contact with
apparently would not give information to

that is required to finish the application form.
stated that SIRHAN was then brought ^ y ^ f f i

and the situation vas then^^^^^ae^to him.
that SIRHAN told him that • • • ^ ^ • R u o u l d n
uhere a specific job was anTTna^^Treaid notjj^^^^o^jive
him a job because he was a "damn" foreigner ^ ( ^ • • • • p t a ted
that SIRHAN did not give him an opportunity to explain xne
problem involved and that after making his statement SIRHAN
left the office.

she
office seeki

for a management trainee,
then requested that SIRHAN
that SIRHAN only put do
stated that according t
adamant and demanded to
stated that according t
employment card back, but

stated that he then conferred with
had explained to him that SIRHAN had

was

ered by Safe
^ dvised that _
"an application

information
IRHAN
job.
SIRHA
her.

tores

stated that i t is the office policy that all

urther
the

6/18/68 Pasadena, California
On »t File #

TJOS Angeles 56-I56

Date dictated
6/2V68
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by the office once someone has stated an intent to take
a job, so that when an employer interviews a student it can
be determined whether the student was a referral. . This
ects as a means to determine the effectiveness of the
program.

^ that when SIRHAN returned from
\O1J.±UB and then requested the information card

4t was given to SIRHAN to avoid any further incident
particularly since it appeared that SIRHAN would not go to
the job.

J i
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date

6/27/68

1968,
_ _ _ _^__ Pasadena, California, City College,

was telephonically contacted to jnake an appointment to

checked hie xecordE and viae aware^^l^^^Wbeen in hie class,
but could only presume SIRHAN had dropped hie class, as he
could not recall SIRHAN, and did not recognize him at all from
hie photographs in the newspapers. He stated he knew no one
else who might Icnow SIRHAN.

On
6/21/68 Los Angeles, California

.at
Los Angelee 56-156

File #

6/24/68
Date dictated
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interviewed
alias> Texas,

prarily visiting
t that address.

itated that he served as an
at Pasadena City College, Pasadena, California, in
said that he is unable to recall SIRHAN SIRHAN as.
his class while he was teaching at the college,
that he believed SIRHAN may have been ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
otherwise he would have remembered him. I^BI^m^id that
approximately one third of his c^asswere drop-outs, and SIRHAN
may have been among the group. ̂ ^HH^baroined records and
papers which he has in storage Wr^fn^^Wcord of SIRHAN with
negative results.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

n- . 6/13/68

I
Pasadena

City College., Pasadena„ California, advised heTiad no knowledge
concerning SIRHAN SIRHAN ̂ idngverhad any contact with him as
a student or otherwise. flHHflH^fc'ta'*'e3 he ̂ ad talked to a
student named RUOT M. PORHiSMWT^tolc him he had seen SIRHAN on
the campus of the college on June 4. 19^8, and FORTHAM might be
able to shed some light on the matter.

at Pasadena, California Los Angeles

Date dictated
Thia document contain* neither recommendation* nor conclusion* of the FBI. It i* the property of the FBI and ia loaned to
your agency; it and i u content* are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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, FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dsic 6/18/6C

adviyed as follows:
Apartment

as an

stated that ha U'ill be leaving thj.o position in the near
future to tslce up similar duties at Me Gill High School,
Spring Valley district San Die£O, California.

shown a photograph of SIP.HAN SIK11AN,
, He stated that the photograph ie f«Hilietr to him and added
that he believes he had SIRIJAI! in a track and field clacs
et Tasadcne City College, PaGac'enaj California during 1965.
He Btated that SIRHAN wae a fair athlete, he did not
attend cle.sr>ec re^xilarly and received cither a f\D" or a
failing £rade in the class. He stated that SIKI1AH was a
difficult younc man to vmdorstendj not as a result of any
lt*n£»ua=;R problem, but ci.v;ply bscciusc he did not converse
cr onrtn tin with c::'-tiM:r liic clacicji-.at.es or the instructor.

that ho hao no other information concemiiig
s general background or his political and national-

istic tendencies. He advised that he has not seen this
individual since 19CS,

On—D-A-fi/G e «' .File *

Dolt «»ielo«ec; 6-A-C/-6C-
Cbnclultem • ( the FBI- I* It *!.«• property o' Ihe FBI «nd It leaned Io ypui «gcac]r:
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hw

6/28/68

L a u d e r d a l e ^ F l i d r t she taught
Muir High School, Pasadena, California froa
1960 to June, 1961.

She stated she does not recall SIRBAM SIRBAM
as being a foraer student, and was unable to identify his
photograph. She advised she had seen pictures of SlfiBAH
In newspapers and Magazines, but did not associate him
as having been a foraer student of hers.

She continued that even if she could recall
SXRHAN, she would have no Information regarding any
background nationalistic tendencies he Might have possessed.

She reiterated she could not recall SIRHAK,
and could furnish no information whatsoever concerning
him.

On 6/21/68 Ft. Lauderdale, Florida r,u # Miami 44-1880

-Date dictated -6/26/68
This docwment contain* neither recommendation* nor conclusions of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI mid in I twined to
your agency; it and its content* are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

July 9, 196B

telephone lowing information:

He is a retired school tej
California and he served as ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Department in the Pasadena School System and alscTtaught at"
the John Muir High School there. He recalls SIRI1AN SIRHAN
as a ^ y ^ ^ ^ in his classroomand was of the opinion it was
the ̂ l^^^^class. • H f l ^ ^ ^ a s not sure of this and said
that he had"called theFasadena School System to verify this
information; however, ascertained that all school records had
been subpoenaed. He related that to the best of his knowledge
SIRHAN was a student of his for approxinately one year in the
'earV 1960s. This individual was very proud of the fact that
he was an Arab and had strong nationalistic feelings.

He related that SIRHAN got along well with the other
students, was somewhat reserved but was always cooperative and
friendly. He said that SIRHAN was a good student, did his
homeworV. faithfully, and his entire impression of him was very
favorable.

On.
7/8/B8

_c ot_
Suttons Bay, Michigan

_FiU#_
Detroit 62-H177

Date dictated.
7/9/68

Thlt document contain* neither racommondoHoni nor contlftloni of the FBI; It It the properly of tht FBI ond b loened to your
It ond lt» content! ore not to be dlttrlbuted outilde jrottr opency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date
6/26/63

7 p ^ p | ^ B | ^ p telephonically
contacted to arrange an appointment for ah interview concerning
her possible knowledge of a Mr. SIRHAN SIRHAN. SIRHAN is
listed in records at Pasadena City
Ca lifornia^asaformgrstudent in a p |
taught b y ^ m ^ n the fall of

| ^ | ^ ^ ^ £ had been advised
by her husbaM^g/^gfgB^g^/L that a Special Agent
of the FBI had attempted to contact her on
at which time she was on a vacation tour, _
stated that she has tried to recall a student namec

^ g no recollection at al l of SIRHAN.
H B H H v that she had several large Psychology

classes during that period of time (1964) and, if SIRHAN
was a student, i t must have been for a limited or short
period of time since she has no recollection of him at a l l .

On
6/24/68

at

SA

Angeles, California

- 539 -

Angeles 56-156

-Dateby
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date
7/12/6B

where he

He stated he had been a teacher aj
School, Pasadena, and taught 12th grade
SIRHAN SIRHAN in I963.

John Muir Hi;
to

He stated he rerffmberefl
student and considered him to be polite and quiet,
stated he was of Armenian background and as a result used To
have discussions with SIRHAN about the Middle East. He stated
the discussions were not provocative and SIRHAN evinced no
particularly strong feelings concerning the area, but instead

;neral in teres t , because this was the area of his origin-
jtated SIRHANha^j^ver even told him the country in

whicn ns" was born. flHj^Bptated i t had been his general
experience as a teacner tna^^tudents from the Middle East
were rather dogmatic and opinionated in their vi«
not have been surprised had SIRHAN been the same.
he would not have remembered SIRHAN except for the
from the Kiddle East and that his f i r s t and las t names were the
same. He stated SIKHAN^^^j^t the type of Qprsonyou would
notice in a class. fl|HHH^-so stat6dthej|H3|HHfelassthe
taught SIRHAN was a^SKe^up^Type of JjHBHHKuSWfflPas a
result he was surprised by r e f e r e n c e d n e w s p a p e r to the

SIRHAN was supposedly very br:.ght and intel lectual .
SIRHAN appeared to be somewhat of_a loner and

i^TrareiyJsaw him associating with other students,
could not furnish an opinion as to why SIRHAN SIRHA~IT~5noi
Senator KENNEDY and stated he knew nothing else concerning him.

7/11/68 Pasadena, California
On at File #

Los Angeles 56-156

Date dictated
7/12/68
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date
5/27/60

3RT3ON, television and, filin actor,
•Chatsworth, California, furnished

;he following information:

In connection with his breeding of horses, Mr.
ROBERTSON said that he had, in the pact, stabled some of
his horses at the Corona Breeding Farm at Corona, California,
ov.-ned by actor DESI ARNAZ. ROBERTSON has also stabled
horses at the Futura Parms, which is loc&ted near Lake
View, California, v;hich is between Riverside and Hemet.

Mr. ROBERTSON had not employed any exercise boy
and hc.c! no recollection of ever seeing SIRHAN SIRHAN, who
had been charged vith shooting Senator ROBERT F. KENNEDY.
He mentioned he had been contacted by a representative
of "Life*1 magazine on June 10, 1966, who claimed to be
doing a story on SIRHAN SIRHAN. Further, the latter alleged
that SIRHAN SIRHAN had approached DAI£ ROBERTSON one time
during a public horse sale and had asked ROBERTSON for
a job.

Mr. ROBERTSON clained that he had no recollection
\;h£tsoever of Sl'RKAK 3IRKAN asking him for a job; in fact,
only one young man, SHA1/N COREETT, had asked him for a job
under similar circumstances and he had hired this young Ban
who was still in his ewploy. He mentioned that in stabling
his horses at the aforementioned farm he paid a flat fee
and did not have anything to do with the hiring of any
personnel who may have been employed at those farms.

6/20/68 Chatsv;orth , California Los Angeles 50-156
F j ] e tt ,

6/25/53
Date dictated
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTATION 1;
Date 6'17'68 t--

Mrs. LOlLJaflBERTSON, V B ^ H ^ H I B Chatsworth,
California, phonefl lHHft ^n J a n e X1* ^9507 advised the
following by phonewhensne was contacted seeking aja appointment
vrith her husband, DALE ROBERTSON, Television Actor, %who reportedly
kept horses a t the Granja Vista Del Rio, Corona, Cal i fornia ,
where SIRHAN SIRHAN, who i s charged with shooting Senator ROBERT
F. KENNEDY, reportedly worked as an exercise boy.

Mr. ROBERTSON was en route to Lake Tahoe and was t o
re turn June 14, 1963 p.m. On June 10, 19SG, a representa t ive
of "Life" magazine cal led and talked to DALE regarding any
knowledge DALE may have had of SIRHAN. DALE informed the
representat ive he did not know SIRHAN,, had never employed him
as a horse exercise boy or otherwise. Fur ther , having observed
numerous p ic tures of SIRHAN on t e l ev i s ion and in the press, had
not indicated any recognit ion of SIRHAN whatsoever.

Mrs. ROBERTSON said she had handled the bookkeeping
on DALE'S horse operations and tha t he had stabled horses a t
the above horse ranch a t Corona and she was sure DALE had
never hired SIRHAN and she vjas sure she had never had any
knowledge of SIRHAN u n t i l he was recent ly charged with shooting
Senator KENNEDY.

-"JV

Cn_6/lJL/68 &t_L_OE_ Angeles^, California File Los Angeles'56-156 _

__Date dictated 6/13/68
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date

CHERYLE PIEPCE V H L 1 B L H I B , S a n Francisco,
cam* to the San Francisco Office of the FBI on Jon* *?• M
196B at which tin* she advised that she kr.*«v SI*HAM SIPHAN
as a co-workrr at Mr. Wcidner Hralth Food Stores in
Monterey Park, California* durinp the four or six
week period of her employment durinp January to February,
1968.

Miss PIERCE s a i d t h a t s ^ only worked on Sundays
and t h a t he r knonl^dpr and c o n t a c t wi th ?IP-HAM was
limited to that cf t fallow rmploy?«». Sh*> s t a t ed tha t
SIFHAN vas a conscientious workrr. H*» had no visi ts by
personal friends. Hr never discussed poli t ical matters
with* her and did not er.gage in any philosophical dis-
cussion. Shr did not observe any sipr. of nK?ntal instabil i ty
and thoupht that hr was cf Mexicar. ancestry.

San Francisco, California

Date d ic ta ted 6 / 2 0 / 6 8

Tiiia document contain* neither recommendation* nor conclusions of the FBI. It ia the property of the FBI and ta loaned to
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

9
Date 7/5/68

MARIA GIROUARD, _ _ , _ _
California, furnished the following

Arcadia,

She advised that she had been employed part-time
from 1962 until mid-April, 1968, at the Monterey Nutrition Store
and to a lesser extent at Organic Pasadena, both stores owned
by Mr. WIDENER. She advised that through this employment,
she met SIRHAN SIRHAN, whom she knew as "Saul", shortly be-
fore Christmas, 1967. SIRHAN was employed at Organic Pasadena
and was principally involved in making deliveries to the
various other healthfood stores which Mr. WIDENER owned.

Mrs. GIROUARD stated that her contacts with SIRHAN
were generally of short duration and just during the course
of their work. She advised that their conversation was
principally concerned with the work, however, he did once
say that he had been an exercise boy for race horses and since
Mrs. GIROUARD1s husband had been involved with horses for
many years, they thereafter talked about horses and horse
racing. She said that at no time did SIRHAN ever get into
any discussion with her of a political nature.

Mrs. GIROUARD stated that due to the considerable
differences in their ages, she was not aware of any associates
which SIRI1AN may have had. She stated that Bhe did not
believe that SIRHAN was at all close with anyone at the store.
She stated that he was probably the most friendly with Mr.
WIDENER.

im.

7/1/68 Arcadia, California .File #
Los AngeleB 56-156 S

by -Date dictated 7/3/68
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i.P
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

pQt. Julv 11 . 1968

Interviewed at his residence
Arlington Heights, Illinois.

sed oi tne identity of the interviewing agents
and the nature of the investigation being conducted.

Mr. TKNNEY advised, concerning SIRHAN SIRHAN's possible
employment with Rex Sllsworth-Misch Tenney Thoroughbred Breeding
Enterprises, that he had heard reports that fIRHAN had worked
for their company. He stated upon receiving this information
he caused their files to be thoroughly searched, but stated no
record of his employment or application for employment was found.
Mr. TENNEY advised SIRHAN FIRHAN is unknown to him, and to the
best of, his knowledge has never seen or net him.

Mr. TENNEY stated he is not acquainted with the "Peace fc
Freedom Party of Phoenix, Arizona."

., 7 Ik) «S

•i and >H toni»"«t ar« not 10 b* d>Hiibw<»d ovHirf* f i»v>

Arlington Heights. Ulipot*,u* CG 89-61
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date June H> 1965

Mrs. Rub a y , ^ ^ ^ ^ B ^ ^ x Ellsworth Ranch,
^advised that she had previously been

«--.lê l by a newspaper reporter regarding the possibility
of Sirhan Sirhan having worked for the Rex Ellsworth Ranch
in the past* She stated that she had searched the personnel
records for the ranch from 1962 through 1968 and could find
no record of Sirhan Sirhan ever having been employed by the
ranch.

On

5WS

«t CM no, California -File # Los Angeles $6-156 r
-Date dictated 6 /11/68by
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF IMVESTIGATION

I

Date
6/25/68

WALTER THOMAS RATHKE , S H ^ u h o is employed _ _
-^_^Aat the Alameda County Fairgrounds, advised on one
"occasion a very short time after they met, SIRHAN SJRHAN
gave RATHKE some literature which consisted of a half dozen
pages stapled together from the Rosicrucian Order regarding
meditation. RATHKE compared meditation by the Rosicrucian
Order to praying in the Christian religion. The only other
time the Rosisrucian Order was mentioned was when he saw
SIRHAN in Pasadena during June 1967 when SIRHAN stated he no
longer belonged to the Rosicrucian Order. SIRHAN stated
that due to his accident he did not have any money and could
not keep up his dues and "they terminated him." SIRHAN
indicated to RATHKE he was unhappy over this. RATHKE stated
these were the only two times the Rosicrucian Order was
mentioned by SIRHAN and they never discussed the Rosicrucian
Order as such regarding its philosophies or aims.

RATHKE stated the Theosophical Society is a world-wide
organization with world headquarters in Adyar, Madras, India
and the United States headquarters in Wheaton, Illinois where
the society also has a publishing house.

RATHKE stated aims of the society are to build the
idea of the brotherhood of man without regard to color, sex
or religion and to further the study and research of all ^
philosophies of religion. The society is made up of individuals
of all religions and at meetings the members discuss their
various religions and philosophies.

From newspapers, television or radio broadcasts, RATHKE
learned SIRHAN had requested books written by Madam BLAVOTSKY
(Phonetic), C.W. LEADBEATER (Phonetic) both of whom have,
written books for the Theosophical Society and both of whom are
now deceased. Uadam BLAVOTSKY was bom in Russia and moved to
New York City where she became a co-founder of the society and
LEADBEATER was a Bishop of the Church of England. At this time
RATHKE also learned Madam BLAVOTSKY at one time had written a
book on the lives of revolutionaries which he had not known
before.

On
6/13/68

.at
Pleasanton, California SF 62-5*61

File #
- 5*7 -

6/19/78
Date dictated

Thia document contain* neither recommendationa oor coocluaiona of the FBI. It i* the property of the FBI and i i loaned to
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RATHKE stated the Theosophical Society and the
Rosicrucian Order have nothing in coinraon. He described the
Rosicrucian Order as a mystic or occult-type organization
which directs its followers while the Theosophical Society's
only purpose is the brotherhood of man.

ten
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Date June 8. 1968

-w^m^mw—^__^ California,
advised herecalled^STrhan Sirhan coming to his office for an
eye examination and possible treatac]
refl<

On 6/5/68 »t Corona, California _File # Los Angeles
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Date

THOMAS DANIEL GOOD, ̂ • • • • • ^ ^ • A San Jose» Califor-
95112, was interviewe^inthe San Francisco Office of th*
eral Bureau of Investigation, 450 Golden Gate Avenue, San
ncisco, California, on June 14, 1968. GOOD voluntarily appeared
soinpanied by his attorney, AUBREY GROSSMAN, who was present during,
i interview.

GOOD related that nd is a
San Jose,^California. His
who reside
was born o

student

GOOD furnished the following information concerning the indi-
lual whose photograph appeared in local newspapers, identified
ŜIRIiAH BISHARA SIRKAN, reported assassin of Senator ROBERT F.
WEDY:

He first met this individual at John Muir High School, Pasadena
Lifornia, in what he recalls to have been the 1962-63 school
ar when he was in the 11th grade. This individual was known to
K only as SIRKAN, with no other naires recalled. He believes he
ret heard of SIRHAN at Social Science class during a discussion
the question of politics. During this discussion sorce student
ggested that he felt they should hear from SIRHAN on his views
hce the discussion, as recalled by GOOD, involved the Middle East.
thereafter became an acquaintance of SIRHAN and never did con-
der him what he would term a friend. He thereafter visited in
RHAK's home on approximately three occasions, and on one occasion
RHAN visited in GOOD'S home. GOOD recalled that he went on a
cnie with SIRHAN1s mother and a sister who is now deceased. Also
•esent at this picnic were a Mrs. HAYWARD, address unknown, and
me members of her farily. Mrs. HAYl-'ARD reportedly knew hrs.
;RHAN from church attendance> and he recalled that Mrs. HAYWARD
LS also a friend of his parents.

As GOOD recalls, he last savj SIRHAN in 1964. -He remembers.
[RHAN as a student at Pasadena City College for at least one
smester during the tine GOOD attended from the Fall of 1963 until

1C
y iit/68
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July, 1965. GOOD was a member of the Young Democrats at Pasadena
City College. He was unaware of any other political organizations
and does not know what groups or organizations SIRHAN belonged to,
if any. He recalled that SIRKAN had some contact with other Arab
students but he had no knowledge if there was any formal group or
organization among such students. He stated there was a large
group of Arab students attending Pasadena City College at that time.
GOOD stated he was unable to furnish any information concerning
SIRHAN's political views but recalled him as being very anti-Israel.
Ke was aware that SIRHAN came from Palestine and attributed his
feeling toward Israel to his national origin.

GOOD is acquainted with one V?ALTER CROVE and recalled that
CROWE was a friend of SIRHAN. He related that CROWE met SIRHAN
when the latter first came to the United States. CROWE also attend-
ed eleirfentary school with SIRHAN and later John Muir High School.
He stated that he knew of no contacts between CROWE and SIRHAN out-
side the context of the school. CROWE mentioned SIRHAN to GOOD on
more than one occasion but never commented on the political beliefs
of SIRHAN.

GOOD related that he never heard SIRHAN express his feelings
regarding the KENNEDY far.ily or any other Government official. Ee
stated that he recalled the reactions of numerous friends to the
assassination of President JOHN F. KENNEDY but does not recall the
reaction of SIRHAN to this event. lie stated there was nothing in
his acquaintance with SIRHAN on which he could base any motive for
his action in this case. He recalled SIRKAN as a very distant
individual, no matter how friendly one became with him. He
recalled him as an individual who seemed to be alienated from
people in general, even from other Arabs, and WALTER CROWE appeared
to be his only friend and this friendship was not a close one. He
stated he never detected any strain of violence in SIRHAN, but, to
the contrary, remembered once when he was visiting in the SIRHAN
home there was a deaf-mute or blind girl also present and SIRHA N
seemed very gentle to her.

GOOD related that of the many Arab students who attended
Pasadena State College with whom he was acquainted, SIRHAN had
stronger ideas of Arab nationalism than any of the others.
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On June 11, 1968, ANWAR MUSA SAYEGH, a student
at Pasadena City College, who was with SIRHAN SIRHAN
between 6:30 PM and 7:00 PM on Tuesday, June 4, 1968,
advised that one IVAN (last Name Unknown) was acquainted
with SIRHAN.

On June 20, 19^8, IVAN GARCIA was contacted at
his employment in Pasadena, California, and furnished
information concerning his acquaintance with SIRHAN.
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Date
7/23/68

Mrs. ERNESTINE GARCIA,
Pasadena, California, mother of
SIRHAN SIRHAN. was contacted

SIRHANslightly during the time IVAN GARCIA was attending
Pasadena City College with SIRHAN. She said he had visited
at her house on perhaps a half dozen occasions, however,
he primarily visited her son, and she had no lengthy
conversations with him. She said they never discussed
his political or philosophical views. She said she was
aware that SIRHAN had tried to become a jockey and got
the impression that SIRHAN was possibly self-conscious of
his small stature, and understood he may have received
couns«ling that he should try to become a jockey. She
6aid the last time she saw him, he had been injured in a
fall from a horse and appeared quite discouraged and
frustrated, and indicated he probably would not become a
jockey but would remain an exercise boy. Mrs. GARCIA
said she could not recall when this occurred but believed
she last saw SIRHAN about two years ago.

Mrs. GARCIA stated she had never met any other
members of SIRHAN*s family and knew nothing further concerning
him, excepting she always considered him to be very polite
and very quiet.

On
7/19/68 Rosemead, California

^ • — ftl> >m '••— i i — _ •• . . . .File #
Los Angeles 56-156
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6/20/68

On June 20, i960, IVAN ^
his home address, was contacted at Pasadena"c;lty~ C ,
Pasadena, California. He stated he was regularly employed from
6:00 p.m.

Pasadena tf^^^^^^^^^
p ^ ^ ^ ^ W S y He stated his mother was highly

nervous and did not want her disturbed.

GARCIA stated he was a national of Guatemala. He stated
he had known SIRHAN SIRHAN Jbr approximately four years, having
met him in class at Pasadena City College. GARCIA
stated he had visited SIRHAN's home and had dinner there,
had met 'ADEL SIRHAN and SIRHAN*s mother, all of whom he
regarded highly.

He stated he considered SIRHAN to be extremely
polite, sensitive and thoughtful. He stated he thought
SIRHAN's generosity and unselfishness toward his friends
was very unusual, and was his most outstanding virtue.
He said SIRHAN would do everything to make a guest or friend
comfortable and at ease, and usually insisted upon paying
"bills wherever he went with friends, although he did not
have a particularly large sum of money at any time.

GARCIA stated he and SIRHAN did not discuss politics,
partly because GARCIA did not like to discuss them, and partly
because his and SIRHAN's interests were more scholastic
and social. SIRHAN did not appear to be particularly aware of
any political party, was not interested In groups or being
a leader, and was not openly fanatical about politics. He
said SIRHAN was highly individualistic in his ide^s,. and did
not follow the crowd or fads.

'.•i

6/20/68
On at
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.File #
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SIRHAN never discussed Senator KENNEDY, the
Arab-Israeli dispute, or racial recriminations which
might have arisen out of such a dispute. The closest
SIRHAN ever came to discussing anything racial was
when he discussed the possibility of his becoming a jockey,
which he desired very greatly, probably because of his
size and the possibility of being a success in this
endeavor. SIRHAN stated that many of the people for whom
he would work as a trainer were of Jewish background, and
SIRHAN felt that his advancement as a jockey might be
hampered because of the feelings of Jewish people concerning
those of Arab origin.

Regarding women, GARCIA stated SIRHAN did not
appear to havo a strong interest in them, and never mentioned
having dates or other social contact with women. SIRHAN
was more idealistic and humanitarian, and seemed to love
people in general.

GARCIA stated he did not see SIRHAN on June 4,
and stated his contacts with SIRHAN had not been so numerous
in recent months because of the different hours each worked,
and the fact that SIRHAN was no longer in school.

GARCIA stated SIRHAN had never expressed an interest
in firearms, and he had never seen him with a gun of any
kind. GARCIA considered a gun foreign to SIRHAN1s nature,
which appeared to be generally peace loving.

GARCIA stated he had noticed a very definite change
in SIRHAN after his accidental fall from a horse. SIRHAN
had been much more jovial before the accident, and seemed
to be more gloomy and pessimistic about his future afterwards.
SIRHAN believed he was through as a jockey, and did not seem
so ambitious after the accident. GARCIA commented upon the
monetary settlement SIRHAN had received from his accident, and
stated he was sure this was the source of the money SIRHAN
had on his person when arrested. He stated that shortly after
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the settlement, and about two weeks prior to the shooting,
SIRHAN had come into the auto parts store to buy items
for his car. At this time, he had a large roll of bills,
including some hundred dollar bills. GARCIA stated SIRHAN
liked to bet on horse races, but stated that at that time
he had lost too much money, and was no longer betting on
races.

GARCIA volunteered the opinion there was no conspiracy
on the part of SIRHAN and anyone else, since the whole
shooting seemed so poorly planned. He stated he was sure
conspirators would have chosen a gun of a larger caliber,
and would have tried to arrange a better location and better
escape route. Because of the apparent lack of planning,
GARCIA believed there was no premeditation on the part
of SIRHAN, and believed SIRHAN went to the reception
with the gun, and conceived his plan on the spur of the
moment.

GARCIA stated that were it not for SIRHAN's
apparent action, he would still consider him a good,
close friend, whom he respected and admired. GARCIA
stated he was puzzled by SIRHANfs action, as he had
never^nown him to violate other laws of any kind.
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Cadet RICHARD A. HUTTON Company B, 6th Battalion,
2nd Brigade, U. S. Army Training Center, Fort Benning,
Georgia, advised he originally met SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAK
sometime betv/een September, 1962, and June, 1965, when he
was attending Pasadena City College, Pasadena, California.
He met SIRHAH through his cousin, BRUCE EDWARD PULTON, who
also was a student at the college. To the best of his
recollection he net SIRHAN around 1963-64 and had a very casual
acquaintance with this nan. He has no recollection oi talking
to him since 1985. He recalls that he was a student at the
college but did not have any classes with him. His relationship
with SIRHAN was drinking a cup of coffee with him and being
involved in "small conversation" concerning carapus activities
and things of that nature. He had no recollection of ever
hearing SIRHAN discuss his nationalistic tendencies, although
he know he was a Jordanian. SIRHAN did not mention his
political views, and he can recall nothing that would Indicate
be was violent in nature or would indicate he was associating
with any persons who might advocate violence in any manner.

n. 7/9/6S at Fort Benning. Georgia * AT 44-2412

Dote dlclotad

LA 56-156
7/10/68
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Date 6/21/68

Pasadena,JIM

was interviewed HHHH|BHH|HHHiH
stated that he had known SIRHAH SIKHAN while he wa~s In
attendance at Pasadena City College. DOANE stated that he
knew SIRHAN by sight, but had no real association with
him. DOANE advised that BOB COMPORT had known SIRHAN
and that COMPORT was going to publish a story about SIRHAN
in COMPORT's magazine, "Small Comfort", which is a rather general
local • publication featurii
stated that COMFORT worked as
on North Mentor in
"Small Comfort" at

On 6/18/68 ,t Pasadena, California Pnp # Los Angeles 56-156
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Date
6/24/68

ROBERT G. COMFORT, who residesJ
Pasadena, California, was interviewed a-
advised that he was the publisher and,
died "Small Comfort" and worked as

Located on North Mentor in
had attended Pasadena City College in the spring

of 1964 through I965. He stated that during this time he
had been acquainted with SIRHAN SIRHAN. COMFORT advised, that
on occasion SIRHAN would have coffee with a group of students
and they would engage in a general conversation. COMFORT
advised that during these conversations numerous-topics would
come up and that he could not specifically recall exact
statements of SIRHAN. COMFORT advised that he did remember
that SIRHAN had stated a contempt for the idea of Israel but
not toward the Jewish people. COMFORT advised that he remembered
a Jewish boy being a regular in this group and that SIRHAN
never voiced opposition or disdain for this individual.
COMPORT stated that it was his impression that SIRHAN did not
hold the rich in contempt and that SIRHAN had. respect for the
idea that persons with ability could ecquire material
possessions and live better than persons with lesser ability.

COMFORT advised that generally SIRHAN was usually .
withdrawn and that it appeared that SIRHAN desired to be
accepted. COMFORT stated that SIRHAN was not at a loss to
express his belief in Arab Nationalise and if the topic came
up he would participate. COMFORT stated that on occasion
the group would bait SIRHAN because his views on the subject
were known by the more frequent members of the icoffee group.

COMFORT further advised that SIRHAN did not lilte
the idea of the establishment and the relocation of the
individual to being no more than a number. COMFORT further
advised that it was his impression that SIRHAN sought to be
accepted by tnis group even to the extent that SIRHAN would
sometimes buy coffee for everyone.

COMFORT advised that his only other contact with
SIRHAN was when SIRHAN worked for a Richfield Service Station

On
6/18/68

.at
Pasadena, California
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in Pasadena and he (COMPORT) would have his car serviced
or Just stop by to get some free work done.

COMFORT advised that SIRHAN would not probably
consider him a friend because their contact was infrequent.

*
COMPORT advised that In the July 2, I968, issue

of his magazine, "Small Comfort", he intended to print a
story about his impressions of SIRHAN SIRHAN and the KENNEDY
assassination. COMPORT stated that he had no profound insights
to offer and that his purpose in writing was to point out
the need for every individual to get involved in current
matteis so that in the future protests will not take the form
of assassins bullets.

COMPORT furnished a copy of his article. COMPORT
advised that the following paragraph is the only part which
reflects his factual knowledge of SIRHAN:

"I went to school with SIRHAN, We weren't fast
friends, but I remember him. We shared no classes,
but he often eat at our table during breaks. I
sometimes went to the service station where he worked
evenings; to scrounge cans of STP for my sickly
car, and to talk with him. He was a little guy with
the top button on his shirt undone so the hair on his
chest stuck out. He was friendly. Eager enough for
acceptance that he'd buy coffee for everybody at the
table. Maybe not so much for acceptance as the
indication of a generous nature—I don't know. He was
articulate without being pushy. The only time he
raised his voice were the times the Middle East
situation was the topic of discussion. He was from a
refugee background and was, therefore, considered unfit
company by the rest of the Arab students; most of whom
were the offspring of monied middle-east establishment
parents. He disliked them for their smugness; they
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"rejected him. In our group there was no one who
didn't like SIRHAN, but no one who liked him well
enough to be his friend. He asked a few girls for
dates, but none accepted. 'He's a nice guy,' they'd
say when he was gone, 'but I'd feel so funny if I
went out with him.' They'd make a small face then
or laugh. That's all I knew about him. He thought
NASSER was a great man. He hated the ideas of Isreal-
'but not the Jew who sat at our table, SIRHAN SIRHAN.
He was tiny. He wanted very much to be liked. He
was lonely."
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ALLEN
Apartment^
at his en
Pasadena, _ _ _
while both were students at Pasadena City College. He des-
cribed their relationship as a casual campus relationship,
and consisted of talking in a group at the Campus Center,
a recreation area on the campus. He said he did not kno'.v
SIRHAN particularly well, and recalled him as a quiet,
reserved man. He said they never discussed political or
social philosophies, and he had no idea of SIRHAN1s beliefs
in this regard. YACK stated,because SIRHAN was so quiet,
he never paid any particular attention to him. He stated
the only other individuals he knew who knew SIRHAN, were
CRAIG BLESS and BRUCE FULTON, vghom he knew had advised the
FBI that he, YACK, knew SIRHAN. YACK knew nothing concern-
ing SIRHAN'B family, and stated he had never seen SIRHAN
since he left the college.

On 7/2/68 „» Pasadena, California
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Mrs. ELEANOR JOHNSON, . H H l ^ H i ^ ^ B
California, was interviewed approximately 10:30 a.m., Sunday
June 9, 1968, regarding the present whereabouts of MAJED GUSSOUS.
Mrs. JOHNSON had no knowledge of GUSSOUS and indicated that no
Arab students had lived at this address since some time prior
to her moving to this address in 196^

In the afternoon of the same date, Mrs. JOHNSON
called the FBI, Los Angeles, and asked that the agent who had
interviewed her call her back.

On the second contact, Mrs. JOHNSON said that an
hour or two after the interview by the agent, two persons, a
man ahd a woman, came to her house. First a man came to the door,
but she was not at home, and he left (according to her children).
Then a woman, who according to her children was with the man,
came to the door alone. Mrs. JOHNSON was home at this time.
The woman was dressed in a white nurse's uniform. She was
fairly young with dyed blonde hair. She was very nervous.
She said her name was TOSTI or TASTI or TOSTO (phonetic). She
first said she was a friend of SIRHAN then amended this to say
she had worked with him in a health food store at one time.
She then said the purpose of her call was to locate ABDEL MAJED
BASS, a Jordanian who knew SIRHAN and who used to live at this
address. The woman said that she wanted to ask BASS what he
knew about SIRHAN. Mrs. JOHNSON thought the woman's behavior
was rather strange. Prior to leaving, the woman gave Mrs.
JOHNSON a telephone number, f^BIHHHIBwhere she could be
reached. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

6/9/68
On

Altadena, California

.« —563—
Los Angeles 56-156
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There is a MELA TOSTI and an ANDREVJ TOSTI in the
Northeast Telephone Directory, but none with the SYcamore
number given.

^^^^Check of 1966 Pasadena,Jli£££tory reflects the number
SY • I p i E currently listed to
in Pasadena. This same list ing is carrie
NortheastTeJgDhone Direct^jj^^The 1966 Pasadena Directo
shows 4Hljj^^m^w-'-^eflWHiB ^e *s snow

worker^^?ne^^^5eparateIyfurTher listed as
the home address is r

Us listed in the Northea
lin Pasadena, telephone

The above investigation was conducted by SA|
June 9, 1968, at Altadena, California.

loic

r
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Specialist. IV BRUCE
Maintenance and Support Division _ ^ ^
Directorate of Arsenal Support Operations, y
Missile Command, Redstone, Arsenal, Alabama, was apprised
of the identity of the interviewing agent and the nature
of the investigation. FULTON furnished the following in-
formation:

PULTON stated that he is acquainted with SIRHAN *
BISHARA SIRHAN. He advised he first met SIRHAN at the
"Student Union Coffee Shop11 on the campus at Pasadena City
College, Pasadena, California about September, 19&J. He
said that he could not recall the last time that he saw
SIRHAN.but it was sometime prior to December 1965,because
this is when he (FULTON) left City College. FULTON de-
scribed his relationship with SIRHAN as a "campus acquaintance"
in that he did not socialize with SIRHAN off campus,
advising that he did not go to SIRHAN's house, nor did
SIRHAN ever corr.e to his house. He advised that his conver-
sations with SIRHAN were usually held- in the coffee shop
during breaks or between, after or before classes. During
these conversations, FULTON recalls discussions of Arab and
Israel conflict., at which tine SIRHAN had expressed his
dissatisfaction with the administration and the newspapers
because he believed that they sided with Israel. FULTON
described SIRHAN as an introvert and a loner. He advised
that SIRHAN never exhibited a tendency towards violence while
in his presence. He advised that SIRHAN1s reaction was that
of an individual who was loyal to his country. FULTON advised
that SIRHAN was very devoted to Jordan and it was his,
(FULTON's) opinion, based on conversation with SIRHAN, that
SIRHAN eventually wanted to return to Jordan.

FULTON said that he is sure that politics were discussed
during conversations with SIRHAN but he could not recall SIRHAN'S
mentioning his political views, party or specific political
candidate.

FULTON denied he commuted to and from college with
SIRHAN. He said that he did recall riding on one or two

On 6/10/68
nt

Huntsville, Alabama
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occasions, in an old model Cadillac (year and color unknown)
owned by SIRHAN but was unable to recall where he went during
these rides, with SIRHAN or the circumstances involved.
FULTON stated that he enrolled in Pasadena City College in
September 1963 and quit college (without a degree) in
December lQftS. He aaid that while attending college, he

FULTON advised that he usually took a bus to and
from school although on occasion his cousin, RICHARD BUTTON,
would pick him up or drop him off at home. FULTON stated
that he did not know where SIRHAN lived.

He said that he recalled that SIRHAN worked at a
service station at night while attending college. He could
not recall the name of the station but it is located on a
main street, one block north of Colorado Street, running
parallel to Colorado Street, and east of the front entrance
of Pasadena City College. FULTON further advised that he
believed that SIRHAN was a member of some type of foreign
club (name unknown) on the campus of City College.

FULTON stated that after he quit Pasadena City
College, he enlisted in the United States Army and entered
on duty February 21, 1966, at Fort Polk, Louisiana for boot
camp. He completed his training on April 30» 19^6 and then
returned home on a fourteen-day leave. He then, after the
leave, reported to Redstone Arsenal, where he arrived
approximately May lh and has been there ever since. FULTON
advised he was at home on leave from March 6, I96B through
March 18, 1968, his most recent return to California. FULTON
Bald that he did not see or talk to SIRHAN during his leave
in 1968 or in 1966.

FULTON stated that usually the conversations with
SIRHAN were in the company of other students. FULTON advised
that it is possible that the following persons could recall
something more specific about SIRHAN:

RICHARD HUTTON of
California;

ALLEN YACK,
California;

ALL

r
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tew Mexico.

ecialist V. HUDSON MOLLOY and wife ANNETTE,
"~ U. S. Army Missile Command, White Sanda,

FULTON was instructed to give this matter fore-
thought and he was told that he would be contacted for any
further information that he could recall.
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Specialist IV BRUCE EDWARD
Maintenance and Support Division of |
Directorate of Arsenal Support Operations, u. a. Army
Missile Command, Redstone Arsenal, Alabama, was reinter-
viewed for the purpose of ascertaining any additional
information he may have recalled since the previous
interview on June 10, 1968.

FULTON advised that he had given the matter a
great deal of thought but it was very difficult for him to
remember because it has been almost three years since he
last saw SIRHAN.

PULTON stated that he recalled that CRAIG BLISS,
a former student at Pasadena City College, was an acquaint-
ance of SIRHAN. He said that BLISS, a Navy veteran, worked
as a bartender at night while attending Pasadena City College.
PULTON stated he did not know the name of the bar but
it is located at the intersection of North Lake Street and
Altadena Drive, Altadena, California. FULTON stated that he
remembered a pretty girl he believed was a member
of the same foreign-type club (name unknown) as SIRHAN.
FULTON advised that he did not think that this girl was
SIRHAN1 s girlfriend but just an acquaintance. PULTON said
that he believed the girl's name was SONJA (phonetic).
He could not recall her last name. FULTON described the
pretty young lady as 19 years of age, 5'^", 115 pounds,
with black hair and dark complexion, and possibly an Arab.

FULTON advised he could recall no additional inform-
at ion other than what he had Just mentioned and the inform-
ation furnished in the previous interview on June 10, 1963.

BH

On
6A1/63

.at
Huntsville, Alabama
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dalo_
June 7, 1968

i s
MOLTJOY, ^ H i H ^ ^

the Array I'issilfc Test and
HJjjj^P White Sands -Missile Range,

Hew l;exico. lie re la ted tha^Tu: attended Pasadena, City College
near Los Angeles, California, in 19S3 and 1964 v?ith SIRH&1J
8I1ULMI. Be said that he "knew SIRBWJ as an average student on
the campus who appeared to have no part icular ax to grind with
res pact to the Israeli-Arab s i tua t ion anfl did not aBDOciate with
Arab students but vas friend3.y v/ith everyone, Hs had no
Information as to any campus organizations or part icular friends,
female or othorvtf.se/ th^t t h i s nan had but recalled that he rode
bacl:*and forth to school in SlPJiAlT'o car v/ith one CKUCE
now a soldier vho is a Specialist 4 a t itedstone Arsenal,

He could furnish no other associates by name and vsxs
o£ no further assistance in this case.

Sands Missile range,
AQ 6?.-l?,95_ r

OotC rllrln^rl 6/7/68
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DoU_ June 1, 1968

AHHETTE tlOLLOY, also known as Krs. HUbSOL* EOIAJ3D MOLLOY,
advised that her husband is assigned as a Specialist 5, Array
Missile Test and Evaluation A g e n c y r ^ H | H H H | ^ ^ White Sands
Missile Range, ITew Mexico* ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ »

Mrs. I'.OLLOY stated that she attended Pasadena City
College in Ios Angeles, California, in 1963 or 1964 and knows
that SIRHT.U SIRHAN was a student there, but she could furnish
no information concerning his background or associates. She
stated that she docs not know much about him.

570
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TERRENCE A. FELL, • • ^ • • • ^ • M H Pasadena,
California, was interviewed at the office of the FBI.-^ FELL
said that he is at^^^^^^j^the^^S±h^fij^y^^^the U.S. Army
and is assigned td|^H|mm|^|Hm|H^^^HHt at the
Jteejsidi^of^SanFrancisco. ^^^^residence^^^Tne^ay area is
ViHPmBH|^ApartTrieT^H|^ San Rafael, California,
telephone ni^h^TMBMB^^ His telephone number at the
Presidio is ^^K^^l^^^r

FELL stated that he is acquainted with SIRHAN SIRHAN,.
having met him in 1957 when he, SIRHAN, first came to this
country with his family. SIRHAW was approximately four years
older than the other boys, but was attending the same grade at
Longfellow'Elementary School at Washington and Catalina Streets
in Pasadena.

After leaving the elementary school, FELL said that
SIRHAN and he attended different junior high schools, but
maintained occasional contact with a mutual friend, DAVOR
PEVEC. FELL said PEVEC had much closer contact with SIRHAN
as they both were aliens. PEVEC was a Croatian and SIRHAN an
Arab.

Concerning PEVEC, FELL said he resides at
Ln Pasadena and attends school at the Univc

He works part time
?asadena, Californiar~~He is

aware of tne resiutiiicy •suure'ss of PEVEC in Santa Barbara,
but believes that he possibly may be out of school for this
semester*

not

FELL said that he and SIRHAN attended the same college,
Pasadena City College, but did not have any classes together.
He said that he believes the last time he saw' him was either in
196i* or 1965 and thinks the occasion was when the Shah of Iran
was visiting this country. He is not aware of any political
inclinations of SIRHAN, except that he was very much interested
in the conflicts between the Arab and.Israeli nations. He was

A%c ^ .... ~
Ol} 6/6/68 M San Franc i sco , C a l i f o r n i a p- | f, ff SF 67-5V81

. SAs1

6/7/68
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very pro-Arabic and often spoke of going back to his homeland
and helping out in the war*.

FELL said that he recalls one occasion when they were
in either the 6th or 7th grade, when they were playing Monopoly
or some other game, that SIRHAN commented how he felt toward
the Jewish people. ' He had apparently seen a close member of
his family killed in Jordan and desired to go back some day to .
his homeland.

, FELL said that in 1964 or 1965, when he last saw SIRHAN
that FELL's father had the responsibility for the itinerary of
the Shah of Iran and is fairly certain that this is the time he
saw SIRHAN because he believed that he was going to attend a
function or a rally where the Shah was to appear. He is some-
what hazy on this incident but believes that SIRKAN was in
support of the Shah.

On one other occasion FELL said that PEVEC told him
that SIRHAN did not desire to become a citizen. PEVEC had
become a citizen after he had been in this country five years,
but apparently SIRHAN did not want to do this, indicating that he
someday wanted to return to Jordan.

- FELL said he is not aware of any violent nature of
SIRHAN, but did say that he seemed to have a "normal Arab
temper".

He concluded the interview by saying that PEVEC would
have possibly much more current information concerning SIRHAN.
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On June 23, 1968, PALMER LIEN, JR.,

at thi
Altadena,
with SIRHAN SIRHAN since shortly after he arrived"in this
country In 1957 or 1958. He stated he waB much more closely
acquainted with MUNIR SIRRAN, who vas his age. He Btated
the SIRHAKs lived about eight houses away from him at this
time. He stated he knev SIRHAN when he was in Junior High
School and in High School, but stated it was a typical
school relationship and not very close. He eald he had no
social relationship with SIRHAN outside of school, and because
of theV age, never discussed political ideas or social
philosophies. He. stated he last saw SIRHAN walking up the
street about two weeks prior to the KENNEDY shooting, but
merely waved at him. He described SIRHAN as a very quiet
person, who was usually at home, studying or reading. He did
not appear to have many close friends, and LIEN could not
recall anyone else who was very close to SIRHAN.

LIEN volunteered that when he had read In the
newspapers that SIRHAN vjas married in his early teens, he
thought he recalled MUNIR having said SIRHAN was married while
still in Jordan> and had left his wife there. LIEN stated he was
not positive of this, but believed he recalled it as it seemed
so strange to him that anyone would be married at the age of
twelve or thirteen. He stated he was also sure he had never
heard of SIRHAN or any of the SIRHAN children leaving the
United States to return to Jordan since he had known them.

On
6/28/68 Pasadena, California

. ot
- 573 -
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On June2^^1Q5B^D0UGLAS^^UffiIEL^^ae contacted at
his residence at f H H H H I i i m H L i Los ̂ngelee,
California. He slated he was acquainted with SIRHAN SIRHAN
at Pasadena City College, Pasadena, California, but his
acquaintance was very casual, and mainly because of his
friendship with WALTER CROWE, JR., whom he stated was more
closely acquainted with SIRHAN. He denied knowing
SIRHAN well enough to attempt to recruit him into a
proposed Students for a Democratic Society chapter being
formed on the campus, but stated CROWE might have tried to
recruit SIRHAN. LAYFIELD stated the only place he had ever
Been SIRHAN was on the campus, and had never met him socially.
He etatpd he started at Pasadena City College in 1963 and
attended Irregularly on a part-time basis until early 1967*
and had still not graduated. LAYFIELD stated he did not
know SIRHAN well enough to know he had been injured in a
fall from a horse, knew nothing about his personal habits,
nationalistic tendencies, or any Interest he might have
in girls or in guns. He said he did not know the names of
any other acquaintances of SIRHAN other than UITJTKR CROWE.
LAYFIELD furnished his home telephone number asi

i f*

On
6/21/68 Los Angeles, California

.at
Los Angeles 56-156

FiU *

Dot.
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MUSTAFA ALI SANKARI who
Pasadena, telephony

employment
interviewed at

STes
;es

entered the United
nd he has not yet become

described as white male,
rown eyes, smal^scaronleft
he married flHj^H^^Hife

a citizen
5'5\ 170 pounj
forehead. On
Pasadena, Calirorn

SANKARI advised that he attended Pasadena City College
beginning in September, 1963 and went for five consecutive
semesters, ending with the semester of 1965 - 1966. He stated that
he first met SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAN in the first semester of 1963,
and that he had not known him prior to coming to this country and
attended Pasadena City College. He stated that he first met
SIRHAN because he associated with several Arab students at
Pasadena City College inasmuch as he did not speak very much
English. He stated that̂  therefore,SIRHAN was one of the several
with whom he associated, due to the language problem that he
faced.

He said that at no time did he have any close personal
association with SIRHAN and that he considered him Just a school
acquaintance. However, he advised that he did go to the SIRHAN
home one time and met SIRHAN1s mother and sister. This was Just
prior to the time that the sister died. He said that after the
first semester of 1963 he did not see very much of SIRHAN, even
at school, because SIRHAN seemed to avoid the other Arab students
who did not speak English as well as he did. He stated that in his
opinion SIRHAN was a very quiet, shy individual who seemed very
withdrawn and reserved around others. He stated that he never saw
SIRHAN lose his temper and would never have thought him to be an
individual of a violent nature. He stated further that after the
first semester when he associated with SIRHAN at school, usually at
lunch time or over a cup of coffee, that he'saw him only to
greet him as they passed on the campus. He further added that they

6/25/68 Pasadena, California
On ' ot _ _ ^ _ ^ ^

r 1 !•
Los Angeles 56-156
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never discussed any type of politics or ideologies and that inas-
much as he, SANKARI, wanted to improve his English, he avoided
discussion of any type with the other Arab students inasmuch as
they almost always spoke to him in Arabic, and he wanted to speak
English.

He stated that since he left school In 1966 he has
seen SIRHAN only one time and that was approximately nine or ten
months ago when he Baw him on the street in Pasadena and Introduced
him to his wife. He further stated that other than SIRHAN's
mother and sister the only other member of the fajnily he
had met \.as the brother, SHARIF,whom he met at Bob's Drive-in
Restaurant in Pasadena on one occasion.
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On June 21, 1968,
Personnel Services, Pasadena City College^asacfena^a.Ulol 'hia
advised there was no record of anyone named MUSTAFA SANKARX ever
having attended Pasadena City College.

4

6/21/68
at
Easadena, California

^577 -
FileIjps Angeles 56-156
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Date

7A/63

VTY, Room _
Pasadena /"California,

mt he saw SIRHAN B. tJJlîHAJJ \Ti the Denny's Restaurant,
Colorado Boulevard, Pasadena, on May 23, 1963, in the
company of five other persons not known to him. HAGGERTY
stated the other five persons seemed to be of Arab extraction.
HAGGERTY stated that he knew SIRHAN B. SIRHAN from school
attendance together. He advised that both he and SIRHAN
attended John Muir High School in Pasadena and Pasadena City
College, in Pasadena, California. HAGGERTY stated that
he did not know SIRHAN very well but both of them had been
active in student government at Pasadena City College, and he
remembers SIRHAN as being bitter over United States support
of Israel and that Palestine would still belong to the Arabs
if it were not for England and the United States. HAGGERTY
advised that SIRHAN had the ambition to become a jockey and
felt there was a lot of money in horse racing. He advised
he thought it strange when he saw SIRHAN ignore him at Benny1B
on May 23, 19&B. He stated that when he approached SIRHAN's
table SIRHAN switched the conversation to Arabic and SIRHAN
and his friends left the restaurant without ordering anything
to eat.

HAGGERTY was shown photographs of ADEL B. SIRHAN,
SHARIF B. SIRHAN, SAIDALLAH B. SIRKAN, and MUNIR B. SIRHAN,
but he was unable to identify any of them as being the
persons who were with SIRHAH B. SIRHAN in Denny's. HAGGERTY
advised he would be unable to describe or recognize the
persons seen with SIRHAN.

1

ALL

6/28/68
On .

Pasadena, California
.ot „—
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File I
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..On June 27. 1Q68. CRAIG BELTON BLE^ _
^voluntarily

Tgeles Office of the FBI.
he had attended Pasadena City College on a part time basis
from September 1963 until June 1967. He said he met SIRHAN
SIRHAN in the Campus Center, a coffee shop and cafeteria at
the college, about September 1964, or during that semester.
He said he only knew SIRHAN on the campus, and only on a
casual basis. He never met him Bocially otherwise. BLESS
believed he had known SIRHAN about one and one half years*
He said SIRHAN was at the time very interested in learning to
play pool well, and was very intent about this. He played
pool with him occasionally in a pool hall near the school.
BLESS recalled SIRHAN had an old Cadillac, he believed, and
worked in a Richfield gas station in Pasadena at the time.
BLESS said he had never had any political discussions with
SIRHAN, and had no idea of what his social philosophy was.
He said they had never discussed the Arab-Israeli dispute,
and had never heard SIRHAN mention it. BLESS believed
SIRHAN was majoring in Political Science at the school, and
remembers vaguely that he had the impression SIRHAN might have
intended returning to Jordan at some future time. BLESS
described SIRHAN as a calm, quiet type who never appeared to
have much money. SIRHAN was not involved in working with
horses during the time BLESS knew hira, but he did meet him
on the canpus once, after SIRHAN no longer attended achool, and
SIRHAN said he was working with horses. BLESS stated the last
time he ever saw SIRHAN was in 1967* and no later than June 1967,
when BLESS stopped attending Pasadena City College. BLESS
said he could think of no names of other individuals who were
acquainted with SIRHAN, and never knew SIRHAN to have a girlfriend,
although SIRHAN expressed a general interest in girls* as they
all did while in college.

6/27/68 Los Angeles, California Los Angeles 56-156
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On J u n e ^ ^ , 1968, EDWARD FIBUS,
St ree t , Apartment^Hvan Nays, Cal i fornia , '
regarding any information he might nave per ta in ing t o

"AN B. SIRHAN. FIBUS advised t h a t h«» a

la. ue stated tha
telephone number is

FIBUS advised that he has little information
pertaining to SIRHAN B. SIRHAN. He stated that he had been
watching television on the morning of June 5, 1968, when he
saw photographs of the person who had been arrested by the
Los Angeles Police for the shooting of Senator ROBERT F.
KENNEDY* FIBUS stated that he recognized the photograph as
being a photograph of SIRHAN SIRHAN and that he and SIRHAN
SIRHAN had been In the Ninth Grade in school together.
FIBUS stated he knew nothing about SIRHAN and his only
involvement in this matter was when he telephoned the police
and told them of SIRHAN's identification.

6/28/63
On

Van Nuys, California
at 5Q0 .

Los Angeles 56-156
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^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Mrs, BONNIE P1TROFF, nee "Brabba,
A p a r t m e n t J P | H H H H H B p o s t a Mesa, advised that she
attended Elliott Junior nigh School, Altadena, California,
In 1959 to i960, and graduated from that school in i960.
She then attended John Mulr High School, Pasadena, California,
for Just six weeks the following year when ehe discontinued
her studies at that school.

Mrs. FITROFF stated that she does not recall SIRHAN
SIRHAN as being a member of her clase either at Elliott or
John Muir. She said that she recently read an article in
"Life Magazine" on the assassination of Senator ROBERT F.
KENNEDY, which pictured a film strip of Borne of the students
in SIRHAN's class at Elliott. She recognized a picture of
one of her classmates and only then did she realize that
SIRHAN SIRHAN was in her class. She said that she did not
recognize his picture when she first saw it in the newspapers
the day Senator KENNEDY was shot.

Mrs. PrTROFF stated that she does not recall ever
speaking to SIRHAN, does not know anything about him, and knows
none of his friends or associates. She cannot recall ever
seeing him since she went to school.

m

• --*s

nil
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On June 20, I968, ROGER BRUCE ELLIOTT,
Californiaj

at
_ allforni

and John Muir High School with SIBHAN SIRHAN.
Junior

He did not remember him too well, other than to recall
he vas a quiet, retiring individual. He said they had never
discussed political or social matters, and knew nothing further
concerning him. ELLIOTT stated a cousin of his wii
LIEN, migh t know mnrf> fthnut STftEfAW.. T.TTCW works f o r !

kn Altadena.

On
6/20/68 Highland Park, California F j U | Ios Angeles 56-156
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PETER S E L F E p H ^ H B H ^ H H ^ ^ H ^ Apartment,
California, telephonically contacted SA

nd furnished the following information:

SIRHAN SIRHAN hung out in Shap!s_Bar> 256*
Colorado Boulevard. Pasadena. California

t SELFE continued he met at Shap's through SELPE
1s

brother, one GEORGE BEILICKE, who reportedly is an acquaintance
of SIRHAN. BEILICKE is described as a German alien, about ko
years old, R'ft". 17Q, nnnnflfi. **yV hair_L medium
employed as
in Pasadena/ ana drives a

SELFE stated that BEILICKE loaned $75 to one of
SIRHAN1e Jordanian friends and that the Jordanian will not or
cannot repay the loan. BEILICKE approached the Jordanian with
the $75 and the Jordanian told him to leave him alone and
threatened him with a Knife. For this reason, BEILICKE is
frightened and reluctant to talk about his relationship with
SIRHAN1s friends.

BEILICKE told SELPE that SIRHAN has five close
friends he drinks with in Shap's Bar. He described them as
two Jordanians, one Cuban, and two Americans. SELFE was unable
to learn the names of these friends, but is certain BEILICKE
knows them all.

«
6/9/68 La Crescenta, California p;j. § Los Angeles 56*156

g/g/gpt.
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SELFE stated BSILICKE told him the Jordanian
friend of SIEHAN ,to vihoa he loaned the $75*00.is a youn~
man vho lives on Howard Street in Pasadena and attends
Pasadena City College. SELFE continued GEORGE told him
that on the Sunday or Monday preceding the shooting of
Senator KENNEDY,, SIRHA1I had a heated argument with one,
several, or ell of his five friends at a Denny's Restaurant
in Pasadena.

SELFE continued that GEGRG2 is a German National
with a "chip on his shoulder," has strong German loyalty,
a coiviplex about "oexn̂  a iorei^ner, end is herd to get into
a conversation.
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ICKE was interviewed at his residence
regarding his knowledge of SIRHJtN SIRHAN.

BEILICKE Bald that he first met SIRHAN about two
years ago, summer 1966. He said he knew that SIRHAN was a
student at Pasadena City College and he recalls he saw him,
off and on a few times. He recalled that he had eaen him
in Shap'B Cocktail Bar in Pasadena. Ha recalls that he
mainly saw SIRHAN at Denny's Coffee Shop located down the
street from Shap's Bar. BEILICK3 said that he knew SIRHAN
had some friends howavar he did not know the names or where
they lived. Ha described these people as being foreigners
and thought thay wera from the Middle East or Europe, He
eaid that SIRHAN did have two American friends. He said
that he never really associated with SIRHAN or his friends,
and mainly saw them on the street from time to time. He
said he fixst met a friend of SIRHAN named PAUL, lest
name not known, in Tyke's Bar in Pasadana, during summer 1965.
He said he did not connect PAUL as being a friend of SIRHAN
until after hs had met SIRHAN and then he saw SIRHAN and PAUL
together on several occasions BEILICKE said he could not
recall exactly where or when he had easn them together.

BEILICKE said that in either February or March
1S66, he was at the Santa Anita Racetrack in Arcadia and
he loaned PAUL $75.00. ISiat following summer he had occasion
to meet PAUL either in a bar or a coffee shop and attempted
to collect the $75.00. BEILICKE said PAUL became belligerent
and threatened him with a knife and told him, BEILICKE, to
leave him alone. BEILICKE said that he has never tried to
make any other effort to collect the $75.00. The last time
he saw PAUL was during the fall of 1966.

— Pasadena, California
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BEILICKE described PAUL as follows;

Age
Height
Weight
Complexion
Hair

Mid-twenties
5'6tt

140 pounds
Dark
Neat haircut style

PAUL mentioned on one occasion that he was a
Lebanese. BEILICKE recalled that he had seen PAUL driving
around, Pasadena in a i960 Volkswagen with the front end
damaged to the extent that one of the headlights was not
in working order.

BEILICKE Bald that he has gone to Shap!s Bar on
occasion but he cannot recall being there for the past two
years. He says he usually frequents Denny's Coffee Shop and
goes there during the early morning hours after he gets off
work.

BEILICKE said the last time he saw SIRHAN in person
was sometime during the middle of the week prior to the last
week in May 1968. He said he had no conversation with him
at that time other than to exchange greetings. BEILICKE
said that he was not aware of any fight that SIRHAN was
involved in at Denny's Coffee Shop.

BEILICKE was not able to furnish any further
information concerning background, habits, or associates
of SIRHAN and his friends. He said that he was not really
friendly with SIRHAN and his friends and considered them to
only be occasional acquaintances.

She following description was obtained from Interview
and observation:

T

Name
Alias
Sex
Race

GEORGE BEILICKE
Oert
Male
White
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Birth Data

Height
Weight
Kair
Eyes
Occupation
Employment

Marital Status

153 pounds
Black
Bro

Pasadena
Since
Hours:1
Married
Wife:

a

o midnight shift

BEILICKE said he is a German nations
exhibited a green Alien Registration Card No.<
reflecting date of entry into the United State's as

- 587 -
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GEORGE BEILICKE,
furnished the following

7/3/58

satSena,

Since last being interviewed, he has not been able
to recall the last name of the person known to him as PAUL,
who might have been a friend of SIRHAN SIRHAN. He reiterated
that he has not seen PAUL since the Pall of 1966 and that he
has not seen PAUL and SIRHAN SIRHAN talking together since
prior to last seeing PAUL.

BEILICKE has been attempting to recall information
regarding PAUL'S employment and friends or acquaintances but,
because they met rather haphazardly and infrequently almost '
two yeara ago, BEILICKE has not been able to recall any
additional information regarding PAUL.

BEILICKE stated that he does not specifically recall
ever mentioning to anybody that SIRHAN SIRHAN had been involved
in a fight or argument at Denny's Restaurant in Pasadena a
week or two prior to the shooting of Senator ROBERT F. KENNEDY.
According to BEILICKE, he does not have any knowledge of such
a fight or argument.

)6\c
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7/2/68 Pasadena, California
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GEORGE BEILICKE, _
California, furnished the following

7/8/68

Pasadena,

BEILICKE does not know an individual named SAUL
LE CLAIR, However, he did recall that PAUL KHOURY is the
individual to whom he loaned $75.00 at Santa Anita Race
Track in February or March 1966 and KHOURY is also the
individual whom BEILICKE had seen talking with SIRHAN SIRHAN
during the summer of 1966.

BEILICKE could not provide any other pertinent
information regarding PAUL KHOURY,

]£••

Data dictated j/Q/68
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7/11/68

He has been ?JI California on a student visa since
and has been enrolled at Pasadena City College (PCC)

since his entry from Jordan.

During lS&p, he resided &ti
Pasadena, and he became acquainted wxtn SHAPJJ
residing across the street. Prom SE\RI? he learned that
SIRHAN SIRHAN, SHARIF'S brother, was attending PCC, but
KHOURY'did not meet SIRHAN SIRHAN until sometime in 1966 when
he was introduced to SIRHAN SIRHAN in the PCC cafeteria.
KHOUTvY could not recall who introduced then but it was a rather
brief and informal neetins and KHOURY and SIRHAN SIRHAN did
not talk together for any length of time. KHOURY did not see
SIRHAN SIRHAN aga-_n for quite sometime when again they met in
the "PCC cafeteria. This neeting^ too, was very brief and
consisted of little nore than saying hello.

The ne::t tine KHOURY saw SIRKAN SIl'JiAN was in
February or March 1908, at Santa Anita Race Trade. At that
ticie, KHOURY was leaving the track and sau SIRHAN SIRHAN
and GHABEL BADRAN In the crowd. KHOURY said hello to them,
tney aciuiowledged his greetxng and KHOURY continued out of
the tracl:.

These three occasions were the only times KHOURY
sau or spoke with SIRHAN SIRHAN and he could not provide any
other information regarding SIRHAN SIRHAH or aay friends or
acquaintances SIRHAN SIRHAN might have had. KHOURY never saw
SIRHAN SIRHAtt in Denny's Restaurant, Colorado Boulevard,
Pasadena, and he never visited the Loc1.:, Stock and Barrel
Gun Shopi San Gabriel, California, with SIRHAN.

On
7/10/58 highland Perk,California FiU los Angeles 56-1
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6/17/68

ROBERT GIBBONS4 Bartender, Snaps Bar, 2565-East
Colorado Boulevard, observed a photograph of SIRHAN SIRHAN
and furnished the following information:

He has been employed at Snap's Bar for approximately
the past four years, however, he had never seen the person
pictured in the tavern. GIBBONS works two deys and three
nights a week behind the bar and always works the weekend
nights.

GIBBONS could not provide any pertinent information
regarding friends or acquaintances of SIRHAN SIRHAN.

According to GIBBONS, the manager of Snaps, EDWARD
WARD, and another bartender .GARY MEZA,also work behind the bar
but GIBBONS had not heard them mention ever seeing SIRHAN
SIRHAN in Snaps.

r
16/12/68 Pasadena, California F||- ̂ Los Angeles 56-156
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Dof*

7/1/68

On June 23, 1963, EDWARD WARD,!
West Covlna, California, was Interviewed aft Shape Bar,
2565 East Colorado Boulevard, Pasadena, California, where
he is employed as a bartender.

WARD was interviewed regarding information to
the fact that SIRHAN B. SIRHAN may have frequented the
Shaps Bar. WARD was shown photographs of ADEL B. SIRHAN,
SHARIF B. SIRHAN, SAIDALLAH B. SIRHAN, MUNIR B. SIRHAN,
and SIRHAN B. SIRHAN. WARD advised that to the best of ,
his knowledge SIRHAN B. SIRHAN has never been in the Shaps
Bar while he was on duty. He stated that the photographs
of MUNIR B. SIRHAN and ADEL B. SIRHAN seemed somewhat
familiar but he could not state' whether or not either of them
had been in Shap's Bar.

(

_. 6/28/68 Pasadena, California _.. * Los Angeles 56-156
On - ct . ~. r il» r . .
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Mrs. RUBY MERSON, Owner and Manager*, Denny1* Restaurant,
Colorado Boulevard, Pasadena, furnished the following Information:

She is the Day-Time Manager of Denny*s Restaurant,
the only Denny's Restaurant In Pasadena, and she has never
known SIRHAN SIRHAN to frequent this restaurant. She was not
aware of any quarrel or argument at the restaurant in which
SIRHAN SIRHAN may have participated and she did not know any
friends or acquaintances of SIRHAN SIRHAN.

7/2/68 Pasadena, California
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OLETA WILSON, Manager, Dennyfs Restaurant, 2625
Colorado Boulevard, Pasadena, California, furnished the
following information:

She is the night manager of Denny's Restaurant
and is usually at the restaurant from 3s30 P.M. to 2:00 A.M.
However, on Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday nights, she
normally works until 3:00 or 4:00 A.M. because a large
number of customers come to Denny's after the closing of
Shap's Bar, which is located one block west of Denny's on
Colorado Bouleverd. She believes that on these nights
Shap's sponsors band and dance contests and draws a large

She observed a photograph of SIRHAN SIRHAN and
advised she is not acquainted with him nor is she aware that
SIRHAN SIRHAN was ever a customer of the restaurant she
manages. She did not have any knowledge of an argument or
quarrel at Denny's in which SIRHAN SIRHAN may have partici-
pated and she had not received any information from any
other Denny's employee about Euch an argument.

OLETA WILSON could not provide any information
regarding SIRHAN SIRHAN or any of his friends or acquaint-
ances.

Pasadena, California Fit* Jj0B Angeles 56-156
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7A/63

On June 25, 1968, GARY MEZA,
Alhambra, California, was Interviewed at Snaps" Bar,
East Colorado Boulevard, Pasadena, California, where he Is
enployed as a bartender.

MEZA was Interviewed regarding information to
the fact that SIRHAN B. SIRHAN nay have frequented the Snaps
Bar. MEZA was shown photographs of ADEL B. SIRHAN, SHARIF B.
SIRHAN, SAIDALLAH B. SIRHAN, MUNIR B. SIRHAN, and SIRHAN B.
SIRHAN. MEZA stated that to the best of his knowledge SIRHAN B.
SIRHAN has not frequented Snaps Bar while he was on duty. MEZA
was unable to identify any of the persons of which he was shown
photographs as persons who frequent the Shaps Bar.

ho

^asadena, California Fit* fros Angeles 56-156
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On June 6, 1963, WALTER S. CROWE, JR., a friend of
SIRHAN SIRHAN, advised that among the Arabs with whom SIRHAN
was friendly at Pasadena City College was one ABDUL DABBAS
(phonetic), a teacher of Arabic at the college during the
time SIRHAN attended.

r
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Dot*

6/11/68

369, Mrs. DI/>NE P0MER0Y,1
^ J u t a d e n a , California, advisee

ABDUL WBBOS, part time teacher at Pasadena City College,
had rented a room from her mothei- in law, Mrs. MARGARET
POMEROY, two or three yeais ago. She did not recall the
exact period of time diring which he resided
she understood he had returned t<~ Jordan. Mrj
iu^ i sh f id th^dd reBS of M̂ RGfRET POMEROY aal

• H H H i ^ l l f o i ' n : i a ' and Relieved she Ba3" las'
hea.Td from D.*BB.aS in approximately August 19o7, from
Jordan.

Loa .Angeles 56 156Pasadena. California
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6/10/63

On June 10, 1968, MrB. ALICE MOTHERSIffi&D,
Community Liaison Centei, Pesadena City College* "Kisadena,
California, advised she v:as in charge of the activities of
the international Club en .the campus. She stated hex- department
vas a volunteer service, and she v;as not a part of the faculty.
She Btated th^t to her knowledge, there was no Organization cf
Arab Students, ox any clubs recognized on the campus v.hich
*?e-.e comprised of foreign students of one nationality. She
stated she had checked he • records, and had no record of SITOLAN
SIRHAN belonging to the International Club, and hqd no
knov;ledge concerning him. She stated he would not h^ve been
included in a Foveign Students Be&istiy, since he was an
immigrant to the United States, and vas not here on a foreign
student's visa. Mrs. MOTHERSHEftD had no record of a student
by the* name of MUSTAFA SERMAIN (phonetic), being"
affiliated with the International Club. She did recall
ABDUL D.ABBfS, end fijst came in contact with him xn 1£56,
when he vcas present at Pasadena City Colle&e on an immigrant
visa. She stated she had iented hl<m a room or space in her
house fo.-. a brief period; hov:ever, he vas older and e.n
independent man, and Referred to rent a room by hircself, so
left'ftfter staving *t her address very briefly. He gave the
address of flHBHHHA^venue^ Arcadia* as that of
friends, an^a^^nCTne^^Wcftion in her records. She stated he had
a s.onsor residing in Arcadia, so it was the assumption of
Mrs. MOTKERSHEAD thit the people at this address mi&ht have
been his sponsors when he entered the United States. The last
record Mrs. MOTHSRSHE.̂ .D had of DABB^S v.'?s that she had talked
to him briefly in 1962, and she h?d no knovledge of his
present whereabouts.

A
ie-
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6/10/63

Lifoinia, advisea ne r-ecalled a
part- tune night teacher by the name of ABDUL A. DABBAS. He
stated DABBAS did not have ful l - t ime employment as there
was net s u f f i c i e n ^ i n t e r e s t in the Arabic language to Justify
such employment. f H f l H H A u n d e r s t o o d DABB'S had studied at
California Sta te c o T W g ^ a ^ i ^ s Angeles, and did work
toward a Doctorate Degree a t the University of California
a t Los Angeles. DABBaS had worked under the supervision of
the Department of Near Eastern Studies a t t ha t i n s t i t u t i o n ,

^artroent Head at tha t time was Dr. VOLF LESI/U.
lad no knowledge of the ^resent v^heeabouts of

) ABBAS'

On 6/10/63 Pasadena^ California
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Dot*

6/11/68

_____ California,.
us records reflected no dtudent by the name of

MUSTAF* SERHAIN (phonetic), had attended that college between
163 and 1$,66.

.advised his xecords reflected a
tiroe^fTOTeTTat night by the name of M5DUIWJT'1 *.

who had taught from January 31, 1̂ 62 through the
s .nns semester of li?66. DABB*S taught Arabic.
indicated residence addiesses during thy

jfornia, *n
lad no knowledge

whereabouts or D^BB^S, hov;ever, DABB-"S indicated upon
de^aiting Pasadena City College that he was expecting to go
to an urirecailed "mWdle eastern country.

6/10/69 Pasadena, California _., u Loa Angeles 56-156On «t r«l« f r
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Mrs. MARGARET P< ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
California, telephone number flHHH^ ad vised that^she was well
acquainted with ABDULMAJLD DABBAS, also known as Abdul DaBbas.
POMEROY said she has known DABBAS for a period of eight to
ten years and for a period of about one year in 196^jnd 1967
h ted a cottage from her located at the rear o f l H A
| I H H H H H H H H _ a d e n a > California. She £al~~at
durfflg thaTper-oggheresided at the main residence at

H H H H H B ^ which la her property.

Mrs. POMEROY said that DABBAS returned to his
native country, Jordan about one year ago and she corresponded
with him for a period up until late 1967- She said the last
time she heard from DABBAS was during Christmas holidays In
1967 when she received a Christmas card from DABBAS postmarked
Jordan with no return address.

She said that DABBAS mentioned In the Christmas
card that he was returning to the United States sometime
during the summer of 1968 and, she said that if DABBAS arrived
in the United States,she would be in touch with him.

POMEROY stated that she previously wrote to
DABBAS at a Post Office box in Amman, Jordan, but she would
not disclose this post office box number inasmuch as It wa3
assigned to a friend of DABBAS1 and DABBAS was no longer
using this post office box.

POMEROY said that she did not know, nor had she
ever met, SIRHAN SXRHAK and Btated that she was introduced to
SIRHAN's mother, sister, and possibly two brothers about eight
years ago by DABBAS. POMEROY said it was possibly that
someone once had Introduced her to the SIRHAN family but

f^/18/68 at pomita. California
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she was quite sure it was DABBAS, although she was acquainted
with many Arabs. POMEROY said she met the SIRHAN family
on this one occasion and knew nothing about their beliefs
or activities.
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Dot*

6/19/68

California State College
at Los Angeies, aavised that according to the school's records
ABDULMAJID ABDULLAH DABBAS was a student and received a BA
degree in English from the school in January, 1962.

He advised that because an agreement was made with
the student body, the students admission records and applications
for admiBBion records are confidential and cannot be furnished
without the approval of the student.

He eaid in order to review these records, a clearance
will have to be obtained from the Director of Admissions, Mr.
HAROLD H. TEMMER; and if permission is granted, it will take
approximately one week to recall the files from the State
Archives.

On 6/17/68 - Los Angeles. California FiU # Los Angeles 56-156
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advised thai
5ULLAH DABBK5 was unknown Co'her and furnished

the following information from the school's f i l e s ;

Name
Date of Birth
Place of Birth
Home Address

Parent
Marital Status
Nationality-
Arrived la

California

ABDULHAJID DABBAS

deceased

attended the foil

furnished his home address
California, and that he had

On 6/17/68 ^ Los Angeles, California FiU fros Angeles 56-I56
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School records fur
files dated

osed a notation In their

The records further disclosed that
\K DABBAS to his home
California, on

Lsclose
for by a

[via registered
was signed

/̂concluded t h a t f ^ B H H H H ^ b presently
on leave rrom the university for six months and that he is
scheduled to return in about two weeks from Ethiopia. She said
that at that time he may be contacted in the Departmep£_of

^telephone number]
exT
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- California State College, LOB
Angeles, Aandssiofl^ncn?ecords Section, advised .thQt
ABDULMAJID ABDULLAH DABBAS was unknown to her, however,
according to their records, he was a student admitted to the
college in February, i960, and has student number 60413.

At the time he was admitted to the school, he made
application for the school to accept 80 units, however, the
school only accepted 6h of his units. Their records disclosed
that his date of birth is December 23, 192§, that he majored
in English receiving a BA degree January 26, 1962.

She advised that other pertinent information regarding
hiB records will have to be obtained from the Registrar because
of an agreement made with the student body these records
are confidential.

On 6/17/68 ^ Loa Angeles, California
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6/19/68

Foreign Students, y
Angeles, California, telephone number •^^^••^dvised that
he was unable to locate any records to^HciBWtiiat ABDULMAJID
ABDULLAH DABBAS was ever a student at the school. He said their
records cover both graduates and undergraduates.

Jfros Angeles, California Fi,# fros Angeles $6-156
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Dat*
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w l i i U U l i a, caused ft search of the ieccrds for a student
by the name of MUSTAF* SERWIN (phonetic), snd of other
natneB phonetically similar, between the years 1963 and
1966; however, no recoid identifiable with such an
Individual was located.

fifll \fnrnia FH* fcos Angeles 56-156
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